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FOREWORD

The present report is the second part of a two-part Survey undertaken in terms
of General Assembly resolution 118 (II)o  Part one of the World Economic Suÿeyÿ
1974 I/ contained a review and appraisal of the progress made in the first half of
the 1970s in the implementation of the International Development Strategy for the
Second United Nations Development Decade.

The report begins with a brief summary of the salient features of world
production and trade in 1974 as compared with the earlier years of the Decade.
Chapters I and II deal in greater detail with the course of production and trade
in the developed market economiesÿ in the developing countries and in the centrally
planned economies. 2/  Chapter IIl deals with the problems of internal economic
balanceÿ including the acceleration of inflation in 1974 and the emergence of
recessionary forces in the developed market economies.  The final chapter examines
the prospects for the world economy in 1975.

The report was prepared in the Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections
and Policies of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs and is based on data
available to the Secretariat in April 1975.

i_/ United Nations publicationÿ Sales No. E.75.II.C.I°

2/ The division of countries into three groups is a matter of statistical
convenience and does not necessarily imply any judgement about the stage reached
by individual countries in the development process.
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Exolanatory notes

The following symbols have been used in the tables throughout the report:

Three dots (o.o) indicate that data are not available or are not separately
reported

A dash (-) indicates that the amount is nil or negligible

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable

A minus sign (-) indicates a deficit or decreaseÿ except as indicated

A full stop (.) is used to indicate decimals

A comma (ÿ) is used to distinguish thousands and millions

A slash (/) indicates a crop year or financial yearÿ e.g. ÿ 1970/71°

Use of a hyphen (-) between dates representing yearsÿ e.g. ÿ 1971-1973ÿ
signifies the full period involvedÿ including the beginning and end years.

Reference to "tons" indicates metric tons, and to "dollars" ($) United States
dollars, unless otherwise stated.

The term "billion" signifies a thousand million.

Annual rates of growth or changeÿ unless otherwise stated, refer to annual
compound rates °

Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totals ÿ because
of rounding.

The following abbreviations have been used:

CMEA

DAC

EEC

EFTA

GATT

IBRD

IDA

IDS

lEA

IMF

ISIC

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

Development Assistance Committee /OECD7

European Economic Community

European Free Trade Association

General Agreemenÿ on Tariffs and Trade

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

International Development Association

International Development Strategy

International Energy Agency

International Monetary Fund

International Standard Industrial Classification
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ExDlanatory notes (continued)

OECD   Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OPEC   Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

SDE    special drawing rights

UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of
the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country,
territoryÿ city or area or of its authoritiesÿ or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries.

The term "countryÿ' as used in the text of this report also refers, as
appropriateÿ to territories or areas.
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SUÿ®4ARY

The year 1974 saw a halting of the strong expansion in global economic
activity that had got under way in 1971o  World output rose by a modest
1o7 per centÿ considerably less than in earlier years of the 1970so  This figure
reflected primarily the economic recession that beset the developed market
economies in 1974.  Weaker average growth was also registered by the developing
countries andÿ owing to unfavourable results in agricultureÿ by the centrally
planned economies of Eastern Europe.  Despite the slow-downÿ the average 1971-1974
rate of growth in the developing countries was virtually at the 6 per cent target
level set out in the International Development Strategy for the Second United
Nations Development Decade°  Howeverÿ in the second half of 1974ÿ stagnation in
economic activity in the developed market economies began to threaten the
continuation of growth in the developing countries°

Stagnation in the developed market economies in 1974 lowered their average
rate of Jgrowth since 1970 to slightly under 4 per cent a year.  Thusÿ for the
period 1971-1974ÿ there was probably a slight narrowing in the disparity in gross
domestic product per capita between the developed and the developing countries°
Economic growth in the developing countries wasÿ howeverÿ very uneven°

Averaged over the 1971-1974 periodÿ rather more than a third of the developing
countries - accounting for a similar proportion of the combined population
increased their production by more than 6 per cent a yearÿ two thirds had below-
target growth rates.  At one extreme were a sixth of the countries (with about
15 per cent of the population) whose production grew at over 8 per cent a year°
At the other extreme were 30 per cent of the countries (accounting for about half
the population) in which production failed to keep pace with population.

The rate of growth was also very uneven among economic sectors within the
developing coumtriesÿ in 1974 as well as for the entire 1971-1974 periodÿ
especially in those countries in which large segments of the population were
adversely affected by lagging agricultural production.

World agricultural production in 1974 remained at about the same level as in
1973.  There was a marked deceleration in output in the developed market economies
as a wholeÿ and a decline in output of 1.8 per cent in the centrally planned
economies of Eastern Europe from the high level of production achieved in 1973.
In the developing countries the overmall gain was held to 1.5 per cent in 1974 by
a decline in South and East Asia from the improved farm output of 1973.  The
average rate of expansion in agricultural production for the 1971-1974 period was
1.5 per cent a year.  This was less than half the target rate of growth set in the
International Development Strategyÿ and well below the rate of expansion of
population in these countries.  Thusÿ though the incidence of famine was less in
1974 than in 1972-1973ÿ average nutritional levels in 1974 were lower than in 1971.

It was against this unfavourable background in food and agriculture that the
World Food Conference was held in November 1974.  Reaffirming the 4 per cent target
for"agricultural growth in the developing countriesÿ the Conference adopted a



number of resolutions designed to improve the supply of farm inputs and reduce the
obstacles to greater food production and better diets°  The crop failures of 1972
and the subsequent drawing down of world cereal stocks set in motion a sharp rise
in food prices, adding to inflationary forces in developed and developing
countries alike and to the import costs of food-deficit countries°  Though stocks
have nÿc ÿet been rebuilt andÿsupplies remain tightÿ the call of the World
Fooÿ Conference for i0 million tons of grain for use as food aid was almost met
within a few months°  While the food situation in 1975 has improvedÿ supplies
continue to be unduly dependent on current harvests°

The increase in the rate of world industrial output slowed in 1974 to about
3 per cent ÿ less than one third of the previous yearWs rate of increase - a
situation reflecting primarily the stagnation in industrial activity in the
developed market economies°  Industrial production in the centrally planned
economies of Eastern Europe accelerated slightly°  Yn the developing countries 1974
brought a slight slow-down in industry butÿ at nearly 8 per centÿ the increase in
output was in line with the average for 1971ÿ1974o  For the manufacturing
componentÿ the overÿall target rate of growth of 8 per cent set in the.
International Development Strategy was fulfilled°

The increase in industrial production in the developing countries was far from
uniformly distributed:  it was strongly influenced by the upsurge in world trade
which affected individual commodities quite differently and by the performance of
the agricultural sector which also differed greatly among countries°  Moreover, the
stagnation in economic activity in the developed market economies has led. to a
sharp slow-down in the developing countries since the middle of 1974ÿ especially
among those developing countries specializing in exports of manufactures.

The recession in the developed market economies was associated with a sharp
deceleration in growth of the volume of world trade in 1974 following the
extraordinary gains of the earlier years of the Decade.  According to provisional
estimatesÿ i/ the import quantum of the developed market economies rose in 1974 by
only i per cent as compared with a record increase of about 13 per cent in 1973 and
with an average growth rate for the period since 1970 of about 7 per cent.  Since
the bulk of the trade of thes@ countries is intra-group tradeÿ the rate of increase
in theiÿr export quantum ÿIs0 fell sharply from a record rate of nearly 14 per cent
in 19.ÿ3ÿto 6 per cent in i974oÿ Inteirtrade among the centrally planned economies
of Eeÿtern Europe increaseÿ by an estimated 14 per cent in volume in 1974 ÿ well
bove the average of about lO per cent recorded in the earlier years of the Decade.

Under the impact of the recessionÿ exports to market economies showed little
growthÿ but the volume of imports continued to increase - at an estimated rate of
about lO per cent in 1974.

The decline in import demand of the developed market economies was also
reflected in a deceleration in the export quantum of the developing countries from
an aÿerage of oyer 8 per cent in the earlier years of the 1970s to a rate

!/ Estimates of quantum and unit values of trade and of the associated changes
in the terms of trade for both developed market economies and developing countries
are always subject to considerable uncertainty, but because of the extraordinary
changes that have taken place in prices of most commoditiesÿ the margin of
possible error is exceptionally large for recent years°
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provisionally estimated at between 2 and 3 per cent in 1974ÿ bringimg the average
for 1971-1974 to somewhat less than the 7 per cent target rate set in the
Intermational Development Strategy°  The export volume of the petroleum-producing
coumtries fell in 1974 as a result of the slow-down in economic activity in the
developed market economies and of measures taken to conserve emergyo  The rise in
export quantum of the non-oil-exporting countries was rather more than 4 per cent
for 1974 as a wholeÿ though in the second half of the year there was some
decelerationÿ particularly in the case of the exporters of manufactures°

Despite the slow-down in export volume of the developing countriesÿ their
import quantum accelerated sharply in 1974 to a rate provisionally estimated sÿ
13 per centÿ slightly higher in the case of the petroleum-exporting countries and
slightly lower in the case of the other developing countries°  The latter were able
to draw upon a significant inflow of short-term and long-term capital as well as
upon reserves they had accumulated as a result of the upsurge in the value of their
exports in 1972 and 1973o  Over the 1971-1974 period the import quantum of the
developing countries thus rose on average above the 7 per cent target rate set in
the International Developmemt Strategy°  With the slow-down in their exports in
1974ÿ howeverÿ and more particularly with the downturn in the price of many of
their commodity exportsÿ 1975 promises to be a difficult year for fimancing the
import requirements of developing countries°

Despite the downturn in many commodity prices in the course of the yearÿ both
export and import unit values of developed and developing coumtries averaged much
higher im 1974 than in 1973o  According to provisiomal estimatesÿ the terms of
trade deteriorated by about ii per cent in the case of the developed market
economies and improved by about 42 per cent for the developing countries°  The gain
of the latter was more than accounted forÿ howeverÿ by the extraordinary rise in
the terms of trade of the petroleum-exporting countriesÿ whose average export
prices more than trebled between 1973 and 1974.  Though average export prices of
the remainder of the developing countries were also substantially higher in 1974
than in 1973ÿ their import prices rose even moreÿ and their terms of trade
worsened by an estimated 6 per cent°

Averaged over the entire period 1971ÿ1974ÿ it is provisionally estimated that
the terms of trade of the developed market economies deteriorated by over
3 per cent per annumÿ while those of the developing countries improved by about
12 per cent per anmÿnÿ with the terms of trade of the oilÿexporting countries
rising by about 32 per cent a year and those of the nonÿoilÿexporting developing
countries declining by between i and 2 per cent a year.

When the volume of exports is adjusted for the changes in the terms of trade
so as to measure the purchasing power of exports over importsÿ the estimated rise
for all developing countries in 1974 is approximately 45 per cent°  As is evident
from the estimated changes in the terms of tradeÿ the entire gain made in 1974 is
more than accounted for by the petroleum-exporting countriesÿ the purchasing power
of whose exports more than doubled despite a decline in volume.  The aggregate
purchasing power of the exports of developing countries other than the
oilÿexporting countries fell by almost 2 per centÿ despite the estimated 4 per cent
rise in the volume of their exportsÿ

For the entire period 1971ÿ1974 it is provisionally estimated that the
purchasing power of exports of the developing countries as a whole rose at nearly



20 per cent per annumÿ well above the approximate 7 per cent rate implicit im the
target set in the International Development Strategy for the increase in the
volume of exports at stable terms of trade°  The oil-exporting countries showed
a rise of about 40 per cent per annum and the non-oiloexporting countries a rise
of about 5 per cent per annum°

The far-reaching changes in the terms of trade between the oil-exporting
countries and the rest of the worldÿ both developed and developing market
economiesÿ were accompanied by record external imbalances°  The oil-exporting
countries achieved a trade surplus (exports foooboÿ minus imports coiofo)  in 1974
of over $i00 billion or about three fourths of their 1974 export earnings and
nearly twice the total value of exports of all developing countries in 1970o  The
developed market economiesÿ on the other handÿ saw their total trade deficit rise
to nearly $70 billion or about one eighth the value of their export earningsÿ while
the deficit of the non-oil developing countries nearly trebled to approximately
one third the value of their exports°  Given the sharp decline in import demand in
the developed market economies in the course of 1974 and the lagged reaction in
the import demand of the developing countries to the earlier expansion of exports
andÿ a more important factorÿ the downturn in prices of many commodity exports
of the developing countries in the course of 1974 together with the continued rise
in prices of manufactured exports of the developed market economiesÿ this
deterioration in the balance of trade was smaller than had been anticipated at
the beginning of the year for the developed market economies but considerably
larger than had been anticipated for the developing countries other than the
oil-exporting countries°

To assist the countries most seriously affected by these price changesÿ the
General Assembly at its sixth special session in May 1974 set up a Special
Programme within the framework of a broad Programme of Action on the Establishment
of a New International Economic Order.  As a first step in this Special Programme
a one-year emergency operation was launchedÿ and up to the end of March 1975 a
sum of $136 million had been committed and $60 million disbursed.  With a
similar though more narrowly defined end in viewÿthe International Monetary Fund
set up an Oil Facility which by the end of February 1975 had provided
SDR 2°3 billionÿ 40 per cent of which went to developing countries.

Though a third of the developing countries drew down their international
reserves in 1974 and a fourth ended the year with a ratio of reserves to imports
lower than at the beginning of the Decadeÿ total reserves continued to expand.
Reserves of the petroleum-exporting countries increased by ÿ32 billion to
$47 billion and those of the other developing countries by $2 billion to
$29 billion°  Since the latter had a large trade deficit (nearly $31 billion) and
receipts from tourism and other invisibles are unlikely to have risen very
significantlyÿ it is clear that the flow of donationsÿ loans and investments must
have increased substantially.  These flows cannot yet be documented as to natureÿ
magnitude or source but one of them is official development assistance from the
developed market economies.  Preliminary estimates of this assistance suggest that
it reached $ii billion in 1974.  During the 1971-1974 period the ratio of this
flow to the gross national product of the donor countries averaged 0°32 per cent -
rather less than half the 0.7 per cent target designated in the International
Development Strategy.

The question of instability of commodity prices continues to receive much
attentionÿ  It was one of the main subjects of the renegotiation of the expiring
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Yaoundÿ Convention between the European Economic Community and the Associated
States, the former now consisting of nine industrial countries and the latter -
augmented by ÿ'associableÿ' States from the Commonwealth - now consisting of
46 countries in Africaÿ the Caribbean and the Pacific.  The resulting Lomÿ
Convention, signed in February 1975ÿ included not only an aid fund and various
trade provisions but also a compensatory arrangement to offset shortfalls in the
export earnings derived from a wide range of primary commodities.

Price stability has long been an objective of producers and consumers alike.
The turbulent events of 1972-1974 threw the emphasis on an additional aspect of
international commodity trade - assurance of supplies.  The rapid increase in
prices and in uncertainty of supply strengthened autarkic sentiments in many
countries, and the challenge immediately ahead is to restore confidence in
international arrangements for assuring both supply and fair and sustainable
prices.  This factor lies behind the efforts now being made in the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and in the Preparatory Committee for
the Special Session of the General Assembly to reach agreement on an integrated
programme for international commodity trade.

One of the factors adding to the instability of commodity prices since 1971
has been uncertainty regarding exchange rates.  In 1974 the United States dollarÿ
most generally used for denominating commodity prices, continued to depreciate in
relation to most of the major currencies (the main exceptions being those of
Australiaÿ Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom).  Between the Smithsonian
Agreement of December 1971 - the last attempt to restore a system of exchange
parities - and March 1975ÿ the movement in the rate at which national currencies
exchanged against a trade-weighted average of partnersÿ currencies ranged from
an increase of 31 per cent in the case of the Swiss franc to a decline of
24 per cent in the case of the Italian lira.  Even in the course of 1974 the range
of movement in the principal currency rates was from an appreciation of 22 per cent
to a depreciation of 12 per cent.                                        .

In these circumstances there was ample scope for speculation, one of
the consequences of which was the collapse of a number of banks including some of
considerable size.  The financial system was also strained by the movement of
short-term money, much of it originating in the greatly increased receipts of
petroleum-exporting countriesÿ  The Euro-currency market was used for much
longer-term borrowing than had previously been the case.  On the whole the banks
and associated institutions have adapted well to the unprecedented burden caused by
price and currency changes.  But the effective recycling of petro-dollars is still
a major challenge.  So also is the reconstitution of the international monetary
system.

After almost two years of discussion the Committee of 20 of the International
Monetary Fund concluded that the serious internal and external imbalances being
experienced throughout the world in 1974 made the time inappropriate to attempt to
settle the details of a new monetary rÿgime.  Instead, in June 1974, the Committee
formulated a programme of immediate action which included a declaration by which
countries could pledge not to introduce or intensify trade or other current
account measures for balance-of-payments purposes without a finding by the Fund
that there was balance-of-payments justification for such measures.  In
December 1974, the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund reported
that, at the time, 12 members holding about 40 per cent of the voting power in the
Fund had given such a pledge.
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in the circumstances it is clear that no system of relatively fixed exchange
rates could have been made viable in 1974o  Even todayÿ international commodity
price relationships are still in a state of rapid flux and there are great
differences between even the major trading countries in respect of both internal
inflationary pressures and external imbalance.  Floating rates have the merit
or providing room for manoeuvre in the selection and deployment of the instruments
of economic management°  This became increasingly important as recessionary
tendencies developed in many of the industrial economies in the second half of
1974ÿ  The problem of dealing with a rising level of unemployment in a situation
in which prices and costs are still increasing at an unacceptably high rate is the
extraordinarily difficult one that many countries now face°  Not having to support
a specific parity reduces the risk of resort to defensive trademinhibiting
measures that would serve to exacerbate the problem for partner countriesÿ some of
which are having to cope with a similar set of imbalancesÿ

Several of the developed market economies hÿve now given priority to a
reduction in unemployment and a restoration of a sustainable growth trend°  Success
should benefit the world economy in general and the trade-dependent developing
countries in particularÿ but will leave unresolved the struggle against inflation
which began towards the end of the 1960so  This struggle may call for new methods
for assuring that the proceeds of economic growth are equitably distributed.
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Chapter I

WORLD PRODUCTION

Tot al product i on

World output rose by a modest 1.7 per cent in 1974ÿ signalling the ending of
the period of vigorous economic expansion that had got under way in mid-1971 and
which was marked by strong and rising growth rates in 1972 and 1973.  The
significantly weaker global growth rate in 1974 was primarily a reflection of the
virtual economic stagnatiom that affected the developed market economies in the
course of the yearÿ though weaker growth was also registered by both the centrally
planned economies and the developing countries in 1974o  The growth rate for the
centrally planned economies in 1974 was 6.0 per cent as against 8°8 per cent in
1973ÿ send for the developing countries the rate fell to 5.6 per cent from the
7°0 per cent registered in 1973.  For the period 1971-1974ÿ the average annual rate
of growth was 3°8 per cent for the developed market economiesÿ 5°9 per cent for the
developing countriesÿ 6°4 per cent for the centrally planned economies and
4°5 per cent for the world as a whole (see tables I and 2).

DeveloDed market economies

The year 1974 witnessed the ending of the vigorous economic expansion in
economic activity in the developed market economies that had begun in North America
in 1971 and in Western Europe and Japan in 1972.  The level of econoÿtic activity
in the deve!oped market economies as a whole in 1974 was virtually unchanged from
i973ÿ contrasting sharply with a growth of 6.1 per cent in 1973 and 5.6 per cent in
1972o  The gross domestic product declined in only three countries - the United
States of Amerieaÿ the United Kingdom and Japan - but there was a marked slowing
down in the rate of growth of all major developed market economies with the
exception of Australiaÿ Norway and Sweden°  In the United States of Amerieaÿ
aggregate output declined in 1974 by 2°2 per cent.   In Japanÿ it fell by
io8 per cent ÿ marking the first time in 20 years that the economy had failed to
expandÿ and a sharp contrast to the over I0 per cent annual rate of growth
maintained in the 1960So  The growth rate was 1.9 per cent for the European Economic
Community (EEC) in 1974 and 2°3 per cent for Western Europe as a whole°  This was
primarily the result of a decline in output in the United Kingdom and a slow-down in
the Federal Republic of Germany since output in Belgiumÿ France and Italy grew by
about 4 per cent or more°   For the developed market economies of the southern
hemisphereÿ by contrast ÿ the 1974 growth rate of 5o7 per cent represented the
highest annual growth rate for the region since the beginning of the Decade (see
table 3)o

Among the major elements in the recession or s!ow-down in economic activityÿ
fixed investment showed either weaker growth or absolute decline in most developed
market economies in 1974 as compared with 1973. i/  For a group of 19 major

i/ Austriaÿ Australia and Finland were among the very few countries where growth
in fixed investment was stronger in 1974 than in the previous year.
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developed market economiesÿ total fixed, investment in 1974 was 4 per cent down from
the 1973 ievelÿ it was down by over 7 per cent in the United States ÿ by almost
7 per cent in the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ and by almost !i per cent in Japan
(see table 4)°

One reason for this was a decline in the rate of grovrÿh of residential
construction in most developed market economies in 1974ÿ partly as a result of high
interest rates that were part of the antiÿinflationÿ tight monetary policies ths/c
were generally pursued in these countries between mid-f973 and mid-f974 and partly
as a result of the decline in profitability brought about by increases in prices of
landÿ lumber and other inputsÿ as well as by high tax valuations and price ceilings
imposed under rent-control legislation°  From the second half of 1973 to the first
half of 1974 the seasonally adjusted annual rates of residential construction
declined by about 37 per cent in Japanÿ 33 per cent in the United Kingdom and
30 per cent in the United States while in the Federal Republic of Germany the value
of building permits in the second quarter of 1974 was 33 per cent below their level
of a year earlier°

There was also a decline in outlays for machinery and equipment in most
developed market economies beginning in the second quarter of 1974o  This reflects
high prices and shortages of supply of steel and other capital goodsÿ financing
difficulties (andÿ in Japanÿ administrative restraints)ÿ and a weakening in final
demand that accentuated uncertainty abou4 the general economic outlook°

The growth of private consumption in the developed market economies in 1974 was
generally markedly weaker than in the previous years of the Decade and in the United
Kingdom andÿ to an even greater extent ÿ in the United States ÿ the level of private
consumption actually declined between 1973 and 1974o  The weakening of consumer
demand in 1974 resulted from a number of factors:  real disposable income tended to
show weaker growth or (as in the case of the United States) declined as economic
activity weakened and the number of hours worked per week was cutÿ especially in the
more highly paid overtime hours.  This was notably so in Japan and the United
Kingdom.  Even before economic activity weakenedÿ howeverÿ inflation eroded real
income and aroused consumer resistance and precautionary cutbacks in spending were
induced by the developing economic uncertainties.  Where progressive tax systems
were in forceÿ these resulted in increased tax rsÿes on nominally rising incomes and
cut into real disposable income.  An additional factor depressing consumer demand in
1974 was the decline in the value of financial assets as equity pricesÿ in
particularÿ plunged to historic lows and inflation further eroded stock and bond
values.

Rates of growth of public consumption in the developed market economies in
1974 reflect the thrust of national fiscal policies either against inflation or
against recession°  Largely as a result of anti-inflationary policies ÿ the rate was
lower in Japan and the EEC countries with the exception of Denmarkÿ France and the
Netherlands.   In other countries of Western Europe and in Canadaÿ public consumption
grew more rapidlyo

The external sector provided the main impetus to growth in the EEC member
countries during the first half of 1974 butÿ following the slackening of demandÿ
especially from the United States ÿ over-all production in the Comm1ÿlity declined°
In Japan the external sector showed surprisingly strong growth in 1974.   Exports of
goods and services ÿ which represented almost 14 per cent of final demand in Japan in
1974ÿ were over one fifth greater in real terms in 1974 than in the previous year°



Deve!oninÿ countries

For the developing countries as a -ÿho!eÿ preliminary data indicate that the
rate of economic growth in 1974 was 5°6 per cent°   This is somewhat below both the
International Deve!opment Strategy (IDS) target rate of 6 per cent and the average
rate attained in the first four years of the Second United Nations Development
Decadeÿ but it was achieved in spite of sluggish economic conditions in the
developed market economies and a turbulent international situation°  Although each
of the developing regions experienced deceleration in its rate of expansion in 1974ÿ
the western hemisphere and West Asian regions both surpassed the 6 per cent target
rateÿ the latter by a considerable margin (see table 5)°

ong the factors which helped to maintain the relatively high rate of increase
in total output was a satisfactory performance in the manufacturing sector°  In
contrastÿ agricultural growth slowed to less than 2 per cent in 1974ÿ well below
the target rate of 4 per cent and less than the rate of population growth°   This
aggregative rateÿ howeverÿ masks significant regional differences°  Reductions in
agricultoÿal production played a major role in slowing down the rate of growth in
South and East Asiaÿ whereas in the other regions agricultural growth exceeded
4 per cent in 1974 and contributed to better over-all results°

The disparity between the petroleum-exporting countries and the rest of the
developing countries which characterized the earlier years of the Decade continued
to widen in 1974.  In spite of the decision by A!geriaÿ !raqÿ I<uwaitÿ the Libyan
Arab Republic and Venezuela to reduce "their petroleum outputÿ the rate of economic
growth of the petroleum group was 7°0 per cent (its lowest in the 1971-1974 period)ÿ
while growth in the rest of the developing countries decelerated from 6.4 per cent
in 1973 to 5°3 per cent in 1974o  In the western hemisphere the rate of increase in
countries other than petroleum-exporting countries was 7°5 per centÿ the same as in
1973 and above the 1971-1974 averageÿ -while the rate of expansion for petroleum-
exporting countries (Ecuadorÿ Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela) decelerated from
above the 6 per cent target rate to below itÿ mainly as a result of slower growth in
Venezuela.  In West Asia the rate of growth in non-oil-exporting countries
accelerated in 1974 to 7°5 per cent while in petroleum-exporting countries it slowed
to about i0 per cent°  A similar relative movement in the rates of growth was noted
in Africa though in both groups of countries the increase was below 5 per cent in
1974.  Growth in the noÿo-ooil-exporting couÿtries of South and East Asiaÿ on the
other handÿ decelerate,5 from 6 per cent in 1973 to below 3 per cent in 1974ÿ while
Indonesia maintained a rate of over 7 per cent in both years°

Of the 84 developing countries for which estimates can be madeÿ 37 achieved
1974 rÿtes of growth in excess of the target rate of an average of 6 per cent
per annum for the Decade°  This group accounted for about 37 per cent of total
developing country population and 48 per cent of total income°  About one fifth of
the countries registered rates of increase in total production of more than
8 per centÿ these accounted for one sixth of the total population and nearly a
quarter of the total income°  They included not only several of the petroleum-
exporting and transit countries (Ecuadorÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Lebanonÿ Nigeriaÿ Saudi Arabia
and the Syrian Arab Republic) but also some of the major manufacturing countries in
the developing world (Brazil and the Republic of Korea)°  The recovery in
agricultural production was responsible for the high rate of growth registered in
1974 for Chadÿ the Gambia and the United Republic of Cameroon.  At the other end of
the sca!eÿ the group that registered a decline in total output, included some in
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which the reduction was deliberate (Kuwait and the Libyan Arab Republic)ÿ some in
which it was largely the result of disappointing agricultural performance
(Bangladeshÿ Hondurasÿ Mauritiusÿ Sri Lankaÿ the Sudanÿ Uganda and the United
Republic of Tanzania)ÿ and some in which war and civil disturbance were responsible
(the Khmer Republic and the Republic of Viet-Nam)o  This group accounted for less
than one tenth of the combined developing country population and about
one thirteenth of total income (see table 6)°

If the 84 countries are viewed for the period 1971-1974ÿ 30 countries achieved
the target rate of 6 per cent or over°  This group accounted for 35 per cent of the
total population and 52 per cent of the total income°  Converselyÿ nearly one tenth
of the countries failed to grow in this period.  This group produced 4 per cent of
total income and accounted for 6 per cent of total population.

When the gross domestic product is adjusted for the change in the purchasing
power of its export componentÿ the rate of growth of the developing countries as a
whole works out to be about 13 per cent in 1974 (reflecting an improvement of
42 per cent in the terms of trade of their export sectors that accounted for
18 per cent of the total output)°  Individual countriesÿ often exporting a narrow
range of productsÿ are affected differently by year-to-year changes in world market
prices.  The effective increase in incomeÿ in 19749 was significantly above the
increase in output in the case of the countries exporting petroleumÿ bauxiteÿ
phosphate and sugar.  As a result of the markedly improved purchasing power of
petroleum exportsÿ for exampleÿ the effective increase in income of the petroleum-
exporting countries (45 per cent) was substantially above the increase in output
(7 per cent).  On the other handÿ for developing non-oil-exporting countries as a
group the adjusted total income increased by only 4°3 per centÿ appreciably less
than the increase of 5.3 per cent in their output°

Centrally planned economies

In the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republicsÿ output growth continued at a rapid pace in 19749 though
markedly slower than in the preceding year.  The net material product of the region
increased by an estimated 6 per centÿ as against the 8.8 per cent growth rate of
1973.  While growth of industrial output accelerated in almost all countries of the
groupÿ a disappointing agricultural season in the Soviet Union and the south-eastern
European socialist countries and relatively weak growth of that sector in several
other countries affected overmall performance.  The national income growth targets
for 1974 were nevertheless surpassed in most of the Eastern European countries.  The
1974 results brought the average annual growth rate of national income since the
beginning of the Decade to 7.9 per cent for the Eastern European socialist countries
jointly and to 5.8 per cent for the Soviet Union.  With the exception of the latter
countryÿ the current goals for growth of net material product under the five-year
plan are being achieved or surpassed (see table 7).

The 1974 deceleration of net material product growth in the European socialist
countries stemmed from developments on the supply sideÿ namelyÿ in agriculture.
Though external demand for the exports of the group weakenedÿ this does not appear
to have affected the achievement of the output programmes even in the more trade-
dependent socialist countries°  Investment generally grew at a record paceÿ
intra-group trade accelerated in real termsÿ and domestic demand growth appears to
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have spilled over into the non-socialist worldÿ as the volume of imports from the
market economies rose by probably more than i0 per cent over the preceding yearÿs
level.  Under the conditions of 1974, the domestic policies for sustained growth in
the socialist countries exerted a helpful counter-cyclical effect on outside
markets, but the region's relatively high degree of self-sufficiency limited the
impact of this growth impulse on the rest of the world°

0ver-all growth of output in the Asian centrally planned economies appears to
have continued in 1974ÿ but precise data on the rates of expansion of national
income are not available for most countries.  China and the Democratic PeopleVs
Republic of Korea reported substantial increases in harvests°  In Chinaÿ large
output increments in the industrial sector were reported for farm machinery
production (14.6 per cent)ÿ petroleum extraction (20 per cent) and refining
i13 per cent).  The increase in crude oil output provided the base for a
3ignificant growth of exports.  In Mongolia, national income grew at 5.6 per centÿ
omewhat slower than in the preceding year but above the average rate for the first
hree years of the Decade.

Agricultural ÿroduction

World agricultural production in 1974 remained at about the same level as in
173:  the developing countries recorded an increase of 1o5 per centÿ the developed

%et economies registered a marginal increase - 0°3 per cent - and the
pÿduction of the centrally planned economies was down 1.8 per cent from the record
lÿel of the previous year°  Declines in production were recorded in North Americaÿ
th USSR and South and East Asia.  The lack of growth in world agricultural output
iÿ1974 brought the global average annual rate of increase in the 1971ÿ1974 period
tÿ2.1 per cent (see table 8).  While agricultural output in 1973 had representedÿ

' each economic grouping, a considerable improvement over that of 1972, the gain
ha not been sufficient to allow for the rebuilding of the stocks that had been
r[ down after the sharp setback suffered in 1972.  The lack of growth in
agicultural output in 1974 therefore worsened the already serious food situation
inthe world.

G!obal production of the staple cereals - wheat, barley, maize and rice -
delined in 1974 (see tables 9 and 10)°  Thusÿ the scarcity and high prices of food-
siÿffs that began in 1972 and developed in 1973 continued in 1974.

It was against a background of dangerously low food stocksÿ disappointing
hÿrvests in North America and South Asia and an absolute decline in world production

the staple cereals that the World Food Conference was held in Rome from
to 16 November 1974o  Among the resolutions adopted by the Conference were those
ich:  requested Governments to participate in a global information and early

warning system on food and agriculture (resolution XVI)ÿ called for and International
Undertaking on World Food Security that would include a study of the feasibility of
establishing grain stocks (resolution XVII)ÿ called for the establishment of an
International Fund for Agricultural Development (resolution XIII)ÿ and recommended
that donor countries provide assistance in finance or commodities equivalent to at
least i0 million tons of grains each year beginning in 1975 (resolution XVIII)°
In February 1975 an increase of 2 million tons in food aid promised by the United
States for the 1974/75 season brought the total of known commitments for 1975 to
8.8 million tons°
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Deve!oped market economies

As a result of adverse weather conditionsÿ the combined agricultural output of
the United States and Canadaÿ vital in world food suppliesÿ suffered a 3 per cent
fall in 1974 from the 1973 level°  In the -United Statesÿ spring rainsÿ summer
drought and early frosts plagued the crops throughout the growing and harvesting
stages in 1974o  Cold weather during September and October inflicted heavy damage
on maize and soya bean crops.   In October 1974ÿ in view of lower estimates of the
domestic grain harvest and undiminished world demandÿ the United States
Administration instituted a modified system of control involving advance approval of
large shipments of grain abroad°  At the same timeÿ the main food-importing regionsÿ
the European Economic Community and Japanÿ agreed to curtail their imports of
American grain and the USSR and China reduced their orders°

Several types of agricnlturaX produce encountered declining demand and prices
in 1974o  The demand for cotton fell off as a result of weakening demand for teÿile
goods stemming from the economic recessionÿ and the demand for soya beans for
livestock and poultry feed decreased as declining income reduced the demand for
meat.  The costs of raising cattleÿ hogs sÿ.d poultry increased as a result of
higher prices of feed and other inputs while their market prices fell because of
increased slaÿIghtering of cattle in the face of slower growth in meat consumption.

The Canadian wheat crop was adversely affected by weather conditions throughout
1974:  late thaws which delayed sowingÿ lack of rain during the growing seasonÿ cold
and wet weather during the harvesting season°  Both the quantity and the quality of
the wheat suffered aÿd part of the crop was suitable only for feed purposes°

Western Europe registered a moderate increase in agricultural production in
1974o  Unfavourable weather conditions caused damage to crops in several countries:
an urlusually dry summer reduced grain productiom in Franceÿ and heavy rains in
August and September reduced the production of root crops in Belgiumÿ the Federal
Republic of Germany and the Netherlands.  In the United Kingdomÿ farming
operations were interrupted in the autumn by cold and wet weather°

Among the southern hemisphere countriesÿ Australia and South Africa harvested
substantially increased crops in 1974 compared with the low production in 1973ÿ
when heavy rains damaged the wheat crop in Australia and drought reduced the maize
crop in South Africa.  On the other handÿ agricultural output was down in
New Zealandÿ severe drought there resulted in a decrease in milk production in the
first half of 1974 andÿ because of heavy slaughteringÿ the number of dairy cows fell.

Developin£ countries

The rate of growth of agricultural production in the developing countries in
1974 (1.5 per cent) was in line with their average rate over the 1971ÿ1974 period.
It represented a sharp decline from the rate of expan.sion registered in 1973 when a
number of countries recovered from the set=back of 1972.  Thus for three of the first
four years of the Decadeÿ the over=al! increase in food production failed to match
the rate of population growth (see table ii)o  The disappointing result in 1974 was
almost entirely due to a reduction of output in South and East Asia which largely
offset the gains achieved in other developing regions°  While adverse weather was
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primarily" responsible for the ÿoÿsatisfactory performance of the farm sector in many
developing countries ÿ higher costs and curtailed supplies of fertilizer and other
inputs also limited agricultural growth°

Almost half the developing countries ÿ accounting for over a third of the
populationÿ achieved 1974 rates of agricultural growth in excess of the International
Development Strategy target rate of am average of 4 per cent per annum for the
Decade°  Nearly a sixth of the developing countries registered a decline in
agricultural production in 1974o  This group included some of the largest developing
countries (A!geria.ÿ Bangladeshÿ Burma and India) in which over 40 per cent of the
population of the developing world liveo

Over the whole 197!-1974 periodÿ rather less than a third of the developing
countries achieved the target rate of 4 per cent°  This group accounted for less
than a sixth of the total population°  At the other end of the scaleÿ over half the
countriesÿ accounting for two thirds of total populationÿ failed to maintain the
per capita leve! of agricultural production°

Western hemisphere countries had a generally satisfactory year of agricultural
growthÿ registering a 5°2 per cent increase over the 1973 level°  Higher prices for
most of their agricultural exports and increased costs of agricultural imports
encouraged expansion in grainÿ oi!-seedÿ sugar and cotton areas,  Most of the
countries in the region enjoyed agricultural growth above the target rate of
4 per centÿ notably Argentinaÿ Brazi!ÿ Colombiaÿ Chileÿ Paraguay and Venezuelaÿ
where agricultural expansion was more than 6 per cent°  Howeverÿ in some countries
unfavourable weather either allowed of only minimal increases ÿ as in Ecuador and
Mexieoÿ or resulted in reduced outputÿ as in Costa Rica and Honduras,

Two consecutive years of agricultural growth made good the decline recorded in
1972ÿ and D e.r capita food production in the western hemisphere regained the 1971
level (see table 12)o  In some Latin American countriesÿ however - Bolivia and
Hondÿrasÿ for example - food was still in short supply in 1974,  To keep prices
downÿ these countries subsidized food imports and increased subsidies to the
agricultural sector to encourage food production°

The developing countries of Africa registered a substantial recovery in
agricultural production (4,0 per cent increase) in 1974 after a decline in the
previous year°  In West Africaÿ particularly the Sahel subregion - Chadÿ Maliÿ
Mauritaniaÿ the Nigerÿ Senegal and the Upper Volta - the long drought was broken and
several countries in the region - notably Chadÿ the Niger and the Upper Volta -
harvested bumper crops°  Normal rains in the main grain-growing areas enabled
Ethiopia to recover from the famine conditions of 1973o  In Moroccoÿ increased use
of fertilizer and irrigationÿ combined with normal precipitationÿ produced a record
crop°  On the other handÿ adverse weather-affected production in some countries in
East Africa (Burundiÿ Rvandaÿ Somalia and the United Republic of Tanzania) and the
North African couutries of Algeria and T1misia (see table 13)o

Largely as a result of favourabie climatic conditions agricultural production
in West Asia increased by 9°0 per cent in 1974ÿ as against a 5,8 per cent decline
in the preceding year°  The swing in food production was particularly great in
Iraqÿ Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic°

In sharp contrast to the other developing regions in 1974ÿ agricultural
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production declined in South and East Asia°  This was primarily the result of
floods in Bangladesh and Burmaÿ low monsoon rainfall in India and warfare in the
Khmer Republic°  After a strong recovery in 1973 of the agricultural sector in
Thailand° there was no further gain in 1974o  Malaysiaÿ Pakistan and the
Philippines achieved significant gains in 1974 though smaller than in 1973:  in
Pakistan adverse weather and reduced use of fertilizer - as a result of rising
prices and poor distribution - held down the increase ÿ while in the Philippines
crops were damaged by typhoons°  Shortages of nitrogenous fertilizer also affected
agricultural output in Bangladesh and India°

In response to rising prices of food-grains on the world marketÿ most of the
countries of theregion  revised their domestic price policies°  Indiaÿ Indonesiaÿ
Pakistan and Thailand increased farm-gate prices to encourage increased production.
Combined with favourable weatherÿ this policy enabled Indonesia to harvest a record
rice cropÿ raising the prospect of smaller import requirements in 1975o  Although
tota! agricultural production did not expand significantlyÿ higher prices motivated
Thai farmers to produce record crops of rice and maize°  Thusÿ after a period of
export controlÿ exportable supplies were significantly increased for 1975o

Centrally Dlanned economies

In the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSRÿ agriculturaÿ
output in 1974 did not reach the record level attained in 1973o  Relatively modest
production increases in the Eastern European countries were more than offset by a
smaller harvest than in the preceding year in the Soviet Unionÿ and the output of
the region as a whole declined by 1.8 per cent.

The drop in output for 1974 brought the average annual rate of increase Of
agricultural production in the area since the beginning of the Decade to
2.9 per centÿ lower than the trend rate for the 1960So  The shortfall was caused
by lagging growth in the Soviet Union whereÿ twice during the periodÿ crop
production declined from one year to the next.  in the Eastern European countriesÿ
even though annual plan targets were not attained in 19747 output expansion over
the first four years of the 1970s of almost 5 per cent has been well above the
target rate of the combined five-year plans and almost twice the growth rate of the
preceding Decade (see table 14). 2--/

In the USSRÿ unfavourable weather conditions during the critical growing
period reduced the 1974 wheat harvest to 84 million tonsÿ the lowest level since

/ The change in pace of growth is in both cases especial!y marked in
comparison with the preceding quinquenniumo  Agricultural output growth dropped
from 4°2 per cent annually over the period 1965ÿ1970 to 2°0 per cent over the
period 1970ÿ1974 in the USSRÿ if measured as a compound rate between end yearsÿ
and rose from 2.3 per cent to 4°8 per cent in Eastern Europe°  The deceleration in
the Soviet Union is equally noticeableÿ though less steepÿ if a four=year moving
average is used to take account of rising absolute levels and intermediate years of
high output:    from an average growth of 4.0 per cent annually over the period
1963-1966 to 1967-1970 to an average of 2.8 per cent over the period 1967-1970 to
1971-1974.
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1969 and below the 1966-1970 average°   Output of the feed-grain cropsÿ barleyÿ oats
and cornÿ howeverÿ appears to ha,re held up rather betterÿ and the total grain
harvest of 196 million tonsÿ although below the 1973 levelÿ was higher than the
average for 1971-1973o  Below-normal temperatures in the main growing areas also
damaged root cropsÿ and output of sugar-beets and potatoes fell below the average
levels for 1966ÿ1973o  A record cotton harvest and satisfactory levels of vegetable
production partially offset losses sustained in other crops ÿ but total crop output
probably declined by more than 12 per cent°   Output of livestock products ÿ meatÿ
milkÿ eggs and wool ÿ increased by over 6 per centÿ and this held the overÿall
decline in agricultural production to less than 4 per cent. 3--/  Reserve stocks in
the crucial grains from the bumper harvest of 1973 and imports.ÿ as well as the
sustained growth in feedÿgrain crops ÿ appear to have prevented the harvest downturn
from spilling over into additional demand on world markets as was the case in
1972/73o

In Eastern Europe the 1974 crop in the countries of the norther tier ÿ the
German Democratic Republicÿ Czechos!ovakiaÿ Hÿgary and Poland ÿ was affected by
excessive precipitation during the late autumn which caused problems with the
harvesting of root crops as well as delays in the seeding of winter grainso  The
potato yield was generally poorÿ and in Poland the decline in sugar-beet output
caused -the cancellation of several export contracts°  In Hungary the wine harvest
was also affected°  Howeverÿ bumper wheat and barley crops were reaped in most of
these countries°  !m Bulgaria and Romaniaÿ on the other handÿ the major grain crops
were damaged by droughtÿ and overÿall agricultural output growth was negligible or
negative°  Livestock production ÿ by contrast ÿ continued to expand in all countries
of the group.  This offset the crop losses in the northernÿtier countries°  Herd
levels were maintained or expanded even whereÿ in view of the harvest results ÿ this
must have put some pressure on the fodder balances°

Good agricultural results were attained in several of the Asian centrally
planned economies°  In Chinaÿ total grain output in 1974 was officially reported to
have shown a "fairly big" increase over the record level of 1973ÿ which may have
been about 257 million tons. 4--/  Surpluses in grain production have been noted in
several northern provinces which are traditionally grain importers°  Record harvests
are also reported for cotton and there were increases over the 1973 output level
for oil and silkworm crops.  In the Democratic People's Republic of Koreaÿ food-
crop production is reported to have groÿn faster in 1974 than in the preceding
yearÿ with a total grain output of more than 7 million tonsÿ a level which was
originally set as a target for 1976o  In Hongoliaÿ agricultural output increased by
3°8 per centÿ reflecting substantial increases in livestock production°  The
relatively insignificant field crop sector showed a 31 per cent decline from the
record 1973 level°

3-/ Changes in crop and livestock output totals estimated from the reported
volume of individual products and product groupsÿ aggregated with 1973 average state
procurement value weights°

4/ The 1973 harvest was officially stated to have been larger than the
250 mi--llion tons gathered in 1971 (Peking Reviewÿ 1974ÿ No. i)ÿ the figure of
257 million tons was reportedly given to a Japanese delegation visiting Peking in
September 1974 (Far Eastern Economic Review - Asia Yearbookÿ 1975 (Hong Kong)ÿ
p° 165).   Chinese grain statistics include a grain equivalent of tuber production
(potatoesÿ yams) on a conventional basis of four tons of tubers equalling one ton
of grains°
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Industrial ÿroduction

Worid industrial output rose by about 3 per cent in 1974 comps,red with
9°5 per cent in 1973 and about 7 per cent in 1972o  The marked slow-down in 1974
reflected primarily the stagnation in industrial activity within the developed
market economies as a whole in 1974 after a sharp upswing in the two preceding
years - 9°5 per cent in 1973 and 6°5 per cent in 1972o   !n contrastÿ the 8°5 per cent
increase in industrial output in the centrally planned economies in 1974 represented
stronger growth than in any of 'the three preceding years°   For the developing
countries the rate of growth in industrial output in 1.974 - 7°7 per cent - while
lower than the rate in either of the two preceding yearsÿ was in line with the
group's average (7°9 per cent) for the period !971-1974 (see table 15)o

Reflecting the slow-down in industrial activityÿ world production of copperÿ
zincÿ lead and tin was lower in 1974 than in the previous yearÿ while that of a
number of major commoditiesÿ including coalÿ petroleuÿ iron and steelÿ recorded
smaller percentage gains in 1974 than in the two preceding years°   Output of
passenger cars was 9 per cent lower than in 1973ÿ while the number of coÿmzaercia!
vehicles produced was unchanged (see table 16)o

Developed market economies

The zero growth rate in industrial activity recorded by the developed market
economies as a whole in 1974 - reflecting weaker growth than in 1973 for some
countries and a decline in others (see table 17) - brought the annual average rate
of growth in industrial output for the group in the period 1971-!974 to 4°4 per cent°
Between 1973 and 1974ÿ industrial output declined by 0o5 per cent in North America
and by 2.3 per cent in Japan°   In Western Europe as a whole ÿ industrial output rose
by about i per cent between 1973 and 1974 while in the developed countries of the
southern hemisphere an increase in industrial output of 3°3 per cent was recorded°

The reversal of the industrial boom of 1972-1973 into industrial slow-down in
most developed market economies and recession in some was indicated in the second
half of 1973 and was signalled more sharply in the early months of 1974o  The
reversal was related at first to supply forces and to anti-inflationary measures
adopted by Governments but soon came to be affected by a substantial weakening or
downturn in demand°   Following the period of strong concurrent growth which occurred
in the major developed market economies in 1972 and the first half of 1973ÿ supply
constraints began to make themselves feltÿ in the form of shortages of some raw
materials exacerbated by attempts to stockpileÿ shortages of capacity in some
sectors and shortages of some types of skilled labour.  These supply shortages and
the associated rise in commodity prices ÿ as well as strong wage pressures ÿ induced
some Governments in 1973 to modify their monetary and fiscal policies in order to
contain domestic demand.   In May i973ÿ for exampleÿ the Federal Republic of Germany
imposed an ii per cent tax on private capital expendituresÿ and in December 1973 a
Japanese budget called for a large cut-back in real expenditures ÿ including a
freezing of public works budgets which had doubled since 1970o  As the year 1974
mufoldedÿ howeverÿ demand weakened and other characteristics of recession became
evident in a number of the major developed market economiesÿ partly as a result of
the decline in construction - reflecting earlier speculative overbuilding as well as
the high interest rates associated with tight monetary policies - partly owing to
the erosion of real income through inflation and the progressivity of taxation in the



face of rising prices together with the associated tendency of consumers to delay
postponable purchasesÿ and partly as a result of a decline in purchases of
machinery and equipment because of finamcing difficulties and weakness in
consumption demendo  With the slowing down of economic activityÿ these pressures
were reinforced by growing excess capacityÿ attempts to liquidate inventoriesÿ and
reduction of employment and hours of work°  And just as the upsurge of economic
activity had been highly synchronized among the developed market economies so the
stagnation and downturn in 1974 was high]@ synchronizedÿ leading to a sharp
downturn in the rate of growth in trade among them and in imports from the rest of
the world°

Investment in machinery and equipment had been a major component of the
1973 upsurge in industrial actiÿrity in almost all developed market economiesÿ
except the Federal Republic of Germany°   In the light of the supply constraints that
had emerged by mid-1973ÿ further increases in fixed capital investment were planned
for 1974o  As indicated aboveÿ howeverÿ the second quarter of 1974 saw outlays for
machinery and equipment beginning to decelerate or decline in most of the industrial
market economies o  Among the factors that contributed to this turn-around were
financing difficulties°  Beginning in the second hs&f of 1973ÿ interest rates had
begun to rise sad by mid=f974 the cost of borrowed money was eÿ.ÿtremely high by
historical standards.  Japanÿ in additionÿ imposed administrative restraints on
private investment in 1974o  At the same timeÿ weakening cons%ÿner demand began to
result in some under=uZilization of capacity°  The decline in residential
construction resulted in weakness in allied industriesÿ especially those producing
building materialsÿ durable household goods and furnishings°

The cut=back in petroleum, supplies in the winter of 1973/74 also depressed
industrial productionÿ especially in Japanÿ where imports of crude petroleum
which provide over 70 per cent of the country's total energy and which had been
increasing at an annual rate of goout 12 per cent ÿ were only a little over
i per cent higher in the first quarter of 1974 than in the corresponding quarter a
year earlier°  Imports of crude petroletÿn into the United States ÿ which had
accounted for aboÿt one fifth of the coÿ%tryÿs total supply = fell by over
14 per cent in the first quarter of 1974 compared with the first quarter of 1973o
In the United Kingdomÿ the shortage of petroleum was aggravated by the actions of
the coal miners which resulted in a 56 per cent fall in coal production between the
first quarter of 1973 and the first quarter of 1974 and the imposition of a
threeÿday work week in order to conserve energÿro  ÿne United Kingdom's industrial
outputÿ seasonally adjustedÿ declined by over 5 per cent between the fourth quarter
of 1973 and the first quarter of 1974o

As 1974 advancedÿ weakness in demand became the main cause of the deceleration
or decline in industrial production°  This reflects both the slow-down in the
growth of consumer income and a change in spending patterns induced first by
resistance to high prices and laterÿ when the pace of inflation begins to s!ackenÿ
by postponement of purchases against the hope of lower prices in the future°

By September !974ÿ the industrial output of the developed market economies
was 0°2 per cent below the corresponding level in 1973ÿ in Japan it was down
4°7 per cent and in North America 0°7 per cent°  The production of basic metals
was down 0.4 per cent in the developed market economies as a whole but down
4.8 per cent in Japan and 6.3 per cent in the United Kingdom°  Output of metal
products showed no overÿall changeÿ though in the Federal Republic of Germany it
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was down by 2oi per cent°   Output of the textileÿ clothing and leather branches was
down by 6°6 per cent in the developed market economies as a wholeÿ though in Japan
it was down by 20 per cent and in North America by 7 per cent°

In the United States the seasonally adjusted industrial production index fell
back by 2oi per cent between the last quarter of 1973 and the first quarter of
1974ÿ mainly as a result of the increased price of petroleum and uncertainty
concerning its supply°  The downturn was sharpest ÿ by farÿ in automobile production
where output was 25 per cent lower°

Beginning in June !974ÿ the output of building materials declined steadily and
output of textiles shared in the world-wide slow-doll in the industry in 1974.
Despite the weakness in individual industriesÿ over-all industrial output held at
the average 1973 level through the first three quarters of 1974ÿ but started to
decline in October and fell off by 2°5 per cent in November and by about 3 per cent
in December°  The decline in output in the last quarter affected almost all
branches bu:ÿ was especially sharp in durable consumer goodsÿ household goods and
clothing°

As compared with the United Statesÿ the Canadian automobile industry fared
somewhat better in 1974 butÿ associated with the sharp decline in home-buildingÿ
there was a softening in demand for durable goodsÿ while industrial goods for
export suffered from the slow-down in world trade.  For 1974 as a wholeÿ Canada's
industrial output was about 2 per cent greater than in 1973.

In the European Economic Community industrial production showed littleÿ if
anyÿ real growth throughout the year:  in the United Kingdom it was 2.9 per cent
lower in 1974 than in the previous yearÿ in the Federal Republic of Germany there
was a slight declineÿ and in France there was an increase of about 1 per cent.  In
generalÿ with the exception of the automobile industry, export industries fared
best and showed the greatest capacity utilizationÿ particularly in France and the
Federal Republic of Germany°  The depression in the construction sector was
reflected in sluggishness in allied industries.

Most of the smaller countries of Western Europe experienced somewhat stronger
growth in industrial output in 1974.   In Sweden, this reflects an expansionary
fiscal po!icyÿ and in Norway oil=related activities contributed to that country's
industrial growth in 1974o   In both countries, industrial output rose by 6 per cent
between 1973 and 1974ÿ as it had in the preceding interval.

As already notedÿ the impact on Japanese industry of the cut-backs in
petrolelnnproduction and the sharply increased prices was immediate and extensive°
The consumption of oil and electricity by industries was reduced by i0 per cent on
a voluntary basis in November 1973 and by 15 per cent in the following month°  In
February 1974 the curb became mandatory.  Manufacturing output was immediately
affectedÿ since oilÿburning plants provide 77 per cent of the national output of
electricity and few manufacturers have alternative sources of power.  The
seasonal!y adjusted index of industrial production fell by 5 per cent between
November 1973 and April !974, and the repercussions were felt well beyond the
borders of Japan. 5/  After Mayÿ under the influence of deflationary monetary and

5/ Shortages of supplies of petroleum-based inputs caused disruption in the
manufacturing industries of a number of developing countries of Asia - Hong Kong
and Indiaÿ in particularo  Input shortages experienced by the Japanese chemical
fertilizer industry were felt in turn by importing developing countries as shortageÿ
in supplies of fertilizer.
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fiscal policies ÿ the seasonally adjusted index of industrial production fell in
almost every month of the year°  Not only was cash liquidity in business low and
borrowing costs high but the slump in residential construction was felt in allied
industries and consumer demand continued to be depressed°  Output, was diverted to
external markets:  the volume of merchandise exports ÿ of which industrial products
account for well over 90 per cent in value termsÿ was 17 per cent greater than in
1973o  Neverthelessÿ in the last quarter of 1974ÿ industrial output in Japan was
12 per cent lower than in the corresponding quarter of the previous year°

Deve!oping countries

The rate of growth of industrial production (miningÿ mamufacturingÿ
electricityÿ gas and water) in developing countries slackened in 1974 from the high
rate achieved in 1973:  at 7°7 per centÿ howeverÿ it was still in line with the
average rate for 1971-1974.  This deceleration occurred in all the regionsÿ but
most notably in Asia°  Mining activity slowed down considerably from its uÿsurge in
1973ÿ reflecting chiefly the decline of crude petroleum productiono  A swing from
expansion to contraction was also recorded in the production of most of the
non-ferrous metals.  On the other handÿ the developing countries appear to have
attained the target growth rate of 8 per cent for manufacturing set in the
International Development Strategy°  The rate of expansion was higher in heavy
manufacturing than in the light manufacturing sector (see table !8)o   in many
countries the performance of the industrial sector was strongly influenced by what
happened in the agricultural sector as well as by changes in external demand for
the major export commodities°  Thus the recession in economic activity in the
developed market economies caused a sharp industrial s!owÿdown in a number of
developing countries after the middle of 1974ÿ most notably among the coÿnÿtries
specializing in exports of manufactures and industrial raw materials°

In the western hemisphere the decline in the level of production of crude
petroleum and natural gas was responsible for a marked decline in mining growth°
Manufacturing output rose by 7-8 per cent in 1974ÿ somewhat below both the record
rate of more than 9 per cent for the previous two years and the average rate of the
three preceding years (8.4 per cent).  Countries that exceeded the International
Development Strategy target rate of 8 per cent included two oil-exporting cotÿitriesÿ
Ecuador ÿid Venezuela°  Other countries achieving similar high rates of growth
included Colombiaÿ Costa Ricaÿ Nicaragua and Peru°  There was also a sustained
increase in manufacturing output in Argentinaÿ Brazil and Mexicoÿ reflecting
increased capacity financed in large measure by foreign investment°  As the year
advancedÿ howeverÿ restrictive monetary and fiscal policies adopted by the
Governments of Brazilÿ Colombia and Mexico to check inflation and the deteriorating
balance of payments reduced the pace of industrial growth in these couutrieso

Deceleration in industrial growth in Africa was due primarily to the
performance of the mining sector.  Production of crude petroleum was down by
6.3 per cent in 1974 owing to a large cut in output by Algeria and the Libyÿ Arab
Republic (see table 19)ÿ while the output of most other minerals rÿrtained more or
less constant.   In contrastÿ manufacturing output increased by 7ÿ8 per centÿ as it
had in earlier years of the Decade°   In a num_ber of countries ÿ including Angolaÿ
Botswanaÿ the Gambia9 Guineaÿ the Ivory Coastÿ Lesothoÿ Senegal and the United
Republic of Cameroon - an increase of more than 8 per cent in industrial oÿfcput was
associated with an expansion of 4 per cent or more in agricultural proÿictiono  In
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other countriesÿ manufacturing growth was sptuÿred by increasing export earnings:
Algeriaÿ Gabonÿ the Libyan Arab Republic and Nigeria benefited from notating oi!
revenues ÿ and Moroccoÿ Tunisia and Togo from higher phosphate earnings ÿ while in
Egypt and the Ivory Coast a sustained increase in manufacturing output was made
possible by increased capacity financed largely by foreign capital°  0n the other
handÿ several African coÿ,tries failed to expand manufacturing output°  For the
first time in a decade ÿ Kenya recorded a slow-down in the growth of manufacturing
industry:  this reflects reduced inputs from poor agricultural harvests and a
shortage of imported materials°

in Asia the pace of industrial growth slackened in 1974 as a result of a
marked slow-down in both mining and manufacturing°   The growth of mining was
moderated by the reduced level of petroleum productiom in !raq and Kuwait and by
smaller increases in other petroieum-producing countries o  Manufacturing growthÿ
although reduced considerably from the average 1971-1973 rate because of a siow-doÿ
in food processing and in textile and chemical productionÿ achieved the
International Deve!opment Strategy target rate of 8 per cent in 1974o

Despite great industrialization efforts in West Asia in recent yearsÿ
manufacturing accoÿits for a relatively small share of the total production ÿ except
in Israel andÿ to a less degreeÿ in Lebanon°  Though smaIlÿ the sector exhibited
considerable vitality in 1974o  Since meÿy industries in the area are based on
agricultureÿ the bumper crops in 1974 contributed to increased activityÿ as did the
higher revenues from petroleum°  The oil-producing countries embarked on massive
industrialization programmes comprising not only refining and other petroleum-based
processes but also the production of construction materials and transport
equipment as well as food products°  Some of these economic diversification
projects were jointly planned by coÿtries whose own industrial markets were too
small to sustain them°

In South and East Asia manufacturing growth was moderated by poor agricultural
performance as well as by the slackening of external demand for the products of
export-oriented manufacturers°  It was also adversely affected by reduced supply of
fuel and certain industrial materials such as plasticsÿ especially in the first
quarter of 1974o

Industrial output in India rose by 2°5 per cent in 1974 as compared to
0°7 per cent in 1973o  This low groÿh is attributable in part to shortages of fuel
and electricityÿ and agricultural inputs.  Industrial production was similarly
affected in Bangladesh and Nepal°  Pakistan increased manufacturing output by
6 per cent largely as a result of a liberal import policy which increased both the
supply of raw materials and the inflow of capital°

In Hong Kongÿ the Republic of Korea mÿd Singaporeÿ manufacturing activity was
seriously affected by external developments°  Not only did their supplies of
energy and raw materials increase greatly in cost - as well as become quite scarce
at one stage - but their main markets in the developed market economies shrank
steadily during the year as the recession in demand spread°  In the Republic of
Koreaÿ for exampieÿ the increase in manufacturing production over the corresponding
quarter of 1973 declined from 44 per cent in the first quarter of 1974 to little
more than 8 per cent in the last quarter.  In Indonesiaÿ Malaysiaÿ the Philippines
and Thailandÿ the level of industrial activity was similarly affected as the year
progressed by the slackening in demand for their export-oriented raw materials°  In
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these coÿaÿtries increased production capacity - induced by the 1972-!973 -boom oo
became available at the time when eÿernal demand for their goods was dwindling°
The resultaut reduction in the level of production in the major export industries
began to damp down domestic demand as wel!o  Demand for residential buildings and
consumer durables fell drasticallyÿ thus making even more unfaÿourabie the climate
for manufacturing groÿtho

Cemtrally Dlanned economies

Industrial production in the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and
the USSR increased by 8°5 per cent in 1974ÿ the highest annual growth rate recorded
since the beginning of the 1970So   Fÿvthermoreÿ except for Bulgaria and Romania the
increase exceeded the target growth rates in the annual economic plans of all
countries°  Romamiaÿ which had not achieved its ambitious target of a 17 per cent
expansion in industrial outputÿ nevertheless recorded the highest growth rÿte in
the group°  In Buigariaÿ where the pace of expansion slowed from the preceding
yearÿ industrial activity was affected by the severe drought which reduced
supplies of agricultural raw materials°

Oÿer the first four years of the present mid-term planning period (1971ÿ1975)
industrial output of the region grew at an average annual rate of 7°8 per centÿ
approximately as envisaged in the combined growth programmeso  Bulgaria and the
Soviet Union are somewhat behind the schedules set by their five-year plansÿ even
though in the Soviet Union the actual production increment in 1974 was larger than
that planned for the year°  Al! the other countries attained higher growth rates
over the period than they had planned°  Poland and Romaniaÿ in particularÿ are
running substantially ahead of their targetsÿ with annual growth rates which have
accelerated from year to year during the period (see table 20)°

Gains in labour productivity were the main sources of industrial output
growth in 1974o  Increases in output per worker accounted for 70 to 90 per cent of
the incremental output in al! the countries of the group except Romaniaÿ where
employment growth was again very high and accounted for more than one half of the
production growth (see table 21)o

In a number of coÿtriesÿ the output of consumer goods grew at a markedly
accelerated pace°  This was true in particular in the German Democratic Rep1ÿlic
mad Polandÿ where production of consumer goods grew faster than total industrial
outputÿ and also in the Soviet Unionÿ whereÿ however - in spite of a 7.2 per cent
increase - the annual plan target was not quite reached because of lagging growth
in light industry°  The goal of the Soviet five-year planÿ to have output of
consumer goods expand faster than that of producer goods over the periodÿ was not
attained in 1974 or in the preceding two yearsÿ and appears now to be out of
reach,  kÿe annual plan for 1975 envisages more rapid growth in producer goodsÿ but
sets targets for both commodity groups which are modest relative to the 1974
experience°

The current phase of industrial expansion in Eastern Europe and the USSR is
characterized by special emphasis on chemical industry and technology-intensive
sectorsÿ such as e!eetronicsÿ butÿ as in the pastÿ machine building remains the
backbone of industrial growth°  Output growth in the engineering industries
exceeded the industry-wide average in all countries except the German Democratic
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Repdblicÿ with growth rates ranging from 17 and 20 per cent in Poland and Romania
to 7-8 per cent in the most industrialized countries of the groupÿ Czechos!ovakia
and the German Demecratic Republic°   Only slightly lower growth rates were generally
registered in the chemical and petro-chemical sectors°

Output of fuels and energy in the region continued to eÿandÿ but at a
substantially slower pace than total industrial production°  Howeverÿ the growth
rate of output of the chief primary fuels (hard coa!ÿ petroleum and natural gas)
appears to have increased somewhat ÿ from about 4°5 per cent in 1973 to an estimated
5 per cent in 1974ÿ mainly owing to accelerated growth in Soviet natural gas
production° 6jÿ  Unless brown coal extraction in the German Democratic Republic and
Czechoslovakia declined more sharply than has been the case recentlyÿ the increase
in total fuel production in the area should have been larger in 1974 than in the
earlier years of the Decade°  Electricity output increased by 6,4 per centÿ which
represents a continuation, of the slowing growth trend evident since 1971ÿ even
though significant new generating capacity was put into operation during the year
in most cotÿntries of the group°

Energy

The actions affecting the supply and price of petroleum in 1973 and 1974
brought about a wor!dÿwide reappraisal of national policies in respect of energy
production and use°  The previous 20 years had seen a rapid and continuous swing
from solid to liquid and gaseous fuels°  Some of this reflected the growth of
specific forms of consumption ÿ as in road and air transport sad the petro-chemieal
industry ÿ but someÿ especially in power generation and space heatingÿ represented
convenience preferences and cost advantages°  The result was a major increase in the

role of imports in total energy supply°  By 1973 the 13 members of the Organization
of PetroleumÿExporting Countries (OPEC) accounted for 55 per cent of world
production of petrolemn and 90 per cent of world exportsÿ with almost half of al!
exports coming from West Asia°

Policies reflecting the anxiety that energyÿimporting countries felt about the
security of supply and the urgent need to adjust consumption to the greatly
increased prices of petroleum in 1974 were also affected by environmental
considerations that had risen rapidly in importance since the mid=1960s,  In some
of the major industrial countriesÿ measures to restrain the use of polluting fuelsÿ
the expansion of petroleum refineries in built-up areasÿ the exploration of local
off=shore deposits and the exposure of coal seams by the stripping of over-burden
combined to slow down the reaction to the change in price relationships and dilute
the desire to reduce dependence on imports°  Thus 1974 saw the elaboration of both
short-term emergency programmes and longer=term adjustment policies°  The former
tended to lean heavily on voluntary conservation while the latter attempted to
effect changes in the supply of energy as well as in the growth and pattern of
demand°

6/ The hard coal output of the group rose by an estimated 2°5 per cent,
Petroleum otrtput increased by 6°9 per cent and ha;rural gas by 10,4 per cent in the
Soviet Union and probably by very small absolute amounts in the other producing
countries°   Quantities of the three commodities were aggregated with unit value
eights obtained from Soviet foreign trade data for 1973o
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Developed market economies

In the United Statesÿ short-term conservation measures included the curtailment
of gasoline supplies for private transportation during the winter months and the
advocacy of a number of voluntary energy-saving measures°  In the eventÿ the
combined effect of the Arab oil embargoÿ higher pricesÿ the economic slow-downÿ
conservation measures and a relatively mild winter was to reduce United States
consumption of energy by about 4 per cent in 1974ÿ the first decline in 22 years°
This reduction did not change the share of imported oil in United States energy
consumptionÿ howeverÿ this remained at 17.6 per cent. ÿ/  The cut-back was mainly in
domestic petroleum production which continued to decline from its 1970 peak.  A
further effort to reduce imports was made in February 1975 when import fees on crude
oil and petroleum products were increased by $i per barrel.

In Japanÿ where petroleumÿ virtually all importedÿ accounts for over
70 per cent of total energy consumptionÿ the Government in November 1973 requested
a reduction of i0 per cent in the average rate of oil and electricity consumption
by industries and utilities°  In December the requested cut was raised to
15 per cent and in February 1974 it was made mandatory.  In the United Kingdomÿ a
I0 per cent reduction in the supply of oil to industry was imposed in November 1973
and in November 1974 the value-added tax on gasoline was trebled.  Gasoline
rationing was imposed by Sweden for a three-week period towards the end of 1973 andÿ
as a result of restriction and conservationÿ oil consumption was reduced by
l0 per cent in 1974o  The French Government rationed the use of domestic heating
fuel and announced a value ceiling on petroleum imports in 1975 whichÿ at 197b
pricesÿ represented a i0 per cent cut-back from the 1974 import volume°

The longer-range energy plans formulated in 1974 had a number of common
characteristics:  conservationÿ reduced dependence on imported oilÿ increased
investment in indigenous energy sources including nuclear energyÿ andÿ in countries

7/ According to preliminary figures of the United States Department of the
Interiorÿ the composition of United States total energy consumption in 1973 and
1974 was (percentage):

1973       1974
Petroleum                                            46.6         44.8

Domestic                                           29°0         27°2
Imported                                          17.6         17o6

Natural-gas                                         30.4         30°4
Domestic                                           29.0         29.1
Imported                                            1.4          1.3

Coalÿ bituminous and lignite                     17.6         17.8
Hydro-power                                           2.4          4.2
Nuclear power                                        0.2          0.2
Other                                               2.8          2.6
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where water resources exist in adequate scale and qualityÿ new hydro-power
developmentÿ intensified research into the harnessing of solarÿ windÿ tidal and
geothermal energy and other less conventional sources of energy such as organic
waste and methanol from wood and low-grade coalo

The energy options of the United States include the extraction of oil from
shaleÿ increased coal productionÿ increased drilling for oil and natural gasÿ
both on-shore and offlshoreÿ and increased production of nuclear energy and
extraction of energy from the earth's interior.  In May 1975ÿ the Government
called for the conversion of a number of inland power stations from oil to coalo
A rapid expansion in coal output faces many difficultiesÿ however.  The production
of coal by stripsminingÿ which accounts for one half of the coal produced in the
United Statesÿ has been opposed because of the damage done to the landÿs surface.
Under legislation passed by Congress in May 19759 mining companies have been
required to restore strip-mined land to other productive use.  Arguing that a
provision of this nature would unduly inhibit productionÿ the President vetoed the
measure.  In the meantimeÿ the stepping-up of oil exploration was reflected in a
21 per cent increase in the number of wells drilled during the first half of 1974
compared with the corresponding period of the previous year. 8/  The most promising
source of new oil supplies in the near futureÿ howeverÿ is the North Slope of
Alaska which is expected to yield io2 million barrels of petroleum a day from the
start of operations in 1977 and 2 million barrels a day by 1980o  Outside the
Prudhoe Bay area of Alaskaÿ even larger oil deposits are known to exist and there
is expectation of an eventual output of 5 million barrels a day.

In Canadaÿ between 1961 and 1973 the demand for petroleum for home
consumption and exports rose faster than the supply from domestic production and
importsÿ 8.7 per cent per annum as against 8.4 per cent. 9/  In November 1974
legislation was passed cutting back oil exports to the United States as from
i January 1975 and possibly phasing them out completely by 1982.  The object was
to postpone the time when local production would be overtaken by local demand
whichÿ given existing trendsÿ could be expected by 1982o  Such a deficiency seems
likely to be further postponed by the discovery of major reserves of natural gas
in the Arctic islands area.

An energy plan produced by the Commission of the European Community in 1974
included a recommendation for a i0 per cent reduction in energy consumption
compared with previous 1974-1985 forecasts.  Petroleum consumption would be

8/ Source:  The American Petroleum Institute.

Demand
Domestic consumption
Exports

Total demand

Percentage annual chanÿ

5.4
17.0
8.7

Production
Imports

Total supply

11.2
5.1
8.4
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reduced from 61 per cent to 40 per cent of total energy useÿ coal and other solid
fuel production would remain constant but its contribution to total energy would
drop from about 25 per cent to 15 per cent ÿ natural gas consumption would be
stepped up from 13 per cent to 25 per centÿ and nuclear energy from !o5 per cent
to 17o5 per cent°  In the light of thisÿ coal producers launched a plan to
revitalize the Community coal industry by the adoption of a long-term coal policy
to attract new manpower and generate new investment°  In 19749 howeverÿ production
of hard coal in the Community was about i0 per cent below the previous yearÿs
levelÿ with production down in each of the five major producing countries°  France
announced its intention to stop the run-down of its coal industry and the Federal
Republic of Germany formulated an energy research programme in which the largest
single sum (DM 616 million) was earmarked for improving coal-mining technology and
productivity and for improving the methods of obtaining gas and oil from coal.

As a result of the first decade of development work in the Nort_b Seaÿ new
energy options based on local oil and natural gas have emerged for Norway and the
United Kingdom.  The first flow of petroleum into the United Kingdom is expected
by 1976ÿ and estimates set ÿ'firm" production by 1980 at over 2 million barrels per
day (equivalent to the 1974 level of United Kingdom consumption)°   The official
estimate of proven and probable reserves in the United Kingdom is 9.9 billion
barrelsÿ but eight new discoveries made in the first half of 1975 ÿ plus reserves in
areas not yet licensedÿ could treble this estimate°  Official estimates of natural
gas production suggest 6 billion cubic feet per day by 1980 or the equivalent of
! million barrels of oilo  Actual production was 3.5 billion cubic feet daily in
1974 and the share of natural gas in total energy consumption in the United
Kingdom increased to nearly 16 per cent compared with 12o5 per cent in 1973o

Norwegian production of off-shore oil and gas is expected to exceed domestic
requirements in 1975o  It is not clear to what extent Norway will become an
exporterÿ howeverÿ the Government's White Paper on the subjectÿ issued in 1974ÿ
revealed a cautious attitude towards exploitation of undersea oil resources and the
use of government oil incomes and a desire to avoid rapid changes in the structure
of the Norwegian economy°

In the Netherlsndsÿ where the use of fuel oil fell by one third in the three
years following 1969 when plentiful supplies of natural gas at competitive prices
came on the marketÿ almost half the domestic energy requirements are now serviced
by natural gasÿ and saturation of the domestic market is believed to be
indicated by a slowing of the rate of increase in sales to gas utilities°  The
volume of exportsÿ which has been rising by about 30 per cent annually in recent
yearsÿ is estimated to have accounted for half the total volume of sales in 1974ÿ
with France and the Federal Republic of Germany as the leading buyers.

Franceÿ which lacks large-scale coal deposits and is unlikely to discover
reserves of North Sea oilÿ is almost 80 per cent dependent on external sources of
energy.  To reduce this dependenceÿ it embarked on a programme of nuclear power
expansion in 1974ÿ based on its large but low-grade uranium reserves.  By 1985
nuclear power is projected to provide over 80 per cent of the country's electricity
and a fourth of total energy requirements.

In Japanÿ which is almost completely lacking in conventional indigenous
sources of energyÿ the desire to ensure a stable energy supply and diversify the
country's energy resources induced urgent consideration of the possibilities and
implications of greater use of nuclear and solar energy and liquified natural gas
as well as a wider spread of the sources of petroleum imports.
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Along with the formulation of these new energy policies came efforts to
promote closer relations among oil-consuming nations°  Following a conference
convened by the United States in February 19749 an Energy Co=ordinating Group was
established to draw up an International Energy Agency (IEA) to organize a
comprehensive programme of emergency and long-term co-operation among oil-consuming
developed market economies ÿ i0_ / encompassing (a) an allocation scheme in case of
emergency; (b) consultation with oil companies ÿ (c) long-term co-operation in
energy mattersÿ and (d) relations with producer countries and with other consumer
countries°  In February 1975 IEA agreed to aim for a cut-back in oil imports
equivalent to 2 million barrels per day by the end of the yearÿ the United States
accounting for half.

ountries

The large increase in the price of petroleum at the beginning of 1974 caused
a heavy drain on the external payments of the developing oil-importing countries
and posed a serious threat to the orderly execution of their development programmes
and to their economic growth.  The cost of oil imports of these countries in 1974
is estimated at about $!5 billion - about one sixth of their total export earnings -
compared with $5 billion in 1973o  The additional cost of $I0 billion accounts for
about one third of their total trade deficit in 1974.  Many developing countries
finding it difficult to finance imports of oil required for continued development
initiated a series of measures for mitigating the adverse effects of the energy
crisis by curtailing oil consumptionÿ increasing production of indigenous energy
sources ÿ and finding new means of financing adequate oil imports.

In order to curtail consumption of oilÿ a number of developing oil-importing
countries adopted various measures including direct control over the allocation
of oil supplies (as in Indiaÿ the Khmer Republicÿ Papua New Guinea and the Republic
of Korea)ÿ a higher pricing of oil products (in most of the countries)ÿ selective
black-outs and reduction of non=essential services (as in Thailand) and a greater
emphasis on mass transportation (by Brazil and India).  Indiaÿ for exampleÿ aims
to reduce the consumption of oil in 1974/75 to its level in 1972/73 by such measures
as rationing of kerosene ÿ use of soft coke as a domestic fuel substitute and
switching road transport users to railways.  In pursuing these measures of energy
conservationÿ these developing countries endeavouredÿ in varying degreeÿ to ensure
adequate supplies of petroleum products to the high-priority sectors at reasonable
prices and to minimize the impact on the low-income portion of the population.

Some developing countries managed to secure oil supplies on special terms
mainly through bilateral agreements with the petroleum-exporting countries.  A
trade agreement with Iran allowed Indiaÿ for instanceÿ to finance 1975-1979 oil
deliveries with a down payment of part of the cost ÿ the balance to be paid at the
end of the period°  The Fhilippines Cement Corporation and the Indonesian
Government agreed on a barter involving between 50ÿ000 and 60 ÿ000 tons of oil
and cement°  Venezuelaÿ on i April 1975, set up a special fund of $500 million to
help neighbouring countries pay for their oi! purchases.  The first beneficiaries
were Costa Ricaÿ E1 Salvadorÿ Hondurasÿ Guatemalaÿ Nicaragua and Panama.  These
countries will be able to pay for crude oil purchases from Veoezuela on a quarterly
basis by means of credits equivalent to $6 of the total per-barrel price.  The

i0__/ Founding members include Austriaÿ Belgiumÿ Canadaÿ Denmarkÿ the Federal
Republic of Germanyÿ Irelandÿ Italyÿ Japanÿ Luxembourgÿ the }ÿetherlands ÿ Spainÿ
Swedenÿ Switzerlandÿ Turkeyÿ the United Kingdom and the United States of AmeriCa°
New Zealand joined in February 1975o  Norway maintains a special participating
arrangement.                                 -26-



credits are repayable over 24 years at the Inter-American Development Bank's
softÿ' interest rate.   Once the credit has been repaidÿ an equivalent sum can be

reborrowed as a 25-year development loan at the same rate of interest°

The search for new oil and gas deposits was intensified°  PsLkistan launched an
exploration drive in four major areas of the country°  India has reported a string
of exploration successes in the Gulf of Cambay ÿ where the first well was drilled in
mid-1974ÿ and according to Indiaÿs Petroleum and CTÿemicals Vinisterÿ it is hoped
that this area will be producing 200ÿ000 barrels per day by 1980o  In the Philippines
a first on-shore exploration programme is to be carried out in the Cagayan Valley
with the target of two exploratory holes by late 1975o  In the Republic of Korea
drilling is expected to begin in off-shore blocks in the second half of 1975o  The
Government of Sri Lanka has announced its intention to revoke its 1970 ban on all
oil exploration by foreign countries other than the Soviet Union°  In the Gulf of
Thailand drilling will begin later in 1975 and the first wildcat in the Mekong Basin
had indicated the presence of oil.  Further drilling will be required to test the
commercial possibilities of an oil strike that has been made near Ramallahÿ north of
Jerusalem in the occupied West Bank.  The Sudan has granted off-shore exploration
licences along the Red Sea coast.  In Chad six evaluation wells are to be drilled in
an oil=bearing structure in Kanem Province north of Lake Chad°  Uruguay is in the
process of granting exploration rights in its off-shore waters°  The recently
discovered oil deposits in Brazilÿ on the continental shelf off Rio de Janeiroÿ and
in Mexicoÿ in the states of Chiapas and Tabascoÿ are reported to be very promising°
The state companies of Ecuador and Argentina have finalized an agreement covering
exploration and development of a 200 ÿ000ÿhectare tract in the northÿeastern part of
0riente.  In Guatemala ÿ the first of two proposed boreholes has been spudded in the
Gulf of Amatique ÿ about 20 kilometres off the coast°  In Peruÿ drilling is now
taking place at an accelerated pace in the Amazon basin.  Exloration has also begun
on a limited scale in the UcaFali and Madre de Dios basin°  If present expectations
are fulfilledÿ Peru should be able to regain self-sufficiency in petroleum by 1976
and to become a net exporter by 1977o

Steps are also being taken to develop alternative sources of enersyo  For
instance, less than three years ago, the Philippines ÿ in the midst of a nation-wide
electrification effortÿ decided to try to tap its geothermal energyÿ it is expected
that the resultant generating plant will be in operation by mid-1975o Mexico intends
to expand up to 360 megawatts a 75-megawatt geothermal power station ÿ originally
brought into service in 1972°  E1 Salvador is currently constructing a 33ÿmegawatt
geothermal power station in Aÿhuachapano  There has also been exploration of
geothermal resources in various other countriesÿ including Chileÿ Ethiopiaÿ Fijiÿ
Thailand and Western Samoaÿ in some cases with promising results°  Argentina recently
finished the construction of a nuclear power station in Atucha and is in the process
of constructing another one at Rio Terceroo  Argentinaÿ Brazil and Mexico are all
prospecting for radio-active minerals°  The energy crisis has also renewed interest
in the Central African Republic's uranium deposits located near Bakoumaÿ reportedly
containing about 30 million pounds of uraniumÿ and previously regarded as uneconomic.
India is emphasizing the expansion of hydroelectricity and nuclear energy.
Afghanistanÿ Bangladesh and Pakistan intend to use more of the natural gas which
they possess in ample supply.  Argentina is conducting a study of the feasibility of
laying a 50-kilometre pipeline across the Straits of Magellan to permit the
evacuation of gas reserves discovered in both the Argentine and Chilean portions of
Tierra del Fuego.  The line would continue to Estancia Cerro Redondoÿ starting point
of the 30-inch gas trunk-line to Buenos Aires°  It is reported that Venezuela has
stepped up development of the bituminous sand in the Orinoco oil belt and Brazil is
developing the oil shales in San Marco.
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As a result of the economic slow-down in major industria! countries ÿ the
increased cost of petroleumÿ the adoption of measures of energy conservation and
the incidence of mild weather in 1974ÿ the global supply of petroleum came into
surplus in the latter part of 1974 and members of OPEC cut petroleum production°
As compared with 1973 the production of the Libyan Arab Republic was doom in 1974
by over 26 per cent ÿ that of Kuwait by almost 19 per cent and of Iraq by over
4 per cent and the over-all production of OPEC members was 0o3 per cent below the
1973 level (see table !9).  In the first quarter of 1975 the petroleum output of
OPEC was about an eighth below the corresponding 1974 level (which had been reduced
by the embargo placed on shipments to the Netherlands and the United States of
America by the Arab Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

Centrally 21anned economies

Growth of industrial output in the socialist countries of Eastern Europe and
the USSR shows no signs of having been affected by the turbulence in the
international fuel and raw material markets in 1974o  Nevertheless? policy
discussions and measures taken in all of the Eastern European economies reveal a
deep concern over these developments°  Although the Soviet Union continues to be
the main supplier of energfand raw materials for the areaÿ most of these
countries now obtain a part of their requirements from outside sources andÿ
confronted bF rapidly rising prices? face the need to curtail or to slow the growth
of imports.

The volume of crude oil imports from outside the region showed a sharp drop
in 1974 in the case of the Soviet Union (from 13o2 to 4.4 million tons) and
appears to have declined also in several of the Eastern European countries.
A 6 per cent (4-million ton) increase in Soviet deliveries of oil and oil products
to the Eastern European countries probably offset only part of this decline.
Natural gas exports from the USSR to Eastern and Western Europeÿ howeverÿ more
than doubled (from 6.8 to 14 billion cubic metres) and may have supplied an
increasing portion of Eastern European fuel importsÿ while at the same time
Soviet imports - mainly from Afghanistan and Iran - increased only slightly over
the 1973 level (from llo4 to 12 billion cubic metres).  Though in 1974 the volume of
fuel imports into the region thus probably stagnated or declinedÿ in the longer run
the Eastern European countries apparently intend to obtain a growing volume of
supplies from outside sources.  Almost all of these countries have recently
concluded substantial delivery contracts with oil-producing developing countriesÿ
especially Algeriaÿ Iran and Iraqÿ and Czechoslovakia and Hungary agreed early in
1974 to join withYugoslavia in the construction of a pipeline to the Adriatic which
will serve to carry North African and West Asian oil into the area of the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) o

The ilmnediate balance-of-payments impact of developments in world market fuel
price on the Eastern European countries was cushioned in 1974 by the fact that
imports from within the CMEA group were being delivered at unchanged prices ÿ but
here, tooÿ price adjustments were under consideration and were in fact introduced
early in 1975.

As a consequenceÿ conservation measures were adopted by all of the Eastern
European countries in 1974 to increase efficiency in the use of imports°  Among
them were steps to reduce the growth of consumption of oil and oil products and
to limit the substitution of oil or gas for coal to cases where technological
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requirements made this essentialÿ to replace oil by other fuels ÿ to exploit
hydro-power and coal=burning power stations more efficientlyÿ to developÿ in
co=operation with other countries ÿ the hydro-power potential on the rivers of the
region with particular emphasis on multipurpose projects°  The long-term policy
of increasing the share of liquid and gaseous fuels in the fuel balance is being
reassessed and will be slowed down wherever feasible°  Thus ÿ Poland will
considerably expand the domestic production of hard as well as brown coalÿ and
the German Democratic Republic will seek a rapid increase in the exploitation
of its brown coal reserves° In Hungaryÿ a country with poor domestic sources of
energyÿ industry has been urged to switch from the utilization of liquid fuel
to otherÿ less expensiveÿ sources of energy°  Czechoslovakiaÿ in co-operation with
the USSRÿ is putting special emphasis on the expansion of the production of nuclear
energy°

World market deve!opments and the realization of the vulnerability of outside
supplies further stimulated efforts to secure access to raw material and fuel
sources within the confines of the CMEA group°  Thus the Eastern European countries
are contributing investment funds as long-term credits given on a product pay-back
basisÿ mainly in the form of material deliveries but also including convertible
currency financingÿ for the construction of a number of large projects in the
extractive and fuel-energy branches on the territory of the Soviet Union°  In
addition to several undertakings in the raw material sphere on which construction
was begun in 1974ÿ ii__/ these include some major pipeline projects which - as a
novel feature in intra-CMEA co-operation - will be built in their entirety by
construction teams from Eastern Europe.  For the largest of these venturesÿ on which
agreements were concluded in the fall of 1974ÿ the USSR is to build a gas-condensing
complex at the 0renburg site south of the Uralsÿ mainly with Romanian equipmentÿ
while the other five Eastern European countries will finance and construct a
2ÿ800-kilometre pipeline to the Czechoslovak frontier.  The projectÿ estimated
to cost over $4.5 billionÿ will employ some 25ÿ000-30ÿ000 Bulgarianÿ Czechoslovÿkÿ
German Democratic Republicÿ Hungarian and Polish workers in the USSR over the
period 1975-1978.

ii_/ The largest are a 500ÿ000-ton annual capacity cellulose manufacturing
complex in UstV-Ilimsk (Eastern Siberia)ÿ a 250ÿ000-ton capacity asbestos
enrichment plant in Kyembay (Urals)ÿ and a 12 million-ton capacity steel works
in Kursk.
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Table Io World production:   annual growth ratesÿ
by country groupÿ 1971-1974

(Percentage)

Item and country group

Change from preceding year

Average ÿ  o
1971-1974a-/  197!  1972  1973 1974 

Gross domestic Droductb/

4°5       4.3   5°5   6.7   io7

3°8       3°7   5°6   6.1  -0.i
5.9       5.2   5°6   7.0   5.6
6.4       6.o   5°o   8°8   6°o

Sum of country groups
.   C/

Developed market economles--

Developing countries d/
e/

Centrally planned economies--

Sum of country groups
o    c/

Developed market economles--

Developing countries d/      j
Centrally planned economiesÿ/

Industrial ÿroductionÿ/

Agricultural productionÿ/

2.1       3ol  -0oi   5oi   0.2

1.9       5°0   0.7   1o5   0.3
io5       1o6  -0°8   3°9   1.5
2.9       2.5  -0°4  12o0  -1o8

6.0       4.2   7.1   9.5   3ol

4.4       1o9   6°5   9.5    -
7.9       6ÿ5   8°2   9ÿ3   7.7
7.8       7.7   7°0   8.0   8.5

Sum of country groups
c/

Developed market economies--

Developing countries d/
Centrally planned economiesÿ/ÿ/

Sources:  Centre for Deve!opment Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretsmiatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics
and Yearbook of National Accounts Statisticsÿ ÿ'Latin Americanÿme'nt ÿ-ÿt-ÿe
international economic situation:  second regional appraisal of the International
Development Strategyÿ (E/CEPAL/981 and Addol-3)ÿ WSurvey of economic and social
conditions in Afrieaÿ 1974" (E/CNo14/632ÿ part one and part two)ÿ tVEeonomic and
social survey of Asia and the Pacificÿ 1974"(E/CN°ll/Lo412)ÿ Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics
and Statistics (Rome)ÿ information supplied by the Department of Agriculture of the
United States of America and other national sources°

Note:  Methods of estimation differ among the production components and among
the country groups°  For this reason and also because of the problem of assigning
weights to the country groupsÿ the aggregated changes should be interpreted with
caution.  The over-all figures provide no more than a rough indicator of the
magnitude of year-to-year changes.

(Foot-notes on following page)
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(Foot-notes to table i)

a/ Preliminaryÿ based in some cases on data for a period of less than
12 months andÿ in some of the developing countriesÿ on indicators°

b i Measured at constant market prices.

c/ North Americaÿ northernÿ southern and Western Europeÿ Australiaÿ Japanÿ
New Zealandÿ South Africa°

d/ Latin America and Caribbean areaÿ Africa (other than South Africa)ÿ Asia
(other than Chinaÿ Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam, Japanÿ Mongolia).

e/ Eastern Europe and USSRo

f/ Data refer to net material product and are not strictly comparable to those
of the other country groups°

g/ Based on index of gross output and hence not comparable with the national
accounts measure of production.  Methods of estimation differ among the country
groups°

h/ Based on index of value added, except in the centrally planned economies for
which the index is based on gross output at constant pricesÿ in the case of the
German Democratic Republicÿ the index refers to the value of commodity productionÿ
and in the case of Hungary to output in physical units and other indicators.  In
most developing countries? the data are for the organized industrial sector and
exclude small-scale and handicraft production.
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Table 2o  World gross domestic product, by country group, 1971ÿ1974

(Percentage)

Country group

Change from preceding year

Average,
1971-1974ÿ/  1971  1972  1973 197J

Sum of country groups                              4.5

Deve!oped market economies                     3.8

North Americab-/                                3.4
Western Europe                                 3.9
Japan                                            5.9
Southern hemisphereÿ/                        4°5

Developing countries                             5.9

Western hemisphere                            7.0
Africa                                          4°4
West Asia                                      10.8
South and East Asia                           3°7

Centrally planned economies of Europeÿ/      6.4

Eastern Europeÿ/                               7.9
USSR                                5.8

4.3   5.5   6.7   1.7

3.7   5.6   6.1  -0.i

3.4   6°1   6.0  -1o6
3.5   4°3   5.5   2.3
6.8   8.9  10.2  -1.8
4°2   3°8   h°l   5.7

5.2   5°6   7°O   5°6

6.3   6.8   7.4   7.3
4.6   4.5   4.3   4.1

11.3  13o0  11.9   9.5
2.7   2°9   6.1   3.1

6.o   5.0   8.8   6.o

7.2   7.8   8.4   8.4
5.6   3.9   9.0   5.0

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics
and Yearbook of National Accounts Statisticsÿ "Latin American development and the
international economic situation: second regional appraisal of the International
Development Strategy" (E/CEPAL/981 and Addol-3)ÿ "Survey of economic and social
conditions in Africa, 1974" (E/CN.14/632, part one and part two)ÿ "Economic and
social survey of Asia and the Pacific, 1974ÿ' (E/CN.11/L.412)ÿ and national sources.

a/ Preliminary.

b/ Canada and United States of America.

c/ Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.

d/ Data refer to net material product and are not strictly comparable to those
of the other country groups.

e/ Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republicÿ Hungaryÿ Poland and
Romania.
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Table 3o Developed market economies:  growth of gross domestic
product in constant market pricesÿ 1971-1974

(Percentage)

Change from preceding year

Region and country
Average ÿ

1971-1974ÿi 1971  1972  1973 197Y

North America

Canada
United States of America

Western EuroDe

EEC

Belgiumbÿ/
France
Germanyÿ Federal Republic of
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Denmark
Ireland
United Kingdom

3.4

5.7
3.2

3.9

3°6

4.6
5.4
2.9
3°6
4.5
3,7
3°5
3°9
2.3

3.4   6.1

5.6   5.8
3°2   6°i

3°5   4ÿ3

3°3   3°8

3°4
5.6
2.6
1.6
1,7
4°4
3.7
3°5
2,4

Southern hemisphere

Australiaÿ/ ,
New Zealandÿ/
South Africa

Total, 28 deve!oped market economies

Asia
b/

Japan--

Austria
Cyprus
Finland
Greece _.

Icelandÿ/
Malta
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Yugoslavia

4°9

5,8
(7.2)
5°2
7.2
6°3

(4.8)
4.5
6°8
6°5
1,,9
3.9
6.8
6°6

5°9

4.5

4°4
4,0
4.7

3,8

Other Europe 4.o   6.5   5.O   4.3

5.6   7.2   5.5   5,0
12.3   6°7   2.7   °..
2,4   7.0   5.9   5.4
7.1  lOo6   9.4   2.ÿ

lool   5.5   5°9   3.5
2.5   5.8   6.0   .°.

5.5   4,5   3,9   4.o
5.8   9.5   7.8   4.0
4.3   8.1   8,1   5.6
0,2   2.5   1.7   3.0
3.8   5.7   4,5   1.5
9°5   6ol   4,o   7.5
9,0   5.0   5.0   7.3

6.8   8.9  10.2  -1.8

4.2   3,8   4,1   5.7

4.3   4.O   4.0   5,4
,8b/4.1   3.0   5.2   3 -

4.1   3.6   4.1   7.0

3.7   5°6   6.1  -0.i

5.5   1.9

5°2   5.4V 4oY
6.o  6.0  3o&,
3.0   5.3   0.ÿ
3ol   5.9   4oÿ
4,6  7.5   4°7
4.2   4.0   2°0
4.9   3.8   1,5
3.3   7°2   1.5
2ol   5.3  -0,5

6.o  -1o6

6,8    4,5
5,9  =2o2

5°5   2°3

(Sources and foot-notes on following page)
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(Sources and foot-notes to table 3)

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Yearbook of National Accounts
Statistics, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Economic
Outlook (Paris)ÿ and national sources°

a i Preliminary°  Figures in parentheses represent the average for 1971-1973o

b/ Gross national product°

c/ Fiscal year ending 30 June of the indicated year for Australiaÿ 31 March
for New Zealand°
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Table 4o Selected developed market economies:  changes
in major components of gross domestic product
in constant pricesÿ 1971-1974

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Country and
year

Private       Public       Fixed       Change
consump-    consump-    invest-     in inven-

tion         tion        ment       tories a/ Exports Imports

North Americaÿ/

1971          4°0       -0°3      5.7       0°6       2.1       506
1972          6.2        3.3     ll.9       0.7       7°0      Ii.6
1973          4.9        i.I      8.2       1.2      16.5       7.2
1974         -1°7        1o5     -5.8       io0       5.3       3.5

Canada

1971        5.3        4.3      7.9       0.4       4.9      8.0
1972        6.9        4.0      5°3       0°7       7.1      11.9
1973         8.0         4oi     10.4        i!o2        8.3      12o4
1974        5.3        7.5      7.8       io6       -1.4      10.7

United States of America

1971        3.9       -0°6      5.5        0.6       Io0       4.8
1972        6..I.        3 o 3     12 o 7       O. 7       7.0      ii. 5
1973        4.7        0.9      7.9       1.2      19..6       5.6
1974       m2.3        ioi     '7.3       1.0       7.8       1.3

Western Eÿooeb/

1971          4.0        5°5      3.3       1.6       8,2      5.4
1972          5ol        4.5      4.2 0.9       6.9      9.8
1973          4.8        3.5      5.0       1.8       9.8      11.4
1974          2.0        2.7      0.7       ° o o       2°2      2.5

EECÿ/

1971          4.2        5.6      3.1       0.8       8.9       6.0
1972          5.0        4.6      3.4       0.6       6.4      i0.0
1973          4.8        3.5      4°8       1.5       9.8      11.6
1974          iÿ7        2.5      0.4       .o °       1.3      1.9

Belgium

1971        3.9        5.9     -2.3       1.4       8.7       6.5
1972        5.9        7.2      4.8       i.i       7.2      8.3
1973        7.4        4.7      7.2        .. o        9.6      10.8
1974        3.8        4.5     4.8       ...       6.8      7.5
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Table 4    (continued)

Country and
year

Private       Public       Fixed       Change
consumpÿ    consumpÿ    invest-    in inven-

tion         tion        ment       tories a/ Exports Imports

1971        2 o 0
1972       3.5
1973       4.5
1974        2 o 0

1971        6.1        6.8      6°7       1o4       15.1       7°2
1972        5.8        5°9      7.6       1o2       2°9      16.9
1973        5.7        2.3      6.7       2°0       2°3      12o9
1974        4.5        2.3      4.8       1o5       6.6       7.7

France

Denmark

6°5     io6      -Oo8       5°5     -loo
5°o      7°o      -1o2       7°o       3.o
4.5      9°5       0°7       6°5      19o0
5°0     -3.5        .oo        5.5       lo0

Germanyÿ Federal Republic of

1971        5.1        7°4      4.6       0°7       7°2       9°7
1972        3.8        4°3      1o9       0.5       7°8       8.2
1973        3ÿi        4.4      0.5       Io0       16o4      1041
1974         -         3 o 0     -6 ° 8        o o o      u12.0      -2.0

Ireland

1971        2.1       11.2      7°9       ioi       4°9       4.1
1972        5°4       10o4      2°5       2°3       2.0      7°7
1973        6.3        7.4     12 o 9       3 o2      i0ÿ 6      13o 5
1974       -i ÿ 0  ...............

Italy

1971        2.8
1972        3.8
1973        6.2
1974       3.3

Luxembourg

1971       5.1
1972        4.9
1973       6.3
1974        .ÿ..

5.2     -3.5       o.4       5.9
4.2     ÿ0ÿ2       0ÿ7       iiÿi      12.7
3.3      9°0       2.0       5.3      iiÿ9
2.5      6.3        .oo        7.o      -o.5

4.8     10.6       1.6       0°6      6.2
3.3      5ÿ3       0.3       7.9      5.8
2.2     4.0        ÿ        9ÿ7      6.8
@@@             o@o                 @o@                 ÿoe               @@@

EEC (continued)
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Table 4    (continued)

Private       Public       Fixed
Country and      consump-    consump-     invest-

year              tion        tion         merit

Change
in inven-

tories a/ Exports Imports

Netherlands

1971       3 o 3
1972       3.3
1973       2.5
1974        2.5

United Kingdom

1971        2°7
1972        6.0
1973        4.6
1974       -0.8

Other Europeÿ/

1971          3.1
1972          5.4
1973          5.0
1974          4.4

Austria

1971        6.6
1972       7.3
1973       4.8
1974       4.5

Finland

1971        2.9
1972        8.6
1973      6.7
1974        4.2

Iceland

1971       12.6
1972       10.2
1973       6.5
1974      7.5

3.9     1.5       1.4
1.6     -1.3       I.O

i.o      4°5       1.8
3.0         -            .oo

3.0     0°9       -
4.o      2.4       -o.8
3.7    4.8      O.8
1.5     I.i       o..

4.7     4.5      3.4
4.2     8.0       1.5
3.3      6.1       2.4
4.0     3°2       ÿ .o

2.6     12.9       1.2
6.0     11.4       -0.4
4.o     2.5       1.8
4.5     4°5      . ..

5.O     3.6      5.8
7.1      6.3       2.7
5.4       5.4         4.5
4.5    7.6      3.3

6.4    42.1      3.o
6.0     -I. 0      -i. 3
6.o    2o.1      -0.2
6.o     4.o       ...

iio0
9.7

13.0
3.0

7.0
2.6
9.4
7.5

5.1
9.4
9.8
8.7

4.8
10.3
7.5

19.0

-1.1

15.4
6.4
3.3

-3.8

9.5
I0.0
-1°5

6.5
4.3

11o5
-0.5

4.8
9.8

11.2
2.8

2.6
7.2

10.5
7.9

5.9
ll. 2
12ÿ0

-0°4

4.1
ii. 0
10.2

22.2
1.2

19.5
8.5
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Table 4    (continued)

Country and
year

Private       Public       Fixed       Change
consump-     consump-     invest-     in inven-

tion        tion         ment       tories a/ Exports Imports

Norway

1971        4.6       7.5     18.6      2.5        3.3      6.8
1972        2.3       5.1      -5.7       0.2       14.7      -0.3
1973        1°8       8.6      12.9       0.9        9.7      16.8
1974        4.0       5°9      4°3      ooo        6.9      5.9

Spain

1971        3.1       6,5      -i°6      1.6       14.4       0°7
1972        6.7       6.6      15.0      io9       ll°O      18.5
1973        6.7       6.0      15.5       i°9       12.8      17.2
1974  ..................

Sweden

1971       -0° 8       4.0      -i° 9       O. 7        5.7      -3.4
1972        2.6       1.4      5.4     -0°i        5.9      5.4
1973        1°7       io9      -2o5      -I°3       13.5       5.7
1974        4.5       3.0     -0°2      °°.        6.4      8.2

Switzerland

1971        5.5       3.7       7.8      i°0        2.5       6°1
1972        5.7       4.5      7.7      0.9        5°0      6.0
1973        4.5       4.4      3.0      0.8        6°4      5.7
1974  ..................

Japan

1971        7.0       7.7      7.9      2.4       17.9      3.4
1972        9.1       9.6      9.5      2.1        7°5      8.4
1973        8.1       7.1      14.5       3.2        7.3      23.0
1974        i. 6       3. I     -i0.8       3° 7       21.2      12.2

Australiac/

1971        3.7       4.3      3.5      i.i        8°5      3°4
1972        4.5       I. 7       0.6      -0.2        8.0      -2.2
1973        6.1       4.5      -4.0      -0.6        4.7       4.0
1974        5.4       7.2       6. i       3.3       -5.6      29.0

Total (for 19 countries shown)ÿ/ÿ/

1971        4.2       1.7       5.1      1.7
1972        6.0       3.8       8.3      l° 3
1973        5.1       2.0       7.7      2.1
1974        1.9       2.0     -4.0       ..°

(Sources and foot-notes on following page)
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ii. 2
4.5

5.3
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(Sources and footmnotes to table 4)

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat based on United Nationsÿ Yearbook of National Accounts
Statisticsÿ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Economic
Outlook and Economic Surveys (Paris)ÿ and national sources.

Note:  Figures in this table for some countries are based on early estimates
and are not entirely consistent with the figures in table 39 which are based on
later estimates.

/ At current prices as a percentage of gross domestic prÿoducto

b/ 1970 weights used in combining country data°

/ Fiscal year ending 30 June°

d/ Excluding Luxembourgo
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Table 5.                              growth of totalDeveloping countries:
production, 1971-1974

(Percentage)

Change from preceding year

Average   n
1971_1974a!     1971     1972     1973     1974a/

Country group

Developing countries             5.8              5.2        5.6        7.0        5 o 6

Petroleummexport ing
countries b/                 8.1             7.5        8.2        9.7        7.0

Other                      5.4           4.7      5.1      6.4      5.3

Western hemisphere            7.0             6.3       6° 8        7.4        7.3
Petroleum-exporting

countries c/              4.8             3.0        4.5        6.2        5.6
Other                    7.2           6.6      7, 0      7.5      7.5

Africa                      4.4            4.6       4, 5       4.3       4ol
Petroleum-exporting

countries d i               5.1             4.8        5.0        7.5        3.1
Other                    4. i           4.5      4.3      3.0      4.5

West Asia                     ii. 4            ii. 3      13.0       ii. 9        9.5
Petroleum-exporting

countries e/             12.7            12.4      14.0      14.4      10.2
Other                   8.4          8.5     ll. 5     6.0      7.5

South and East Asia            3.7              2°7        2.9        6.1        3.1
Indonesia                    7.0             6.7        6.3        7.5        7.5
Other                    3.4           2.3      2.6      6.0      2.7

Sources:  As for table 2.

a/ Preliminary.

b/ African, West Asian, and western hemisphere petroleum-exporting countries
and Indonesia.

c/ Ecuador, Trinidad and T0bago and Venezuela.

d/ Algeria, Gabon, Libyan Arab Republic and Nigeria.

e_/ Iran, Iraq, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
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Table 6.  Selected developing countries:  indicated changes in gross domestic productÿ a/ 1974

(Percentage)

Countries and areas, b/ whose rates of growth were

More than       Between 8.0      Between 6.0    Between 5.0    Between 3.0      Less than
and              and             and             and                               Negative

l0 per cent     9.9 per cent    7.9 per cent   5.9 per cent   4.9 per cent   2,9 per cent

!

I

Botswana        Guinea             Nicaragua      Mexico          Zambia          Algeria         Honduras
Gambia          Brazil             Niger           Egypt           Guatemala      Nepal           United Republic of
Saudi Arabia   Nigeria            Congo           Lesotho         Gabon           Uruguay           Tanzania
Iran            Ecuador            Indonesia      Philippines    Sierra Leone   Burundi         Republic of
Ivory Coast    Chad               Argentina      Bolivia         Somalia         Central           Viet-Nam
Tunisia         Dominican          Israel          Senegal         Burma             African      Rwanda
Syrian Arab       Republic         Malaysia       Dahomey         Costa Rica       Republic     Sri Lanka

Republic     United Republic   Mall            Venezuela      Thailand        India           Bangladesh
of Cameroon     Singapore      Upper Volta    Panama          Ethiopia       Khmer Republic

Republic of       Morocco         Liberia         Equatorial                      Mauritius
Korea            Peru            Chile             Guinea                         Kuwait

Lebanon            Zaire           Trinidad and   Malawi                           Libyan Arab
Iraq               Togo              Tobago        Guinea-                            Republic
Paraguay           Swaziland                          Bissau                         Sudan

Mauritania                      Ghana                            Uganda
Colombia                        Hong Kong
Kenya                            Madagascar
Pakistan                         Haiti
E1 Salvador

Sources:  As for table 5.

a/ Based on preliminary official estimates of the national accounts or 'Windicators" derived from official
or semi-official statistics of production, trade and transport.  Where indicators were used, changes in gross
domestic product reflect changes, in real terms, in the output of all the items of goods and services for which
data were obtainable, combined with weights derived from national accounts of 1973°  The indicated changes are
necessarily tentativeÿ being prepared in March 1975 and based in some cases on less than a full yearÿs figure
for some of the components of the gross domestic product.

b/ Countries and areas are arranged in descending order of rates of growth.
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Table 7. Centrally plannedeconomies of Eastern Europe and USSR:
national iÿcoÿeÿ a__/ actual and p!annedÿ 1966-1975

growth of

(Percentage)

Country and
group

Average annual rate
1966-!9709  1971-19759  1971ÿ1974ÿ

actual       planned        actual

Increase over preceding zear
1971ÿ  1972ÿ  19739       1974        1975ÿ

actual  actual  actual  Planned  Actual  planned

i
D
I

Albania                    9o 0        9.2-10.0  ......................

Bulgaria               8.7      7.7-8.5        7.6         7.0     7.7     8.0    i0.0     7°5     9

Czechoslovakia           6.8          5.1            5.5           5.1     6.1     5°3     5.2       5,5      5°6

German Democratic
Republic             5.2        4.9          5o5         4.4     5.7     5.5     5.4     6o3     5.5

Hungary                60 ÿ       5.5-6.0        6.5         6.5     5o i    7o 3     5.0     7     5- 5.5

Poland                  6.0         7°0          i0o0          8.1    10.2    11.6     9°5     i0       9°8

Romania                 7.7        11-12         ii. 5         13o 5    i0o 0    !0.7    14.6     !2.5    14

Eastern Europeb/      6°5       6.7-7°0         7,9          7.2     7°8     8°4     8.4      8.4     8°5

USSR                 7.7       6.8         5.8        5°6    3°9    9.0    6.5     5      6°5

Eastern Europe"b/

and USSR          7.4      6o7-6.8        6°4         6°0    5°0    8.8    7.0     6,0    7ol

Sources:  Centre for Deve!opment Planning9 Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on national plans and plan fulfilment reports°

a/ National income producedÿ except for the USSR where for the 1971-1975 plan rate and 1974-1975 data
the reference is to national income domestically utilized°

b/ Not including Albania.



Table 8.  World agricultural productionÿ by country groupÿ 1971-1974
(Percentage)

Country group
Change from preceding_ year

Averages
1971-1974ÿ!    1971   1972   1973   1974ÿ/

Sum of country groups 2oi                         3oi          -0oi            5.1            0°2

Developed market economies

North Americab-/
Western Europe
Japan
Southern hemisphereÿ/

Western hemisphere                    2.7            2.4      0.8      2.3      5.2
Africa                              1.5          2.5     2°4    -3.3     4.0
West Asia                            4.2         -1.6    13.7    -5.8     9.0
South and East Asia                  1.0            1.6    -3.9      8.2    -2.2

Centrally planned
economies of Europe                   2.9            2.5     -0°4    12o0    -1.8

Eastern Europeÿ/                      4.8            5.6      7°4      4.5      2.0
USSR                           2.0         i.i   -4.1   16.1   -3.7

Developing countries

1.9        5.0    0°7    1.5    0.3

1.8        9.0   -0.7    2.2   -3.0
2.1        6.2   -o.8    1.7    1.6
3.5        6.4    5.8    0.9    io0
2.3        5.6   -2.3   -2.8    9.0

1.5        1.6   -0.8    3.9    1.5

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nationsÿ Monthlÿ Bulletin of Aÿricultural Economics and Statistics (Rome);
information supplied by the Department of Agriculture of the United States of
America and other national sources.

a__/ Preliminary.

b_/ Canada and United States of America.

c/ Australiaÿ New Zealand and South Africa.

d/ Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ German Democratic Republicÿ Hungaryÿ Poland
and Romania.
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Table 9.  World production of major agricultural commodities a/ 1970ÿ1974

Commodity
1970

(mi!lions
of tons)

Percentage change from precedinÿ ÿear
Averageÿb•

1971-1974ÿ/   1971   1972   1973   1974ÿ/

Meat                    84°5        1.8         2.6    io9   -0°5    3.3

Wheat                  319.0        3.8        ii.0   -1.9    8.4   -1.6

Barley                  139.0        5.0         9.4     0.7   10.5      -

Maize                  261.0        3.4        16.9   -0.3    2.6   -4.5

Rice (paddy)            310.0        0.5        -1.3   -4.3    9.6   -1.6

Potatoes                    312ol         -0°2          -5.8    -4.1    12.1    -1.9

Coffee                     3.9         5.6         22°5    -3.2    -9.9    16.3

Cocoa beans                   1o5         -i.i            6.3    -8.1    -6.1      4.3

Tea                     i.i        9.6        19.1    7.2    0.4   12.6

Sugar (raw)               69.0         3°9          7.3      -      6.4     1°9

Tobacco                     4.7         2.4         -2.8     8.0    -0.8     5.4

Cotton (lint)            11.7        2.7         3.8    7.2    -i.i    1.0

Wool (greasy)                2.8         -2.2            -     -1.8    -5.5    -1.2

Jute and kenaf               3.6          3.3          -9.8    13.4    10.4   -22.6

Vegetable oilscÿ/            35.3          2.5            2°7    -0.2      8.8    -1.2

Natural rubber               3.1          4.3          -0.8      i.i    12.2      5.0

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nationsÿ Production Yearbook and Monthly Bulletin of Aÿricultural Economics
and Statistics (Rome).

a/ The data refer to the calendar year in which the bulk of the crop was
harvested.

b/ Preliminary.

c/ These data represent the total production of oil-seeds, oil-nuts and other
oil crops harvested in the years indicated and expressed in terms of oil equivalent.
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Table i0.  World cereal production and trade, 1972/73-!974/75
(Millions of tons)

Crop and region 1972/73                           1973/74                           1974/75ÿ/
Production Tradeÿ/  Production Tradeÿ/  Production Tradeÿ/

Wheat                       335      73

RiceJ                      195       7

Feed grains                    553       63

Total cereals:

North America                 260       97

Developed market economies,
southern hemisphere         17        6

Other developed market
economies                    144      -41

Developing countries         288      -23

Centrally planned
economiesÿ/                  368      -32

367    68      346    71

211     7       210     8

604    78      563    66

271    87      232    73

31     14        29     15

146    -41       152    -35

303    -31       301    -30

425    ml6       403    -15

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on the Department of Agriculture of the United
States of America, W orldÿrÿcultural Situation, December 1974, and World Grain
Situatiou Review and Outlook, Foreign Agriculture Circular, FG.3-75.

a_/ Partly estimated.

b_/ The global figures refer to gross exportsÿ the regional figures refer to
net exports, or net imports (-).

/ Trade figures refer to calendar years 1973, 1974 and 1975.

d/ Eastern Europe, USSR and China.
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Table ii.  Selected deve!oping countries:  growth
of agricultural productionÿ 1971-1974

a/
Change from preceding year--

Country
or area

Western
hemisphere

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia

Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Trinidad and

Tobago

Uruguay
Venezuela

Africa          i. 5    i° 5    2.5    2.5

Algeria        -5.4   -5.7   -6.7   -6.7
Angola           i. 0   -0.7    3o 3     -

Burundi         -4.4   -4.9    5.2    4.5
Dahomey          i. 5    I. 5      -    -0.9

Egypt         i. 3   3.4   3.4   5.0

Ethiopia       0.4    0.4    2.5    2.5
Ghana           3.4    3.4    5.4    5.4
Guinea           0.6    0.8    iÿ 6    2.4
Ivory Coast      4.5     5. i    9.5     7.4
Kenya             2.9    I. 2   -4.0   -5.0

Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico

Costa Rica
Dominican

Republic
Ecuador
E! Salvador
Guatemala

Averageÿ..

1971-1974ÿI.    1971   .    1972  _ÿ    1973 --ÿcÿ/
ToÿYÿYal FoTjgÿodJ TotaT 7ggÿ-I Totai Yoodÿ Totÿ #ood--

2.7   2.4   2.4   1.5   0.8  -0.8   2.3

1.7   2,3  -4.4  -2.6  -5.5  -6.1   8.0

3.6   2.0   4.3   2.7   2.5   1.7   6.3
5.3   4,1   6.1   0.7   3.7   3.4   5.6

-2.3  -2.1   0.8   2.4   9.8-10.3-11.7
5.0   4.8   0.8   4ÿ6   6.9   3.0   4.4

5.3   5.6   7.1   6.4   4.0   6.0   9.2

5°4   4.9   7.0   8.3
2.7   3.1   0.7   3.0
4.8   4.3  12.0   5.6
6.4   5.5  13.6   9.6

2.2
1.6
0.2
1.7
1.7

5.7
2.9

-2.2

0.2

-2.7  -2.7  -5.2  -4.2   8.1   5.1-15.2

-1.4  -0.4 -16.7 -15.8  -5.5  -5.2   4.5

2.9   2.0  -0.7  -1.4   3.4   2.7   1.4

2.2   5.7   5°7
2.0  -I.I   4.0

-0.8  13.1  14.3
1.2   4.5   3.4
1.0   5.8   4.7

2.2  13.3   9.7
2.6   4.5   3.8

-4.0 -16.0 -15.0

-       -     0.9

4°5   2.2   5.5   4.9   3.4   3.4
2.9   2.9  -0.7   1.4   7.4   4.7

-11.3  -9.0   7.8  14o9   9.2   4.3
3.4  -0.6   4.0   5.5   2.6   6.3

-14.3 -14.3 -i0.0 -i0.0  25.0  25.0

3.2   2.9   2.1    -    2.0   1.0
-4.1  -8.8   1.4   5.0  -9.9-13.5

i.i   2.2  -5.5  -5.6   4.5   4.5
-4.4  -5.4   4,6   6.0   0.7  -1.3

-6.7  -7.6  14.3   8.2  -0.7  -2.1

-3.0  -3.0   3.8   4.4   5.7   4.9
3.8    -     -   -3.O   4.6   4.O

-4.8  -6.0   3.8   4.3   1.9   0.9

2.4   1.6  -3.3  -3.3

7.5   7.5-13.2 -13.2
-2.5  -2.6   0.8   5.9
-2.2  -0.8  -1.5  -0.8

0.9   1.7   3.4   2.5
o.8   o.8   o.8   1.6

0.8   0.8  -3.3  -1.7

1,8   1,8   1,7   1.7
-1.6  -2.4    -    1.6

3.3   -  -4.6  6.3

i3.i   7.4  -0.7    -

.4   5.2   4.2

8.5   8,1   8,6
3.4   0.8    -

9.9   4.6   1.2
-11.5  11.7   2.7

2.9   6.8   7.9

2.5  -O.5   6.4

-14.3   3.4   2.3

5.2  12.7  14.3
-   6.9  6.4

1974 
Total  Foodÿ-/

4.0   4.8

-8.7   -9.8

2.4  -5.9

-i7.7 -2o.6

1.7   2.5
3.3  5.4

1.7
4.i   4oi
2.4   i.6
8.8   5.4
2.2   2.4
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Table ii  (continued)

Change from preceding yearÿ/

Country
or area

Averageÿ.

1971-1974ÿ/ÿ    1971   ,    1972   ÿ    1973  ÿ/    1974ÿ/
Toÿal ÿJ TotsY FoodA/ TotaT ÿooÿJ TotaY Vood= Total Foodÿ/

Africa (continued)

Liberia          2.6
Libyan Arab

Republic      15.1
Madagascar       0°8
Malawi            5.3
Mall            -6.3

3.1  -5°O   1.9   7.0   2°7   2°7   4.3   5.2   3.3

Morocco          4.2
Niger            -6.2
Nigeria          1.7
Rwanda          -5.4
Senegal          4.8

Sierra Leone     0.7    0.7
Southern

15.7  -6.4  -4.8  28.2  27.6  16.4  16.8  iio0  11.7
ioi    -    2.3   3.0   3.6  -6.0  -8.0   6.0   6.7

11.9  10.3  20.5   7°7   6.7   1.2   6.3   2.9   8°2
-7.2  -8.8  -9.5 -10.6 -13.8  -8.6  -8.5   3.4   3.8

4.1   9.1   9.7   4.7   4.0 -13.3 -13.9  15.0  15.6
-6.2 -14.0 -14.2  -9.8 -I0.0 -10.8 -ii.0  10.8  ii.0

1.5    -     -    3.4   2.5  -2.5  -2.5   5.7   5-7
-5.3   2°0   2.0    -     -    0.7   0.7 -21.9-21o9

4.0  29.1  28.0 -30.0 -30°8  17.2  16.9   i.i   i.i

1.8   3.5   0.9  -0.9  -2.7  -3.6   2.7   3.6

Rhodesia     i0.8   12.0   12.7   17.9   12.8   15o2   19.7  -26o2   29.9   32.7
Sudan          2.3   3.4   2.9   5.9   4.1   4.9  -3.4  -4.2   5.4   6.2
Togo          1.4   1.4   2.4   2.3  -2.4  -3.1   1.6   2.3   3.8   3.8
Tunisia        6.6   6.9  19.3  20.0   4.8   4.8  10.9  11.4 -11.5  -12.0

Uganda        -2.3  -i. 9  -3.2  -1.7    -   -0.8  -6.6  -6.8   0.9

United Republic
of Cameroon   2.1    2.1    9.3    9.4    0.8   -1.6   -4.6   -3.2    2°4

United Republic
of Tanzania  -0.4   -0.6     0.8    0.8    1o6    1.6   -4.9   -3°2    0.8

Upper Volta      1.5    1.3    io0    i.i  -13.1  -13.7   -5.8   -7.3   22.1
Zaire         -0.2  -0.5  -5.9  -8.0   1.5   0.8   3.7   4.5    -

Zambia        13.1  14.8  44.3  49.0  23.3  28.3 -23.8 -29.0  -8.3

1.8

3°2

-i. 7

23.2
0.7

-10.6

West Asia      4.2   4.2  -1.6  -3.3  13,7  14.4  -5.8  -5.8   9.0

an          1.9   1.7  -7.6  -7.6  10.4   9.7   0.7   1.5   3.5
Iraq          3.9   3,2 -12.1 -12.9  21.5  22.3 -14.6 -14.6  17.8
Israel          7.6    7.5   Ii.0   11.2    9.4    9.5     -      -     7.6
Jordan        18.5  18.5   35.5   35.5  18.3  18.3 -51.1  -51.1  52.9
Lebanon        9.5    9.4   22.9 24.4   4.3   1.3   -0.6   -0.6   6,3
Brian Arab

Republic     7.2   10.3   7.4  ii.0   32.4   42.0  -33.1  -45,2  19.1

9.7

2.9
17.8
6.7

52.9
7.1

29.5

South and
East Asia     1.0    0.6    1.6    0.8   -3°9   -4.7    8.2    8.9   -2.2   -3.0

Bangladesh     0.4   i. 3   -8.8   -6. i   -2.9   -6.5   15.8   18.7   -3.3  -2.4
Burma           -1.5   -1.2   -I.0   -i.0   -4.8   -4.8   i0.0   i0.0  -i0.0  -19.1

India        -1.4  -1.8   1.6    -   -7.1  -7.1   8.5   8.5  -8.5  -8.5

Indonesia       3.6    4.1    2.3    2.3   -2.3   -3.1    6.7    8.1    6.9    8.1
Khmer Republic-25.0  -28.5   22.8  -26.8  -26°7  -30.3  -36.4  -42.1  -12.2  -iiÿ4
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Table Ii  (continued)

Change from preceding yearÿ/

Average,ÿ.
Country       1971ÿ1974ÿ/.    1971   ÿ    1972   /    1973cÿ/    1974ÿ/

or area     To-ÿal F0-oÿJ TotaY good-cÿ/ Total Foods` TotaY Food-- Total FoodA/

South and East
Asia (continued)

Malaysia       9.0  10.2   7.1  12.4   2°9   6°3  12.2   8.7  10.5   9.5
Pakistan       i.8   1.7  -0°6  -5.0  -1°3    -    4°9   7°3   4.1   4.1
Philippines    2°1   3.4   5.1   5.1  -2.9  -2.9   6.3   6.9   4.7   4.0
Republic of

Korea        2.6   i. 9    -   -0.8   4.4   i. 5    2.2   2.3    3.5    4o 3
Republic of

Viet-Nam     6.6   6.9   8.8   8°5    -    1.7  11.7  10.4   3.8   5.0
Sri Lanka     -0°2   0o8   3.1   7.8  -7.0 -12°8  -2.5  -4.9   5.7  12.7
Thailand       4.2   4.2   3.5   2.8  -9.0 -12.6  20.1  21o9    -    2.4

Total     1.6   1.4   1.6   0°8  -0.8  ml.6   3.9   4.5   1.5   0.8

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on information supplied by the Department of
Agriculture of the United States of America°

a/ Year-to-year changes with the larger of each pair of figures as denominator.

b/ ÿeliminary °

c/ FQOd covers the following commodity groups:  cereals, starchy roots, sugar,
pulseS, edible oil crops, nuts, fruit, vegetables? wine, cocoa, livestock and
livestock pÿoducts.
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Table 12° Developing countries:  indices of
food productionÿ 1971-1974

(Average 1961-1965 = i00)

Region and country or area

Developing countries totalÿ/

Western hemisphereÿ/

Average ÿ
1971-1974ÿ!   1971   1972

102       104   i00

106        107    i02

1973   1974ÿ!

102      I01

106    107

Countries with indices below
I00 in both 1973 and 1974:

Bolivia
Chile
Guyana
Haiti
Jamai c a
Paraguay
Peru
Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay

93        94    93    94
95        lO8     95     83
76       86    72    63
82       83    84   81
75            77      78      72
79         82     80     75
87       93    85    86
8ÿ        86    92    78
88       87    81    85

91
92
83
8O
74
77
84
8o
98

Countries with indices above i00
in either 1973 or 197h or both:

Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
E1 Salvador
Ecuador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Venezuela

Africaÿ/

101        i01     94
117        i12    i13
102            101      i01
152        lh5    150
105        105    104
107       ll0    97
101        102    101
128        128    124
99       112    99

106       113   103
107       115   102
101        104     99
ll0           lll      ll0

96       98    98

0i

101
158
106
ll0
99

128
101
106
108
100
107

93

i09
,120
106
156
lO6
112
i01
133
84

102
102
102
ii0

94

Countries with indices below
100 in both 1973 and 1974:

Algeria
Angola
Dahomey
Ethiopia
Ghana

71         77     81     68     59
95       99    94    98    9O
93       93    92    92    93
96       99    98    94   91
87       88    87    86    87
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Table 12 (continued)

Region and country or area

Africaÿ/ (continued)

Averageÿ
1971-1974ÿ! 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Countries with indices below
i00 in both 1973 and 1974
(continued):

Kenya
Liberia
Mali
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Togo
Uganda
United Republic of Tanzania
Upper Volta

88
87
67
63
95
74
92
99
9o
95
72

87
87
79
72
96
90
96

103
97

100
80

,91
86
67
63
96
6!
93
97
93
99
68

88
87
6O
55
91
72
88
97
85
93
62

Burundi
Egypt
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Libyan Arab Republic
Malagasy
Malawi
Morocco

Rwanda
Southern Rhodesia
Sudan
Tunisia
United Republic of Cameroon
Zaire
Zambia

West Asiaÿ/

102
99

I04
i19
128
lO8
147
108
109
97

107
119
102
106
163

ioi

112
99

108
119
91
iii
137
I13
120
94

108
115
107
106
159

93

109
98

103
115
122
ll2
143
ll4
ll6
107
llO
ll8
lO4
lO4
215

lO6

io5
97

102
120
142
IOi
149
95

114
76

102
131
98

107
149

96

Countries with indices below
i00 in both 1973 and 1974:

Iraq
Jordan
Syrian ArabRepublic

88
8o
84

78
82
70

97
98

118

81
46
62

Countries with indices above i00
in either 1973 or 1974 or both:

87
87
60
60
95
71
89
98
84
89
79

82
I01
i01
123
156
106
158
i08
86

Ii0
105
112
99

io5
129

107

95
95
86
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Table 12 (continued)

Region and country or area
Average,

1971-1974ÿf   1971   1972   1973   1974ÿj

West Asiaÿ/ (continued)

Countries with indices above i00
in either 1973 or 1974 or both:

Iran                                   I00             95      102      i01      i00
Israel                                 124           119      127      123      126
Lebanon                                122            i25      123     i18      123

South and East Asiaf/ 103        107     99    106    i01

Countries with indices below
I00 in both 1973 and 1974:

Bangladesh                            89            87       80      96      91
Burma                                84            87      81      88      78
Khmer Republic                         52             88       59       33       29

Countries with indices above I00
in either 1973 or 1974 or both:

India                           i00         107     97    104     93
Indonesia                             106            106      i00      106      112
Malaysia, West                     154          142     147     157     169
Pakistan                               121            122      I!3      124      125
Philippines                           104            106      i00      104      105
Republic of Korea                    107            107      106      107      109
Republic of Viet-Nam                i00             96       95      104      106
Sri Lanka                         105          i18     I01      94     105
Thailand                            109          iii      94     i16     115

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on data communicated by the Department of
Agriculture of the United States of America.

a_/ Preliminary°

b/ 69 countries.

c/ 22 countries.

d/ 32 countries.

e__/ 6 countries.

/ 12 countries.
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Table 13o Developing countries:  distribution in accordance
with changes in food production a/

Item

h/
Countries and areasÿ' experiencinÿ

An increase between 1973 and 1974    A reduction between 1973 and 1974
After an increase   After a decline  After an increase   After a declinÿ

in 1973             in 1973          in 1973             in 1973

Aÿ Countries
and areas
in which
per capita
food
production
increased
in 1961ÿ
1972

Malaysia
Malawi
Costa Rica
Israel
Guatemala
Ivory Coast
Libyan Arab

Republic
Pakistan
Brazil
Thailand
Republic of

Korea
Venezuela
E1 Salvador
Panama
Argentina
Philippines
Ecuador
Indonesia

Lebanon
Syrian Arab

Republic
Morocco

Sri Lanka
Madagascar
United Republic

of Cameroon
Sudan
Jordan
Ethiopia

Nicaragua
Tunisia
Mexico
Rwanda
India
Honduras

Zambia
Burundi

Be Countries
and areas

in which
per caDita
food
production
declined
in 1961-
1972

Colombia
Egypt
Iran
Guinea
Republic of

Viet-Nam
Togo
Uruguay
Bolivia
Ghana
Dominican

Republic
Kenya
Zaire
Peru
Liberia
Dahomey
Senegal
Haiti

Chile             Angola
Uganda            Burma
Nigeria           Bangladesh
Sierra Leone
Southern Rhodesia
Iraq
Jamaica
Niger
Paraguay
Trinidad and

Tobago
Upper Volta
Guyana
Mali

United
Republic of
Tanzania

Algeria
Khmer Republic

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on information supplied by the Department of
Agriculture of the United States of America, and national sources.

a/ Food is defined as all edible agricultural output other than coffee, tea and
spices.

/ Within each group, countries and areas are listed in descending order of the
average annua! rate Qf increase in food production, 1961-1972.
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Table 14. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR:  growth of
gross value of agricultural outputÿ actual and plannedÿ 1961m1975

(Percentage)

Country bud group             Average annual rate
1961-1970ÿ a_/ 1971-1975, b/ 1971-1974,

actual        planned         actual

Change from preceding_ year
1971, 1972, 1973ÿ       1974       1975ÿ
actual actual actual  Planned  Actual  planned

I
kJ]
oo

J

Albania             6.0        8.4-9.2        ...  ......  7.0    27.0    llo0   15.9

Bulgaria            4.0        3.2-3.7        2.0       2.0   5,6   0.7     5.0       ci   9°3

Czechoslovakia         2.7            2.7            3.7         3.2    3.9    4.7       3° 8       3.0     3.3

German Democratic
Republic          1.1         2.4          3.6       0.5  10o5   0.8     6.8 c_/   3 c/   2°4 d/

Hungary             2.6       2ÿ8-3.0        5.6      9.2   2.7   6.7    2-2.5    3.7    3-4

Poland              2.5        3.6-3.9        5.3       3.6   8°4   7.3     4.3     2      3.7

Romania              3.4        6.3-8.3        7.1      18.9   9.5   0°7    21.5       c/    o o.

Eastern Europe e/   2.5        3.5-4°0         4.8        5.6    7.4    h.3      7.0      2.0     4J8

USSR               3.3       3.7-4.0       2.0      i°i  -4.1  16.1     6.4    -3.7    7.9

Eastern Europe e_/
and USSR          3.0        3.6-4o0       2.9       2.5  -0°4  12o0     6.6    -io8    6o8 •

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United NationsÿSecretariat ÿ
based onÿational plansÿ plea fulfilment reports and Statistical Yearbook of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance ÿ 1974.

ix

a_/ Regression parameters from time.series ,(1D60-1970) on simple index numbers except for the German
Democratic Republic, ÿhere ÿaunmal data were not available for the full period.

b__/ Average ÿannua! mhange from preceding five-year period°

c_! Estimated.

d/ Production and services of the agricultural sector and the food industry.

e/ Not including Albania.
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Table 15o  World industrial growthÿ by country groupÿ 1971ÿ1974

(Percentage)

Country group
Change from oreceding year

Average
1971-1974ÿ!  1971  1972  1973  1974ÿ/

Sum of country groups                          6.0

Developed market economies                  4.4

North America ÿ/                           4.4
Western Europe                             4 o 0
Japan                                        6 o 0
Southern hemisphereÿ/                     4°0

Developing countries                          7°9

Western hemisphere                          7.9
Africa                                       5°9
Asia                                         9.4

Centrally planned economies of Europe     7.8

Eastern Europeÿ/                             8°8
USSR                               7.4

4°2   7.1   9°5   3.1

1o9    6.5    9.5

0.8   8oi   9°5  -0.5
2°8   4°6   7.6   1o2
2.4   7°5  17.4  -2°3
2°2   4.4   6°3   3°3

6°5   8.2   9.3   7.7

6°7  8.8   8.6   7.5
3°2   8oi   6°9   5.3
8.3   8°9  12o3   8.o

7°7   7.0   8°0   8°5

7°6  8.3  9.3  9ÿ8
7.7   6.5   7°5   8.0

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariats based on Statistical Office of the United Nations,
Monthlÿ Bulletin of Statistics, and national sources°

a/ Preliminary.

b/ Canada and the United States of Americao

c/ Australiaÿ New Zealand and South Africa.

d/ Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and
Romania°
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Table 16o  Worldÿ/ production of major industrial productsÿ 1970-1974

Commodity
1970          Average rate   Percentage change from

(millions of tonsÿ     of change,          preceding year
except as indicated) 1971-1974 bJ  1971  1972  1973  1974 bJ

Coal c/

Petroleumÿ crude

Electricity (billions
of kwh)

1 781.0          -0.i     -1o8  0.8  0°7  0.i

2267°0           5°4      5.7  6ol  9.2  0,8

4885°0           5.8      6.2  7°9  6°0  3.0

Cement

Pig iron

Steel ÿ crude

Copper ÿ smelter d/

Zinc e f i

Lead dJÿ eJÿ f/

Tin g/, h/

Aluminium dJÿ eJÿ f i

Merchant vessels i/
(millions of grÿ)

Passenger cars

(millions)

555.0           6.8      5.2  5°7  8.8  7°5

413.0           4.6     -1.5  5°9 10ÿ7  3°7

574°0           4o3     -3°0  8ol 10o6  2.2

5°3           3.8     ÿOo6 10o5  5°8 -0°2

3°9           0.9     -4°5  9°3  3.9 -4°4

2.6           0°i     -5.2  7.1  2°4 -3°3

0°2          -1.3      ioi  2°2 -2.1 -6°3

8ol           6.7      6.5  4°8  8.9  6°7

21.7          11o5     14o6  6°7 18.8  6°4

22.6           4.2     15.6  6°0  5.5-8.7

Commercia! vehicles
(millions)

6.8           6.3      6°0  9°0 10o5   -

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of
Statistics and International Tin Council, Statistical Bulletin (London) and
The Petroleum Economist (London)°

aJ Not including production of China°

b/ Preliminary.

cJ Including coal equivalent of brown coal and lignite.

dJ Excluding production of the USSR.

eJ Excluding production of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the
German Democratic Republic.

fJ Excluding production of Czechoslovakia and Romania.

gJ Excluding production of the German Democratic Republic.

hJ Excluding production of Czechoslovakia and the Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam.

/ Tonnage launched outside the German Democratic Republic and the USSR°
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Table 17.   Selected developed market economies:   changes
in industrial productionÿ 1973-1974

Index of industrial production
(corresponding quarter of previous year = !00)

Country 1973
First   Second  Third   Fourth
quarter quarter quarter quarter

1974
First   Second  Third   Fourth
quarter quarter quarter quarter

Australia           113.4   107.5   124.9   107o0

Austria             108.2   108.6   106.7     99.9

Belgium          109o5  104o9  107.3  104.7

Canada              110.2   109.7   108.4   105.7

Denmark             106.1     99°7   102.1   103.9

Finland           109.9   106.4   106.6   102.1

France               111.8   111.6   111.3   108.0

Germanyÿ Federal  106.0   108.9   107.5   105.9
Republic of

Greece               116.6   118.7   116.1   111.2

Ireland             112.2   112.9   107.4   106.5

Italy               102.4   112.7   114.1   110.5

Japan               112.1   114o0   123.9   121.3

Luxembourg          113.8   112.0   108o5   112.5

Netherlands        110o3   111o2   106o8   106.4

Norway              103.1   i00.0   121.0    99.2

Portugal            93.6    91°6   102.9   107.9

Spain            116.1  114o3  115.0  113o7

Sweden              107.8   106.4   107.1   106.4

Switzerland        106o4   104.3   105.9   107.4

United Kingdom    112.7   106.1   108.9   105.0

United States      111o8   110.5   109ol   105.6
of America

109.0  107o4   98°4   97.5

I08.i  106.4  104.9  102.5

107.1  110.2  103.9   99°2

106.0  103.2  102o6   98.9

..o          oo°          ÿ.ÿ          .as

103o8  106.7  105.1  104.8

102.3  i01.0  101o2   93.4

103.2  102.5   97.8   94.5

107 3

107 2

i16 5

107 0

i06 5

95 8
i06 9

°o

i14 9

107 5

I03 8

93 1
10! 5

96°5   93.5   97.7

lO4o0  101.7   oo.

102.2  101o8   91.5

101.3   94.9   88°3

I03.9  106.7   96°4

100.3  105.0   99.5

105.4  104.9  107.6

°o.          ÿ..          so.

!14.1  107o6  i01oi

108o4  104.9  i01.7

105o5  100o9   94ol

97.8   98.4   97°0

100o8   99.4   95°5

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning) Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of
Statisticsÿ and national sources.
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Table 18.  Developing countries:  changes in industrial production, 1971-1974

Country group
and period

Percentase chan6e from corresponding portion of previous year in
Manufacturing

Industry a/  Mining   Total   Light b/  Food  Textiles  Heavy c_/  Chemicals  Basic metals  Metal products

Developin8 countries

1971                  6.5       5.O    6.7    6.O     3.9   6.2     7.4      6.8       6.1         9.1
1972                  8.2       5.1    8.8     6.8     6.3   5.6     ll.1      9.1      12.0         13.2
1973                  9.3      ll.h    8.5     7.4     5.1   6.0      9.7      8.8       6.8         12.0
Average, 1971-1973       8.2        7.7    8.1     7.1     3.7   5.6      9.2       8.0ÿ       8.6         ll,h
1974:

First quarter          6.9         2.8     7.8      5.2      3.2    4oi     10.7        5.7        10.5          16.3
Second quarter          9-7         8.9     9.5      7.3      4.2    7.5      11.8        5.8        15,3           17.i
Third quarter          7.3        2.6     8.5      5.4      6.2    2.2      11.7        9.7       15.7          12.8

S
%J1
-4
|

1971                  6.7      -0.5    7.6     4.8     1.0   9.5     lO.l      8.5      10.6         12o3
1972                  8.8      -0.7    9.9     6.6     6.5   6.5     12.9      9.6      12.8         16o6
1973                  8.6       6.8    8.6     5.6     3.9   8ol     ll.1      11.9       8,3         ll,8
Average, 1971-1973       8.0         2.1     8.6      5.8      3.7    7.5      Ii.i       9.8       ii.I          13.3
1974:

First quarter          10.5         3.8    10.3      8°3      8.9    9°1      11.9        9.4        13.2           14°i
Second quarter         11.2         7.3    ii.4      9.1      9.0    9.7      13.2       11.6        16.6           13.8
Third quarter           9.6         0. i     9.0      5.6      7.7    I. 5      ii. 7       II. 3        17 o 5           i0.6

Asia d/

1971                  8.0      13.7    5.1     7.0     6.1   2.9     2.4       4.7      -3.6          0.8
1972                  8.5      10.3    7.2     6.9     4.5   5.0      7.7       8.3      ll.2          5.1
1973                   11.2       15.9    8.7     9.6     4.5   4.5      7°h       4.2        1.8          15.3
Average, 1971-1973       9.8       14.2    7.4     8.6     5.0   4.1      5.9       5.1        3.0           7.5
1974:

First quarter           5.7         3.9     5.7      3.0     -0.5    0.5       9.7        0.4         4.9           27.0
Second quarter          !0.0         12.2     7.9       7o4       1.9    5.9        8.7        -6.4         12.0            32.8
Third quarter            7.1          2.1     9.4       7.5     10.8    2.0       12o2         6.3         11.9            22.2

Western hemishepÿ

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on United
Nationsÿ Monthl  Bulletin of Statistics.

Note:  Figures in this table are based on early estimates and in some cases are not entirely consistent with the figures
iÿ table 15, which are based on later estimates.

a/ International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) 2-4.

b/ ISIC 31-33, 342, 355-356.

c_/ ISIC 341, 351-354 and 36-38.

d/ Including Turkey but excluding Israel,



Table 19o  Crude petroleum production, 1970-1974

Production,
1970

(millions
of tons)

Percentage change from preceding year

Annual
average,

1971-1974  1971   1972   1973   1974ÿ/

World                            2.267

Develooed market economies     565

United States of America    475
Other developed countries     89

Develooing market economies 1 311

OPECk/                 i 141

In Latin America           194

Venezuela                 194

In Africa                   267

Algeria                     47
Libyan Arab Republic    160
Nigeria                    54

In South and East Asia      42

In West Asia                638

Iran                       192
Iraq                         76
Kuwait                     137
Saudi Arabia              177
United Arab Emirates      38

Other deve!oping countries     170

5.4      5-7    6.1    9.2    0°8

-       0.6    2.h    0.i   -3.4

-2. i     -1.8     -    -2.7   -3.8

8.8     13.2   13.3   11o6   -2.0

6.6     8.0    6°7   12.1     -

6.5      8.7    7.1   13.6   -0.3

-3.8     0°5  -i1.9    8.6  -10.8

-5.3      O. 5  -13o 9    4o 8  -Iio 2

-i.6     -5.8    6.0   -O.9   -6.3

0.i    -22.9   35.5    0.6   -4.3
-i6o 6    -!7.0   -9.8  -i2.3  -26.4

19.9     40.9   19.0   ii. 9   I0° 2

14.0      4.0   23.5   22.2    7.7

12.4     17o7   11.4   18.7    2.7

ii.8     16.8   ii.o   17.8    2.4
5.6     9.6  -13.6   37.3   -4.4

-5.0     6.8    2.9   -8.6  -18.9

23.5     26.4   27.8   27.6   13.0
20.8     35.9   13.8   27.1    8.2

2.0      3.2    2.1    0.7    2.1

Centrally planned economies   391

USSR                  353
Other centrally planned

countries                     38

8.6      7o7    6°5   il.l    9.1

6.8      6.8    6.2    7.1    7.0

22.3     15.9    9.4   44.1   22.3

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on data from United Nations Statistical Office and
The Petroleum Economist (London), January 1975.

a/ Preliminary.

b/ Algeria? Ecuadorÿ Gabon, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq? Kuwait, Libyan Arab Republicÿ
Nigeria? Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Venezuela.
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Table 20.                                                                   growthCentrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR:
of industrial output, a_/ actual and planned, 1966-1975

(Percentage)/!//
/
/
/
/

Country and group

Average annual rates

1966-197oÿ 1971-1975ÿ 1971-197hÿ
actual      planned       actual

I
kYl
kO
I

1971,  1972ÿ  1973,      1974      1975ÿ
actual  actual  actual  Planne@  &ctual  planned

Increase over preceding year

Albania 12.9     10-10.5  .........  9.4    8.0     7.3    4.4

Bulgaria

Czechoslovakia

ii.0     9.2-9.9       9.0       9.0    9.1    9.2   ll°0     8.5    8

6.8     6.0-6.3       6.6      6.9    6.6    6.8    5.8     6.2    6.3

German Democratic
Republic

Hungary

Poland

Romania

Eastern Europeÿ/

6.6      6.o        6.5      5.6    6.o    6°8    6.7     7.4    6.3

6.1     5.7-6.0      6.8      6.8    5.1    7.0  5.5-6.0   8.2    6

8.       io.6      8.3   lO. 7   ii. 3   ll.!k/  12.2k/ ll.4k/

ii. 8     lO-12      13.3     ii. 7   ll° 8   14.6   16.7    15o 0   15

7ÿ9     7.5-7.8      8.8      7.6    8.3    9.3    9.5     9.8    9.2

USSR      ÿ            8.5       8.0         7.4       7.7    6.5    7.5    6°8     8.0    6.7

c/
Eastern Europe--

and USSR           8.3     7.9-8.0       7.8       7.7    7.0    8.0    7.5     8.5    7.4

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on national plans and plan fulfilment reports.

/ Gross value of output at constant prices, except in the case of the German Democratic Republic
where data refer to the value of commodity production (i.eo, gross output less work in progress).

b_/ Value of output sold.

/ Not including Albania.



Table 21. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR:
labour productivity changes in industryÿ 1966-1975 a_/

(Percentage)

Country and group

l
OÿO
l

Bulgaria                6.9       7.6         6.8       7.2     5°9     8.0     9.5      6°0     8o2b/

Czechoslovakiac/         5.7      5.4-5.7        ÿ.°        5.8     6.4     6.4     4.8      5o4d-/   5.5

German Democratic
Republic              6.1       6.2         5.4       4.9    4.2    5.8    6.0     6o6    5.6

Hungary                 3.6      4.5-5.0       6.6       7.0     6ÿ2     5.8   5-5.5      7.2     7.0

Poland                 4.9e-/     5.4f/       7.2       4.9    5.8    8.2    8. i     9.5g-/  9.3

Romania                  7.3        7.3          7.3h/      4.9     5.4     7.6     9.6      7o0h/  i0.3

USSR                  5.8       6.8        6.0       6.3    5.2    6.2    6.0     6.5    6.6

Average   annual   rates

1966-1970ÿ 1971-1975ÿ 1971-1974ÿ
actual      planned       actual

Increase over preceding year

1971ÿ  1972ÿ  19739       1974       1975ÿ
actual  actual  actual  Planned  Actual  planned

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on national statistical reports.

/ Labour productivity is measured as outpost per employee.

b_/ Over-all labour productivity.

c/ Manual workers only.

/ Refers to all employees(manual and white-collar).

e_/ Socialist sector only.

f_/ Including construction.

4/ Value of output sold.

/ Only "republican" industry.



Chapter II

WORLD TRADE AND PAYMENTS

The estimated value of world exports (f°oobo) in 1974 was $844 billionÿ an
increase of $270 billion or 47 per cent over the 1973 figure (see tables 22 and
23)°  Each major group of countries registered a substantial increase thoughÿ
except for the developing oil-exporting countries -whose exports trebled in
valueÿ the percentage increase was somewhat less than in the previous year.  In
the case of importsÿ on the other handÿ the percentage increase in value between
1973 and 1974 was greater than in the previous interval for each group except the
centrally planned economies.

The bulk of the increase was in priceÿ preliminary data suggest that the
increase in the volume of external trade of the market economies as a whole was
much less in 1974 than in previous years of the decade (see table 24)ÿ reflecting
the economic slow-down in the major countries.  Preliminary data indicate that
the import quantum of the developed market economies rose by less than i per_ cent
in 1974 compared with about 13 per cent in the previous year and an average rate
of growth for 1970-1974 of about 7 per cent. i_/  Since the bulk of the trade of
these countries is within the group, the increase in their export volume also
fell sharplyÿ from a record rate of almost 14 per cent in 1973 to 6 per cent in
1974.  The smaller rate of deceleration in export volume than in import volume of
the developed market economies reflects chiefly the accelerated growth in import
quantum of the developing countries and the centrally planned economies°
Intramtrade among the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe increased by
an estimated 14 per cent in volume in 1974 - well shove the average of about
i0 per cent recorded in the.earlier years of the decade.  Under the impact of the
recessionÿ exports to market economies showed little growthÿ but the volume of
imports continued to increase - by an estimated i0 per cent in 1974.

Also reflecting the economic slow-down in the developed market economiesÿ
the increase in the export quantum of the developing countries decelerated to a
rate provisionally estimated at between 2 and 3 per cent in 1974 from about
8 per cent in the two preceding yearsÿ bringing the average for 1971-1974 to
somewhat less than the 7 per cent target rate set in the International Development
Strategy.  Reflecting not only the slow-down in the developed market economies
but also measures taken to conserve energyÿ there was an absolute reduction in
the export volume of the petroleum-producing countries.  The rest of the
developing countries registered a combined increase of rather more than
4 per cent in 1974 and almost 7 per cent over the 1971-1974 period.  In contrast
to the reduction in the rate of growth in export volume of the developing
countriesÿ the expansion in import volume rose sharply in 1974 to a rate

i_/ Estimates of quantum and unit value of trade and of the associated
changes in the terms of trade are always subject to considerable uncertainty, but
for recent years, because of the extraordinary changes that have taken place in
the prices of most commoditiesÿ the margin of possible error is exceptionally
large.
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provisionally estimated at 13 per cent, slightly higher in the case of the oil-
exporting countries and slightly lower in the case of other developing countries°
To finance these imports the latter were able to draw upon a significant inflow
of capital as well asÿ in a number of countries, upon the reserves they had
accumulated as a result of the upsurge in the value of their exports in 1972 and
1973o  Over the period 1971-1974ÿ the import quantum of developing countries
slightly exceeded the 7 per cent target set in the International Development
Strategy.

Both export and import unit values of developed and developing countries
were higher, on averageÿ in 1974 than in 1973 despite the downturn in many
commodity prices in the course of the year (see tables 25 to 28).  Provisional
estimates indicate that the terms of trade deteriorated by about ll per cent in
the case of the developed market economies - reflecting the higher cost of foodÿ
oil and other raw materials - and by almost 6 per cent for non-oil-exporting
developing countries.  In the case of the petroleum-exporting developing
countries, whose exports had trebled in value between 1973 and 1974, the terms of
trade improved by 12h per cent.  Thus, for the developing countries as a whole,
there was an improvement in the terms of trade of about 42 per cent in 197ho
Averaged over the period 1971ÿ1974ÿ the terms of trade worsened for the developed
market economies by about 3 per cent a year and by about 1 per cent a year for
non-oil-exporting developing countries, while improving by almost 32 per cent a
year in the case of petroleumwexporting developing countries°

When the volume of exports is adjusted for the changes in terms of trade so
as to measure their purchasing power over imports, a fall of almost 6 per cent is
indicated for developed market economies in 1974 and a fall of almost 2 per cent
for non-oil-exporting developing countries despite the 4 per cent increase in the
volume of their exports.  The purchasing power of the exports of the oil-exporting
countries more than doubled in 1974 despite a decline in volume and this brought
the aggregate rise in purchasing power of developing country exports to
45 per cent.  For the period 1971-1974 the purchasing power of the exports of the
non-oil-exporting developing countries rose at an annual average rate of over
5 per cent, while for the oilmexporting developing countries the annual average
increase was almost 40 per cent andÿ for developing countries as a wholeÿ almost
20 per cent, well above the approximate 7 per cent target for the quantum of
exports at stable terms of trade implicit in the International Development
Strategy.

The substantial changes in the terms of trade between the oilmexporting
countries and the rest of the world were accompanied by record external
imbalances in both developed and developing market economies.  The oil-exporting
countries achieved a trade surplus in 1974 of over ÿ100 billion, or about
three fourths the value of their exports while the developed market economies
incurred a trade deficit of about $69 billion or about one eighth the value of
their exports and the trade deficit of developing non-oilÿexporting countries
almost trebled in amount to nearly $28 billion or about 30 per cent the value of
their exports.  The deficit was less than had been expected in the case of the
developed market economies, reflecting the sharp downturn in import demand, but
greater in the case of the developing non-oil-exporting countries, reflecting the
vigorous growth in imports, the accelerated rise in the price of manufactures and
the deceleration or downturn in the prices of a number of primary commodity
exports.
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Developed market economies

Between 1973 and 1974 the value of exports of the developed market
economies rose by 33 per cent to an fooobo total of $547 bil!ionÿ while import
values (Coiofo) advanced by about 42 per cent to about $616 billionÿ yielding a
trade deficit of almost $69 billionÿ eompared with $21 billion in !973 and about
$13 billion in each of the preceding three years°

Compared with the 1973 advanceÿ the increase in the quantum of exports from
North America in 1974 (4°0 per cent) represented a little over one fifth and that
for Western Europe (6°4 per cent) less than one halfo  On the other handÿ the
increase in the quantum of exports from Japan amounted to close to 17 per cent in
1974 compared with less than 6 per cent in 1973o  The countries of the southern
hemisphere recorded a gain of almost h per cent in the quantum of exports in
1974ÿ in contrast to the previous year's decline°

In quantum termsÿ the increase in imports in 1974 was only marginal in
North America (0°4 per cent) and in Western Europe (0°2 per cent)ÿ whileÿ in
Japanÿ the volume of imports declined by almost 2 per cent between 1973 and 1974o
The increase in the quantum of imports into the countries of the southern
hemisphere in 1974 (14o9 per cent) represented a little more than one half the
large increase of the previous year.

To a much greater extent than in 1973ÿ international trade prices moved
against the developed market economies°  The terms of exchange between imports
and exports deteriorated by about i0 per cent for North Americaÿ by about
Ii per cent in the case of Western Europe andÿ in the case of Japanÿ with its
high dependence on imports of oi! and other raw materialsÿ by almost 22 per cent°
The developed market economies of the southern hemisphereÿ after enjoying
substantial improvement in 1972 and 1973ÿ experienced a deterioration of about
17 per cent in their terms of trade in 1974ÿ reflecting not only the higher costs
of oil and manufactured goods but also a decline in the prices of beefÿ lamb and
wool in 1974o

All the developed market economies except the Federal Republic of Germany
incurred deficits on their external merchandise trade in 1974 (see table 29)°  Of
their total deficit of about $69 billionÿ the United States of America accounted
for almost $9.5 billionÿ $7 billion more than in the previous year.  The trade
surplus which Canada had enjoyed in earlier years was changed to deficit in 197h
despite the country's self-sufficiency in food and petroleum.  The deficits
incurred by Belgium-Luxembourg and Sweden and also by Australia and New Zealand
represented a reversal from the trade surplus position which each had experienced
in 1972 and 1973.

The combined deficits of EEC member countries amounted to about
$18.5 billion in 197hÿ four times the 1973 figure°  The largest deficit was that
of the United Kingdom - $15.5 billionÿ almost double the 1973 figure.  The
Italian deficit was second - $10o7 billionÿ representing an increase of more than
$5 billion over 1973.  France's deficit of $6ÿ4 billion was six times as great as
in 1973.  On the other handÿ despite the higher cost of imported oil and raw
materials and the slow-down in world tradeÿ the Federal Republic of Germany
achieved a record trade surplus of $20°1 billion in 1974ÿ with exports expanding
rather more than the EEC average and imports substantially lessÿ this represents
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an increase of more than $7 billion over the previous yearÿs surplus°  This
exceptional performance reflects the Federal Republic's relative success in
containing inflation 2J and thus helping national exports to penetrate foreign
markets ÿnds converse]ÿyÿ reducing the competitiveness of imports from abroad:  in
dollar termsÿ export prices rose by 17 per cent between 1973 and 1974 as compared
with am average developed market economy increase of almost 26 per cent°  The
volume of exports from the Federal Republic of Germany was 12 per cent greater in
1974 than in 1973 but the volume of imports actually declined by almost
2 per cent°  This was due in part to the stagnation of domestic demand ands in
partÿ to the failure of trading partners to increase their shares of the Federal
Republic markets despite the revaluation of the deutsche mark in February 1973 and
its subsequent strengthening in relation to most other currencies°  Indeeds
expectations of fuÿ.ÿther deutsche mark revaluation may have contributed to the
countryVs relatively strong export expansion in 1974o  This expansion also
reflects the low price elasticities of demand which that country's exports
heavily weighted by capital goods ÿ have tended to enjoy°

The trade deficit of Japan amounted to almost $6o5 billion in 1974o  The
increase of $5 billion over the 1973 deficit was substantially less than had been
expected in view of Japan's high dependence on imports of oil and other raw
materials°  Both buoyant exports and reduced imports contributed to the
containment of the deficit:  as indicated aboveÿ the volume of Japanese exports
increased, by almost 17 per cent between 1973 and 1974ÿ while the volume of imports
fell by close to 2 per cents reflecting the 3 per cent decline in final domestic ÿ
demand brought about by the restrictive monetary and fiscal policies pursued by
the authorities in 1973 and 1974o

Following the sharp increase in oil prices in January 1974s most developed
market economies expected to incur very large trade deficits,  In the eventÿ the
deceleration in economic activity held down the volume of importss while mild
weather conditions and volÿuntary and mandatory cut-backs in the use of oil and
other fuels combined to reduce petroletÿm requirements°  The volume of imports into
the developed market economies rose by less than io0 per cent in 1974 as compared
with am increase of 13 per cent in 1973o  There was also a decline in the growth
of export volume but it was much less:  from 14 per cent in 1973 to 6 per cent in
1974,  The absorptive capacity of developing countriesÿ especially the oil-
exporting countries of West Asias proved to be greater than had been anticipated,
Preliminary figures indicate that the exports of the major industrial countries to
member countries of the Organization of PetroleÿmExporting Countries in the first
nine months of 1974 were almost 66 per cent greater in value than in the
corresponding period of 1973 (see table 30),  Relative price movements also
contributed to containing the deficit:  primary commodity prices showed
decelerating rates of increase or decline while the price trend of manufactures
continued upwards°

Though some measures of import control were adopted - by Denmark and Italyÿ
in particular - and movements in the external values of currencies responded to

/ The consumer price index for the Federal Republic of Germany rose by
7 per cent between 1973 and 1974ÿ the lowest rate of any developed market economy
(see table 43),  In this connexion it may be noted that the country instituted
restrictive measures in late 1972s much earlier than most other major countries,
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world market forcesÿ the developed market economies managedÿ on the wholeÿ to
avoid severely restrictive import measures or currency devaluation in order to
improve external trade balances in 1974.  Except for the Italian lira which
depreciated slightlyÿ the exchange rates of European currencies strengthened
against the United States dollar in the course of 1974.  The Japanese yen fell
back to its 1972 dollar exchange rate after having appreciated in 1973
(see table 31)o  The weakening in the external value of the dollar resulted from
the combined effects of a rising United States trade deficitÿ an outflow of
capital following the lifting of capital controls in January 1974 and the easing
of European restrictions on capital inflowÿ prospects of revaluation of the
deutsche mark and the Swiws franc and the raising of interest rates by a number of
European Governments as part of their anti-inflationary monetary policies. 3__/  The
high rates maintained in Franceÿ Italy and the United Kingdom served to attract an
inflow of capital to offset their growing trade deficits.

In the course of the year, as a result of a rapidly rising trade deficitÿ a
high rate of inflation and a generally pessimistic appraisal of the country's
economic situationÿ combined with some bank failuresÿ the Italian lira came under
heavy selling pressure.  There was substantial intervention by the Bank of Italyÿ
financed by new short-term borrowings from EEC, expansion of credit facilities by
the United States and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) andÿ in September 1974ÿ
a $2 billion loan from the Bundesbank of the Federal Republic of Germany°  Gold
held by the Italian central bank was pledged as collateral for this loanÿ
$500 million of which was repaid in February 1975.  The lira reached a record low
against the dollar in November 1974.  Subsequently it appreciated steadily
against the dollar but lost further ground in relation to the stronger European
currenciesÿ  The pound sterling was also subject to strong pressures in 1974 as a
result of the United KingdomVs rapidly growing trade deficitÿ a continuing high
rate of inflation and the mounting misgivings of the holders of sterling balances
exemplified in December 1974 by the decision of Saudi Arabia not to accept future
oil payments in sterling.  Measured against the trade-weighted average exchange
rates of major trading ÿartnersÿ the lira and the pound had lost between a fifth
and a fourth of theirÿecember 1971 (Smithsonian) parity by March 1975
(see table 32).

The French franÿand the yen also lost ground in 1974ÿ as they had in 1973.
Shortly after the increase in the price of petroleum at the beginning of 1974ÿ

i

3/ Central bank dmscountrate
r

(Percentage, end of period)

1974
Country              1973      First     Second      Third     Fourth

quarter    ÿuarter    ÿuarter    9ÿu_uarten

France  ...........  ii.00

Germany, Federal Republic of   6.00
Italy  .........  6.50

Switzerland  .......  4.50

United Kingdom (bank rate) .  13.00
United States of America . .    7.50

13.00     13.00     13.00     13.00
7.00      7.00      7.00      6.00
9.oo      9.oo      9°oo      8.oo
5.5O      5°5O      5.5O      5.5O

12.50     11.75     11.50     11.50
7.50      8.00      8.00      7.75
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Frÿnce - deciding against the use of reserves to support the franc - ended its
link with the joint float of European currencies°  Its subsequent depreciation of
3 per cent against its major trading partners tended to curb imports and stimulate
eÿportso  Later in the year the yen and the franc began to reeoverÿ howeverÿ and
in March 1975 both were slightly strongerÿ in relation to the currencies of their

°ade partnersÿ than at the time of the Smithsonian settlement°  By May 1975ÿ the
frÿ,c had strengthened to the extent that the Government requested readmittance to
the ÿropean currency blOCo  Australia and New Zealand devalued their currencies
in Sepÿmber 1974o  Against the United States dollar the devaluations amounted to
12 per cÿ+ÿ and 8°5 per centÿ respectively.

In May 1974 the 24 member countries of the Organisation for Economic
¢oÿoperation and Development (OECD,) agreed to a ÿ'code of good conduct'vÿ aimed at
preventing unilateral action to limit imports and stimulate exports.  This served
to restrain trade destructive measuresÿ but it did not prevent the negotiation of
a number of Lilateral agreements between oil-exporting and oil-importing nations
as the latter s°uÿoove to assure themselves of future supplies of oil and at the
same time defend zheir external trade balances by promoting exports°

After allowing for a surplus on current account items other than tradeÿ the
combined current account deficit of the 24 member nations of OECD was reported in
March 1975 to have amounted to $33 billion in 1974o  This was $5.5 billion less
than had been forecast towards the end of 1974 by the chairman of an OECD working
party°

The United States registered a current account deficit of $4 billion in 1974
as compared with a $450 million surplus in the previous year.  The large deficit
incurred on mercharÿdise trade more thanoffset a $4°4 billion net inflow of
investment income in 1974ÿ mainly from United States petroleum affiliates abroad.
After allowing for longÿterm capital outflow of almost $15ÿ2 billionÿ in addition
to merchandise trade and other current account %ransaetionsÿ the recorded United
States '%asic'ÿ payments deficit in 1974 amounted to $I0ÿ6 billion compared with a
deficit of about $i biliionSn 1973 (see table 33).

Member countries of EEC registered a combined current accoun% deficit of
$14 billion in 1974o  As in the case of tradeÿ the distr£bution :of thesecurrenÿ
balances was very u_neveno  The Federal Republic of Germany; %he Netherlandsÿ
Belgium and Luxembourg had current account surpluses toÿ&iling about $11 billionÿ
of which that of the FederalRepublic of Germany aecounitedferabout $9.5 billion.
The other five member countries accumulated current account deficits totalling
almost $24 billion°  In contrast to the surplus countriesÿhich enjoyed
substantial improvement in their position in the earlypart of 1974ÿ the deficit
countries ÿ in particular Franceÿ Italy and the United Kingdom - fared worse
before mid-yearo  Towards the end of the year most of the deficit countrles were
able to reduce significantly their non-oil deficits or even record non-oil
surpluses°  For the year as a who!eÿ howeverÿ while the Federal Republic of
Germany alone had a nonÿoi! current surplus of over $15 billionÿ the combined
non=oil current surplus for EEC as a whole was only about $10o5 billion.

The question of how to finance the deficits and whether existing financial
institutions ÿ banks and multilateral agencies- were adequate to handle the
recycling of such vast sums from surplus to deficit coÿmtries is a matter of
continuing concern°  While the banking systemshowedsigns of strain during 1974
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and several sizable banks col!apsedÿ this resulted more from speculation in
currencies than from the weight of funds to be handled°

The external deficits which were incurred by most developed market economies
in 1974 were not financed by the drawing dmÿl of international reserves
(see tables 34 to 36)°  In the aggregateÿ in dollar termsÿ these increased
slightlyÿ though most of the primary exporters among the developed market
economies - southern European and the southern hemisphere coÿitriesÿ in
particular - as well as Denmark and Sweden did lose reserves andÿ reversing the
steep upward trend of previous yearsÿ there was a fall of about $800 million in
the international reserves of the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ reflecting the
lifting of controls on capital outflow combined with the attraction of higher
foreign interest rates°

Aggregate reserves of the market economies - developing as well as developed -
increased by almost a fifth in 1974 and at the end of the year stood at
$218 billion or SDR 178 billion.  The great bulk of the increase - $32 billion or
almost 90 per cent - accrued to the petroleum-exporting countriesÿ the remainder
going more or less equal ly to the developed market economies and the non-oil
developing countries°  Most of the increment was in the form of foreign exchange
holdings - primarily United States dollarÿ ÿ± also sterling - ÿnich rose from
SDR !00 billion to SDR 125 billionÿ though there ÿ  ....  ÿ°ÿ increases in the
reserve positions of member countries in INF (from about Sÿ ÿ ÿo71fon to almost
SDR 9 billion)ÿ while official gold holdings remained virtually ÿtncÿ t  about
SDR 36 billion.

For some countriesÿ the funds accumulated by oil-ez<porting coÿzÿtries were an
important source of finance:  of the $70 billion 4/ current account surplus
registered by the oil-exporting countries in 1974ÿ about $2! billion is thougÿ to
have moved into the Euro-currency marketÿ from which several developed market
economies borrowed in the course of the year:  the Japanese external deficit was
largely financed by short-term funds from this sourceÿ and Italy and the United
Kingdom were also important borrowers°  Long-term investments of oil surplus funds
were largely concentrated in the United States and the United Kingdom°  The former
attracted $II billion of funds in this wayÿ the latterÿ $7 billion°  In additionÿ
the United.Kingdom received a long-term line of credit of $1o2 billion from Iranÿ
only Part of which was drawn upon in 1974o  A further $5 billion of oi! surplus
money was offered in direct lending to official institutions in developed market
economies other than the United States and the United Kingdom°  Japanÿ for
exampleÿ received a loan of $i billion from Saudi Arabia°  Italy borrowed
$1,.2 billion from the International Monetary Fund oil facilityÿ $1o8 billion from
otherÿ member countriesof EEC andÿ as reported aboveÿ $2 billion from the
Bundesbank of.the FederalRepublic of Germany.

Iÿ contrastto previous yearsÿ 1974 saw a large ($i0 billion) net outflow of
cap±tal"fromtheÿFederal Republic of Germany.  Over three fourths of this
representedthe movement Of short-term capital associatedÿ for the most partÿ with

/ The 1974 current surplus of the major oil-exporting countries is estimated
byIMF at about $70 billionÿ and the combined deficitof other members of the Fund
at about $50<billion.  Of the differenceÿ about $15 billion is thought to be
attributable in part to asymmetrical recording of items in the current account
andÿ in partÿ to errors and omissions.
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the financing of the upsurge in exports but also in response to banking
uncertainties as well as to higher foreign interest ratesÿ especially after the
middle of the year°  The net outflow of long-term capital amounted to $2°2 billions
in contrast to the large net inflow that had characterized earlier years of the
decade°  Almost half of the net outflow in 1974 represented the repatriation by
foreigners of fixed-interest securities but there was also $0o3 billion of public
lending and net private lending of $0°7 billion (compared with net borrowing of
$3 billion in 1973)o  At $io9 billionÿ direct investment abroad was slightly
greater than in 1973ÿ but it was appreciably less than foreign direct investment in
the Federal Republic of Germany.

Nhile the combined external deficit of the developed market economies in 1974
was large in absolute magnitudeÿ these countriesÿ by virtue of the services which
their financial institutions offer and the favourable investment opportunities they
affordÿ especially in real estate and industryÿ within relatively stable economic
and political structuresÿ tend to be more advantageously placed to attract the
foreign funds required to finance their external deficits°

In April 1975ÿ countries members of OECD agreed to the establishment of a
Financial Support Fund with resources of SDR 20 billion which could be used by
participants in balancedof-payments difficulties after they had had recourse to
alternative means of international support through the Common Market or the
International Monetary Fund.  Accommodation from the new Fund would be conditional
upon the applicant country's conforming to economic policies which had the support
of the Governing Board of the Fund°  The agreement will enter into force when
countries holding at least 90 per cent of the quotas have deposited instruments of
ratificationÿ but if 15 countriesÿ holding at least 60 per cent of the quotasÿ
ratifyÿ they may bring it into force among themselves°

In June 1974ÿ after almost two years of discussion and with all the developed
market economies except the Federal Republic of Germany experiencing large external
trade deficits and internal prices rising at rapid but differing ratesÿ the
Committee of 20 concluded that the time was not appropriate to determine the
details of a future international monetary system.  Neverthelessÿ in an Outline
of Reformÿ the Committee indicated the main features of a new international
monetary system. ÿ/

/ These include:  better functioning of the exchange rate mechanism with the
exchange rates based on stable but adjustable par values and with floating rates
recognized as providing a useful technique in particular situationsÿ co-operation
in dealing with disequilibrating capital flows by such actions as the harmonization
of monetary policiesÿ prompt adjustment of inappropriate par valuesÿ use of wider
margins and the adoption of floating rates in particular situationsÿ and the use of
administrative controlsÿ including dual exchange markets and fiscal incentives;
symmetry of obligations on all countriesÿ surplus as well as deficitÿ including
those whose currencies are held in official reserves$ better management of global
liquidity and the avoidance of uncontrolled growth of reserve currency balancesÿ
credit facilities to provide adequate elasticity to the settlements system and as
much freedom for countries to choose the composition of their reserves as is
consistent with the over-all objectives of the reformÿ special drawing rights as
the principal reserve asset and the numÿraire in terms of which par values would
be expressedÿ a reduced role for gold and reserve currencies; and the promotion of
the transfer of resources to developing countries.
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The Committee also formulated guidelines for countries authorized to adopt
floating rates and in particular for the interim period of widespread floatingÿ
These guidelines were subsequently (13 June 1974) adopted by the ExecÿJtÿive Board
of the Fund with a view to promoting international consistency in the way in which
floating rates were managed by individual Gover1-ÿmentso   The main object was to
prevent not only the introductionÿ for balance-ofÿ-paÿments purposesÿ of
restrictions on current account transactions but also sharp or disruptive
fluctuations in the exchange value of currencies°   Official intervention on the
foreign exchange market should be designed to maintain rates that are realistic in
relation to trends in prices and reservesÿ bearing in mind the interests of trading
partners, in general and more particularly those of the countries issuing the
currencies used in the intervention°

One of the recommendations of the Committee of 20 was a revision of the
method of valuing the Fund's special drawing rights°  This was implemented in
June 1974 when the Executive Directors announced that henceforth SDR would be
valued on a daily basis in relation to a weighted basket of the currencies of the
16 countries whose 1968ÿ1972 share in world trade exceeded i per cent° 6=/

At the same time the rate of interest on SDR was set at 5 per cent per annumÿ
which is the basic rate for use of the use of the super gold tranche positions°
After January 1975 these rates became subject to adjustment in relation to a
weighted average of shortÿterm interest rates in the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ

anceÿ Japanÿ the United Kingdom and the United States of America° 7/  Charges on
the use of the Fund's regular resources were also revised upwards to range from

4 per cent on amounts outstanding up to one year to 6 per cent for amounts
outstanding from four to six years°

June also saw the establishment of a new Vÿoil facilityÿ with an initial
capital of SDR 3 billion to provide accommodation for periods of up to seven years
to member countries experiencing payments difficulties as a result of the increases
in the cost of petroleum and its products°  In January 1975 this facility was
extended and enlarged to SDR 5 billion°

Following the dissolution of the Cclmmittee of 20 on 2 October 1974ÿ an Interim
Committee of the Board of Governors of the International Monetary Fund on the
International Monetary System was establishedÿ and at its second meeting in
January 1975ÿ it recommended that the Fund's resources be expanded through an
increase in membersÿ quotas°

6/ The countries and the weights of their currencies in the basket are as
follows:  United States of Americaÿ 33ÿ Federal Republic of Germanyÿ 12o5ÿ United
Kingdomÿ 9ÿ Franceÿ 7o5ÿ Japanÿ 7.o5ÿ Canadaÿ 6ÿ !talyÿ 6ÿ Netherlandsÿ 4o5ÿ
Belgiumÿ 3o5ÿ Swedenÿ 2o5ÿ Australiaÿ io5ÿ Spainÿ io5ÿ Norwayÿ Io5ÿ Denmarkÿ io5ÿ
Austriaÿ Iÿ South Africaÿ io

/ When the combined market rate is below 9 per cent the rates will be reduced
below 5 per cent by three fifths of the difference between the combined market rate
and 9 per cent°   Correspondinglyÿ if the combined market rate rises above
ii per centÿ the rates will be increased above 5 per cent by three fifths of the
difference between the combined market rate and Ii per cent°  Howeverÿ in 1975 and
1976ÿ to keep expenditure in line with incomeÿ a lower rate of remuneration will be
paid on the segment corresponding to the Fund's holding of currency between 75 and
50 per cent of quotas°
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Under the Articles of Agreementÿ these quotas are due for review in 19759 five
years having elapsed since the last general review°  The Committee called for an
increase in total qÿotas by 32°5 per cent to SDR 39 billion°  The shares of the
major oil-producing countries in the enlarged Fund would be doubled without
altering those of other developing countriesÿ thereby increasing the share in the
Fund of the developing countries as a whole°

The Interim Committee also recommended that a special account be established
from which payments would be made to the countries most seriously affected by
ongoing price changes so as to reduce the burden of interest payments on their oil
facility drawings°  It also proposed that work should continue on amendments to the
Aÿticles of Agreement being considered as part of the reform of the internationa!
monetary system°  Among these amendments would be the abolition of the official
price of gold and the ending of the requirement that members pay a portion of their
quotas in go!do

Developing countries

Preliminary estimates indicate that the export earnings of the developing
countries reached $232 billion in 19749 more than double the amount recorded in
1973o  Measured in current dollarsÿ the expansion was most marked in West Asiaÿ
where exports more then trebledÿ followed by Africa (an increase of 85 per cent)ÿ
the western hemisphere (77 per cent) and South and East Asia (47 per cent)°
Compared with exportsÿ imports registered a smaller increase in Africa and West
Asiaÿ and a larger increase in the western hemisphere and South and East Asia°
As a resultÿ the trade balance was substantiaily more active than in 1973 in the
case of the developing countries of Africa and West Asia and much more passive
in the other two regions°  The over-all trade surplus - measuring exports fooobo

and imports Coiofo - appears to have been substantially increased from the high
figure of $12 billion recorded in 1973 to about $71 billion in 1974 or about
30 per cent of the yearÿs export earnings (see table 22)°

Reflecting the decline in the demand for imports in the developed market
economiesÿ the export quantum of the developing countries rose by only 2.5 per centÿ
the smallest gain in the 1971ÿ1974 period and appreciably below a target rate of
somewhat higher than 7 per cent stipulated in the International Development
Strategy°  Howeverÿ if the export volume is adjusted for changes in the terms of
trade in order to measure its purchasing power over importsÿ it increased by
45 per centÿ the largest gain in the first four years of the 1970so  In contrast to
the deceleration in the growth of export volumeÿ the developing countries increased
their import volume by an estimated 13 per cent ÿ by far the greatest gain in the
1971ÿ!974 period°  This helped to check the deceleration in exports of the
developed market economiesÿ as compared with the rÿte of deceleration in their
imports°

The totals for 1974 hide unusually large disparities among various groups of
countriesÿ most notably between the petroleum exportersÿ on the one handÿ and the
rest of the developing countries.

The export earnings of oil-producing countries more than trebled in 19749
rising from $45 billion in 1973 to a record level of $138 billion.  This massive
increase in revenue was the result of higher pricesÿ the aggregate export volume of
petroleLÿnÿproducing countries actually declined as a result of the economic
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slow-doÿl in the developed market economies and various steps taken to conserve

energy°  As a result of the improvement in the terms of trade of the petroleum-
exporting coumtriesÿ the purchasing power of their exports over imports more than
doubled between 1973 and 1974,,  At the same timeÿ they increased their imports by
about two thirds in value and one seventh in volumeÿ thus registering a balance of
trade surplus of $102 billion or somewhat more than 2°5 times the amount spent on
their imports in 1974o

Among the oil=exporting countries the rate of increase in earnings was below
the average for this group in Algeriaÿ Ecuadorÿ Iraqÿ Kuwait and the Libyan Arab
Republicÿ where petroleum production was cut in 1974ÿ and also in Gabonÿ Indonesia
and Nigeriaÿ where petroleum does not yet account for a dominant share in total
exports°  The highest increases in exports were reported by iranÿ Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emiratesÿ where petroleum production increased in 1974o  Ecuadorÿ
Iranÿ Iraqÿ the Libyan Arab Republicÿ Omanÿ Saudi Arabia and Trinidad and Tobago
all increased the value of their imports more than the average rate of 65 per cent
recorded by the petroleum=exporting countries as a group in 1974o  Of the resultant
trade surplus of $102 billionÿ Saudi Arabia accounted for one thirdÿ Iran for
nearly one fifth and Nigeria and the United Arab Emirates for one fifteenth each°

In the developing nonÿoil=exporting countries the growth of total import
valuesÿ by 64 per cent to $135 billionÿ exceeded that of export earnings and their
trade deficit rose from $ii billion in 1973 to $31 billion in 1974 or nearly
a third of the yearÿs export earningsÿ which at $94 billion were 44 per cent above
the 1973 level°

In volume termsÿ the exports of developing nonÿoilÿexporting countries rose
about 4 per cent in 1974ÿ less than the average of nearly 7 per cent registered in
the i971=1974 period°  The deceleration was most marked in South and East Asia
where eÿorts of manufactures and industrial raw materials slowed down as the year
progressed°  For instanceÿ the high (38 per cent) rate of export growth between
1973 and 1974 recorded by the Republic of Korea masks a deceleration from an
87 per cent rate of growth between the corresponding first quarters of 1973 and
1974ÿ through an increase of 35 per cent in the corresponding third quartersÿ to a
decline of about 5 per cent in the corresponding fourth quarters.  The volume of
exports from the Philippines moved in a similar fashionÿ except that the 1974
annual average was nearly 30 per cent below the 1973 level.  On the other handÿ in
the wake of better harvestsÿ Burma and Thailand recovered from a sizable reduction
in export quantum in 1973 and recorded an expansion of 4 per cent and 13 per centÿ
respectivelyÿ in 1974.  Indiaÿ Indonesia and Pakistan all registered a moderate
expansionÿ whereas Hong Kongÿ Malaysiaÿ Singapore and Sri Lanka exported smaller
volumes in 1974 than in 1973o

Reflecting a sharp recovery of agricultural output (especially cocoa and
ground=nuts)ÿ the volume of exports from non-oil-exporting countries in Africa
swung from a decline in 1973 to an increase oÿ nearly 7 per cent in 1974o  In the
western hemisphereÿ where the combined quantum rose more than 6 per cent in 1974ÿ
reductions in export volumes of Argentinaÿ Brazil and Honduras were more than
offset by increases from Guyana (sugar)ÿ Nicaragua (coffee and cotton)ÿ Peru
(fishmeal and iron ore)ÿ E1 Salvador and Guatemala (cotton and sugar)ÿ and from
Chile which recovered from a reduction in 1973 to register a large increase in its
quantum of exports in 1974.  In West Asiaÿ the volume of exports rose by 3 per cent
in 1974:  there was virtually no growth of Israelÿs exportsÿ and this partly offset
a higher export growth registered by other non-oil-exporting countries in the
area (see table 25)°
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In the first half of 1974ÿ the buoyant conditions of 1973 still characterized
the trade and paÿents situation of a number of non-oil-exporting countriesÿ bat
as the year progressedÿ prospects began to deteriorate as the decline in demand
in the developed market economies began to exert an adverse effect on other
countriesÿ export earnings°  The price index of primary agricultural commodities
and non-ferrous metals exported by the developing countries reached its peak in
the second quarter of 1974o  Food prices were then a fifth higher and non-ferrous
metal prices a third higher than in the fourth quarter of 1973o  The prices of
non-food agricultural commodities were already beginning to fall and between the
second quarter and the fourth they declined by 14 per cent°   !n the same intervalÿ
non-ferrous metal prices fell by 43 per cent°  Food pricesÿ howeverÿ continued to
rise a further 15 per cent (see table 27)°   These averages hide such movements as
the collapse of the copper price to one third of its peakÿ the halving of the
rubber priceÿ and the quadrupling of the sugar price between the beginning of the
year and November°

Given this diversity in price movementÿ foreign exchange earning of individual
countries were greatly influenced by the compositiom of their exports°  Of the
major primary commodities moving in international tradeÿ only wool had a lower
average price in 1974 than in 1973o  By the last quarter of 1974ÿ howeverÿ several
other commodities had declined be!ÿw the corresponding 1973 level ÿ coffee and
meat (whose 1974 price was about 6 per cent above the 1973 average)ÿ rubber
(12 per cent)ÿ cotton (21 per cent)ÿ lead ore (36 per cent)ÿ rice (39 per cent)
and zinc metal and ore (47 per cent)°   For the restÿ despite a deceleration or
doÿnturn in some prices in the course of the yearÿ the level in the last quarter
of 1974 was still above the corresponding 1973 figure ÿ less than an eighth in the
case of ÿ,ÿheatÿ copra and coconut oil and leadÿ between a third and a half in the
case of maizeÿ linseed oilÿ soya beansÿ cocoaÿ tea and groundÿnut oilÿ by more
than double in the case of cotton-seed oil and petroleum and more than threefold
in the case of sugar,  And among theseÿ the average 1974 price of some of the
vegetable seeds and oils was more than double the 1973 levelÿ that of sugar almost
three times and that of petroleum well over three times.

The year-to-year increases in export earnings of nonÿoilÿexporting cotmtries
in the western hemisphere (53 per cent)ÿ Africa (47 per cent) and West Asia
(38 per cent) were the largest of the decade°  !n the case of South and East Asiaÿ
on the other handÿ the 1974. increase (36 per cent) was less than that of the
previous year (51 per cent) (see table 37)°

Of the 74 countries for which estimates can be madeÿ only four earned lessÿ
in current dOl]oarSÿ from their exports in 1974 than in 1973 (see table 38)°  Those
include Bangladeshÿ Burumdi and the Sudan where harvests were poorerÿ and Mali
whose fish exports were down.  At the other extreme an increase in export earnings
of more than three fifths was achieved by 30 developing countries°  In addition to
the 19 major exporters of petrole-om and petroleum products (including the
N@therlands Antilles and Singapore)ÿ this group included phosphate exporters
(Jordanÿ Moroccoÿ the Syrian Arab Republic and Togo)ÿ and sugar producers (the
Bahamasÿ Guyanaÿ Jamaica and Mauritius)°  A recovery in ground-nut production
permitted a sharp swing in exports for Senegal - from a decline in 1973 to a
substantial increase in 1974o  In Tunisiaÿ export earnings from crude petroleumÿ
phosphatesÿ olive oil and lead more than doubled in 1974 as a result of both
volume and price gains°  Bolivia increased its earnings from petroleÿuÿ and tinÿ
while Chile swung from a reduction in 1973 to expansion in 1974o
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Export increases among coffee producers ramged from around a fifth (in Costa
Ricaÿ E1 Salvadorÿ Ethiopia and the United Republic of Tanzania) to around a third
(in Colombiaÿ Brazilÿ Guatemala and Haiti)°   The increases in the earnings of cocoa
producers ranged from 20 per cent (in Ghanaÿ where volume was reduced) to over
40 per cent (in the Ivory Coastÿ where a doubling of cocoa earnings more than
compensated for depressed coffee and wood exportsÿ and in -the United Republic of
Cameroonÿ where coffee shipments increased)°  Among cotton producers the range was

also wide:  there was a reduction in the earnings of the Sudanÿ an increase of less
than 20 per cent in Pakistanÿ but gains of aroumd two fifths in Egyptÿ Mexico and
Nicaragua°  Meat exportersÿ earnings rose by between !0 per cent and 20 per cent
(Argentinaÿ Somalia and Uruguay)°   Increases of nearly 60 per cent were recorded
in the earnings of rice exporters (Burma and Thailand)°   On the wholeÿ exporters of
manufactured goods and industrial components (Hong Kongÿ !sraelÿ Mexicoÿ the
Philippinesÿ the Republic of Korea and Singapore) saw a slackening of the rate of
imcrease in export earnings in 1974o  The low price of rubber militated against a
substantial increase in -the export earnings of ÿalaysiaÿ and depressed copper
prices held doÿ earnings in Zaire and Zambia°

Of the 58 developing nonÿoilÿexporting countries for which estimates can be
madeÿ rather less than half registered a significant acceleration in the pace of
export expansion in 1974ÿ though in three fourths of the total developing non-oilÿ
exporting countries export earnings rose less than the average rate of this group
(43°8 per cent) in 1974 (see table 38)°

Though average export prices of developing nonÿoilÿexporting countries were
substantially higher in 1974 than in 1973ÿ their import prices rose even morea
and their terms of trade deteriorated by about 6-9 per cent in South and East Asiaÿ
8 per cent in West Asiaÿ 5 per cent in Africa and i per cent in the westerm
hemisphere (see table 26).  The countries that improved their terms of trade
included exporters of bauxiteÿ phosphate and sugar and they tended to be small in
population.  Among the countries whose terms of -trade worsenedÿ by contrastÿ were
some of the largest including Argentinaÿ Bangladeshÿ Brazilÿ Egyptÿ Ethiopiaÿ
Indiaÿ Kenya and Pakistan°

Thusÿ though the volume of exports of the non-oil-exporting developing
countries rose by 4 per centÿ the aggregate purchasing power of their exports actually
fell by almost 2 per cent.   This represents a sharp swing from the 16 per cent
increase in the purchasinÿ power of exports registered in 1973 (when there was
a 7 per cent increase in export volume and a 9 per cent improvement in the terms of
trade) and it compares unfavourably with the annual average increase of 5 per cent
registered over the 1971ÿ!974 period.  South and East Asia experienced the most
notable turn about:   from a 20 per cent increase in 1973 to a reduction of more
than 7 per cent in 1974ÿ West Asia had a similar though smaller swing ÿ from a
5 per cent increase to a 6 per cent decline.   In the western hemisphere the growth
in the purchasing power of exports decelerated from 16 per eeÿt in 1973 to
6 per cent in 1974ÿ while in Africa it slowed down from ii per cent to 2 per cent°

Despite the slow-down in export volume of the developing non-oil-exporting
countriesÿ their import quantum accelerated sharply in 1974 to a rate estimated
at 12ÿ20 per cent in the western hemisphere, Ii per cent in Africaÿ 6 per cent in
West Asia and 5 per cent in South and East Asia.   Over the 1971-1974 period the
over-all import quantum of the developing non-oil-exporting countries increased at
the International Development Strategy target rate of somewhat less than 7 per cent°
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The increase was above that figure in the western hemisphere and West Asiaÿ below
it in Africa and South and East Asia (see table 25)°

Among the developing non-oil-exporting countries that registered an increase
of more than 20 per cent in the volume of imports in 1974 were Bo!iviaÿ Brazilÿ
the Dominican Republicÿ Guatemalaÿ Mexicoÿ Nicaragua and Peru in Latin Americaÿ
Egyptÿ Mauritius and Tunisia in Africaÿ the Syrian Arab Republic in West Asiaÿ the
Republic of Korea in South and East Asia°  At the other end of the scaleÿ several
countries reduced their import quantum in 1974ÿ including Bangladeshÿ Barbadosÿ
Thailand and Uganda°

Reflecting the increase in both volume and price of importsÿ four out of
five of the developing non-oilÿexporting countries accelerated the pace of import
expenditure in 1974o   Some of the largest increases in imports were in countries
whose export sector was also very buoyant in 1974 ÿ the Bahamasÿ Mauritiusÿ the
Syrian Arab Republic and Tunisiaÿ for exampleÿ all increased both exports and
imports by over 80 per cent°   In several countriesÿ howeverÿ expenditure on imports
expanded much faster than the corresponding increase in export earnings:  in Brazilÿ
Egyptÿ Ghana and the Sudanÿ for exampleÿ the rate of import expansion was over
50 per cent above the rate of increase in export earnings (see table 38)°

With import expenditure rising more rapidly than export earningsÿ the overÿall
trade deficit of the developing non-oil-exporting countriesÿ which had been slightly
reduced between 1972 and 1973ÿ was sharply enlarged in 1974o  The change was
similar in all the major regions:  the deficit was trebled in the westerm
hemisphere and in South and East Asia and doubled in West Asiaÿ while Africa's
small surplus in 1973 was turned into a sizable deficit in 1974 (see table 39)°
Of individual developing non-oil-exporting countriesÿ only one in nine increased
-the size of its surplus and one in 12 swung from deficit to surplus or reduced its
deficit°  By far the largest proportion (more than half the countries) experienced
a widening deficit in 1974ÿ while a fourth either shifted from surplus to deficit

or reduced the surplus°

The first four years of the 1970s witnessed a continuous and rapid increase
in the international liquidity of the developing countries, which accelerated in
1974 as a result of the sharp upswing of the earnings of the petroletml-exporting
countries°  The combined reserves of the developing countries rose by $34 billion
in 1974o   The reserves of the petroleumÿexporting countries registered the largest
gain in the Decade (from $15 billion to $47 billion)ÿ while those of the other
developing countries registered the smallest expansion (from ÿ27 billion to
$29 billion).

This increase raised the developing petroleum-exporting countries' share of
world reserves from d per cent at the end of 1970 to 22 per cent at the end of
1974 while the other developing countries' share of world reserves declined
slightly from 14 per cent to 13 per cent.

Among the petroleum-exporting countriesÿ the largest relative increases in
reserves in 1974 were registered by Iranÿ Nigeria and Trinidad and Tobago - more
than sixfold in the year°  Among the developing nonÿoilÿexporting countriesÿ by
contrastÿ nearly two fifths drew down their international reserves in 1974 and a
third ended the year with a ratio of reserves to imports lower than at the beginning
of the Decade.  Compared with the position at the end of 1970ÿ the reserves of the
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petroleum-exporting countries had risen from seven monthsÿ import equivalent to
over two yearsv equivalentÿ and those of the other developing countries from rather
less than five monthsÿ import equivalent to rather more than six (having receded
from a peak of eight monthsÿ equivalent in 1973)o   Of the 62 non-oil-producing
countries that report reserves only six held smaller reserves at the end of 1974
than at the end of 1970:  they were Burundiÿ the Ivory Coastÿ Senegalÿ the United
Republic of Tanzaniaÿ Zaire and Zambia (see table 40)°

All the countries whose reserves declined in 1974 had passive trade balances
for the year°  They included Brazilÿ Costa Ricaÿ Guatemalaÿ Nicaragua and Uruguay
in Latin Americaÿ Burundiÿ the Central African Republicÿ Egyptÿ Ghanaÿ the ivory
Coastÿ Madagascarÿ the Nigerÿ Rwanda and the United Republic of Tanzania in Africaÿ
Indiaÿ Israelÿ Pakistanÿ the Republic of Korea and Sri Lanka in Asia.  By the same
token the non-oilÿexporting countries that increased their reserves most (by over
50 per cent) in 1974 almost all enjoyed a large trade surplus ÿ as in the case of
Boliviaÿ Burmaÿ the United Republic of Cameroon and Mauritania.  Others in this
group were Mauritiusÿ which sÿung from deficit in 1973 to a modest surplus in 1974
and Moroccoÿ whose trade deficit was reduced in 1974.

A number of countries gained reserves not in the course of commodity trade
but rather because of capital transactions°  This was the case in the Syrian Arab
Republicÿ the Philippines and Thailand whereÿ in the face of trade deficitsÿ
international liquidity was improved by the inflow of financial resources°

Since the developing nonÿoilÿexporting countries as a whole had a large trade
deficit (nearly $31 billion) and receipts from emigrantsÿ remittancesÿ tourism and
other invisibles are unlikely to have risen very significaiÿlyÿ it is clear that
the flow of donationsÿ loans and investment must have expanded considerably to have-
yielded a $2 billion increase in reserves°

Reflecting the slackening in export earnings and the upsurge in import
expenditureÿ net drawing from the International Monetary Fund by developing nonÿoilÿ
exporting countries increased from SDR 82 million in 1973 to SDR iÿ313 million in
1974.  Petroleum-exporting countriesÿ by contrastÿ were net repayers in both years
SDR 146 million in 1973 and SDR 40 million in 1974o  Developing nonÿoilÿexporting
countries in the western hemisphere and West Asia swung from net repayment to net
borrowingÿ while those in Africa and South and East Asia increased their net
borrowing substantially in 1974o  The number of developing oilÿimporting countries
that were net drawers on the International Monetary Fund rose from 15 in 1973 to
34 in 1974o  Of the latterÿ four countries - India (SDR 573 million)ÿ Laos
(SDR 130 million)ÿ the Philippines (SDR ii0 million) and Chile (SDR 81 million)
accounted for more than three quarters of the total°

The developing oil-importing countries also drew from the ÿYoil facilityvÿ whichÿ
as indicated aboveÿ had been set up by the Fund in June 1974 to assist member
countries in overcoming the initial impact of the higher cost of oil imports on
their balance of payments without resorting to extreme restrictions°  By the end of
the year no less than 28 developing countries had made use of this facilityÿ
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borrowing a total of SDR 774 millionÿ 8/ chief among them are India
(SDR 200 million)ÿ Pakistan (SDR 98 million) and the Republic of Korea
(SDR 90 million).

From the limited evidence available in April 1975ÿ 9/ it appears that the flow
of official donations to the 17 developing countries reporting their balance of
payments for 1974 increased by a third°  Sharp increases were reported by
Ethiopiaÿ Jordanÿ Mexicoÿ Pakistanÿ Peruÿ the Republic of VietwNam and Thailandÿ
offsetting reductions in the flow to the Philippines°  The flow of government
grants from the United States to developing countries was just over $5.1 billionÿ
more than three times the 1973 level°   The increase was concentrated in Asia and
reflects extraordinary transactions with !ndiaÿ Israel and the Republic of Viet-Nam
involving a ÿ3oi billion increase in grants and a corresponding reduction in net
lending°

The 17 reporting countries received a much larger inflow of direct investment
in 1974:  at ÿio5 billion it was more than double the 1973 level°  This increase
arose partly from a large (ÿ329 million) net repatriation of foreign capital from
Venezuela in 1973 but there was also a substantial increase in investment in
Guatemalaÿ Jamaicaÿ the Republic of Koreaÿ Mexicoÿ Paraguay and Thailand in 1974.
Western Europe and Japan played a greater role in the increased flow of direct
investment in 1974ÿ the net outflow from the United States declined from
$1o2 billion in 1973 to $Ioi billion in 1974ÿ a trebling of investment in Latin
America being more than offset by a large net repatriation of investment from
Africa and Asia°

Net borrowing by the Governments of 17 reporting countries increased from
$1.6 billion in 1973 to ÿ2o7 billion in 1974.  By far the largest components of
this increase went to Mexico (which drew ÿ0o83 billion) and Peru ($0°9 billion)°
On a much smaller scaleÿ there were also increases in the net official borrowing of
Jamaicaÿ Pakistan and the Republic of VietÿNamo  There were marked reductions from
the 1973 level of net borrowing by Colombia (down to less than $0.i billion) and
the Republic of Korea (down to $0.14 billion).

The flow of private !ongÿterm capital into the 17 countries increased by about
two fifths in 1974 to $3 billion.  There was a major expansion in the flow of
private funds to Mexico (which reached $1.9 billion in 1974) and to the Republic
of Korea ($0.6 billion).  On a much smaller scale there were also increases in the
flow of private loans to Jamaica and Paraguayÿ while Thailand swung from net
repayment in 1973 to net borrowing in 1974 ($0.2 billion) as did Venezuela on a much
smaller scale°  Peru and the Philippines made net repayments in both years°

8/ In the first three months of !975ÿ a further SDR 0.26 billion was provided
by thÿ oil facility for 18 developing countriesÿ chiefly to Chile (SDR 77 million)ÿ
Israel (SDR 62 million) and Pakistan (SDR 27 million)°

9/ Seventeen developing countriesÿ Chileÿ Colombiaÿ Ethiopiaÿ Guatemalaÿ
Israelÿ Jamaicaÿ Jordan° the Republic of Koreaÿ Mauritiusÿ Mexicoÿ Pakistanÿ
Paraguayÿ Peruÿ the Philippinesÿ the Republic of VietÿNamÿ Thailand and Venezuela.
These countriesÿ selected on the basis of data availabilStyÿ accounted for
27 per cent of the total imports of the developing countries in 1973o
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In the aggregateÿ the net inflow of new capital  and official donations into
this group of countries increased by two thirds in 1974ÿ approaching $8°7 billion°

Part of the increase in private capital flows to the developing countries
represents the results of more extensive borrowing on the Euro-currency market°

Eight i0/ of the 17 reporting countries were involved in publicly announced credits
negotisÿed on this market in 1974ÿ adding up to $3°2 billion°  Altogether 25
developing countries borrowed on this market in 1973 and in 1974o  The total amount
negotiated by nonÿoilÿexporting countries amounted to 46.4 billion in 1974 as
compared with $4°8 billion in 1973o  The petroleum-exporting countries had much less
need for such loans in 1974ÿ  in 1973 $3ol billion was borrowed by II countries and
in 1974 $0°75 billion was borrowed by seven countries°  Among the developing
non-petroleum=exporting countries that borrowed large amounts in 1974 were Mexico
(credits totalling 41o5 bil!ion)ÿ Brazil ($1o4 billion)ÿ the Philippines
($0°87 billion)ÿ Peru ($0°39 billion)ÿ Egypt and the Sudan (40°23 billion each) and
the Republic of Korea (40°22 billion)°

Though the terms of these loans are hard by development assistance standardsÿ
they have been within the normal range associated with conventional bank lending°
The rate of interest has usually been designated in terms of a margin over an
interbank lending rate°   Howeverÿ of the total credits obtained by the developing
countriesÿ the proportion with maturities of over i0 years declined from 27 per cent
in 1973 to about 14 per cent in 1974ÿ while that with maturities of i to 6 years
increased from 7 per cent to 16 per cent°   Despite the increasing use made of
this market there are many developing countries that do not have access to ito  In
1974ÿ only two lower=income countries (with per capita income of less than 4200 in
1972) borrowed on this market ÿ the Sudan ($232 million) and Zaire ($i05 million)ÿ
and in the case of the former the loan bore the guarantee of Saudi Arabia°

Preliminary estimates Ii/ indicate that the total net flow of financial
resources to developing countries and multilateral institutions amounted to about
$30 billion in. 1974o  Of this the developed market economies accounted for about
$24 bil!ionÿ OPEC members for aboufÿ ÿ4.8 billionÿ and the centrally planned
economies for $1o4 billion°

The $24 billion disbursed by the developed market economies in 1974 represents
an increase of about 42 billion over the 1973 figure°  Thusÿ in nominal terms there
was a rise of 8 per cent but in real termsÿ after price increases are taken into
accountÿ 12___/ a decline of about 9 per cent°  The amount represents about
0°69 per cent of the gross national product of the developed market economiesÿ a
somewhat lower proportion than in 1973 and considerably below the International
Development Strategy target of i per cent°

i0_ / Colombiaÿ Jamaicaÿ Mexicoÿ Peruÿ the Philippinesÿ the Republic of Koreaÿ
Thailand and Venezuela°

Ii/ Development Assistance Committee of OECDÿ April 1975o

12___/ By deflating the increase in nnit price of manufactured exports between
1973 and 1974 (19 per cent)°
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Of the estimated 924 billion transferred to the developing countries from the
developed market economies in 1974 a sum of ÿIi billion was in the form of official
development assistance°  This was 42 billion more than in 1973 - an increase of
about 20 per cent in nominal terms or about 2 per cent in real terms° 13___/  The
amount represented about 0.32 per cent of their gross national productÿ a slight
improvement over the 1973 percentage and in line with the 1971-1972 averageÿ but
considerably below the International Development Strategy target of 0°7 per cent
(see table 41)o

The flow of resources to the developing countries from the OPEC members
$4.8 billionÿ more than three times the 1973 figure - represents about 3°4 per cent
of their gross national product.  Just over half - an estimated ÿ2o5 billion or
1o8 per cent of their gross national product - was in the form of official
development assistance°  Nearly four fifths of the bilateral disbursements of
OPEC countries in 1974 went to four countries (Egyptÿ Indiaÿ Pakistan and the
Syrian Arab Republic)°  Some of these flows formed part of new triangular
arrangements under which the petroleum-exporting countries supply the capitalÿ the
industrial countries the technology and the developing countries the land and
labour.

In March 1975ÿ the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
announced that its richer member nationsÿ including the oil-exporting countriesÿ
were moving towards a new lending arrangement in the form of a Vÿthird window'ÿ
designed to add $i billion a year to the flow of aid to almost 50 of the poorer
countries at subsidized interest rates mid-way between the normal level for Bank
loans - based on Bank borrowing rates and about 8.5 per cent at that time - and the
zero rate of the International Development Association°  The richer countries would
pay the difference between market rates and rates charged to developing countries.

Thusÿ the developing non-oil-exporting countries as a group experienced
generally more favourable results on the international scene than had been
anticipated at the beginning of the year.  The supply of goods and services
available to them for development was substantially augmented by a considerable
increase in the quantum of imports relative to exports.  And in the aggregate the
resultant trade deficit was not a drain on their reservesÿ it was financed by a
large flow of official donations and long-term capital from advanced countries and
petroleum-exporting countries.

These results were not uniformly distributedÿ howeverÿ and for a number of
countries 1974 was a difficult year°  This was particularly the case for some of
the food=deficit countries and for some whose principal export commodities did not
share in the 1972-1974 upsurge in demand and price.  Even some of the raw material-
exporting countries that had benefited most from the industrial boom began to feel
pressure on their external balance as the year progressed and their export prices
declined while the cost of manufactured imports continued to rise°

Thusÿ in the course of the year many countries initiated measures to defend
their external payments position.   Some (notably Brazilÿ Ghanaÿ Indiaÿ Israelÿ
Kenyaÿ Pakistan and Peru) made special efforts to cut down imports of non-essential
goods so as to sustain the supply of capital goods needed for continued economic

13___/ By deflating the increase in unit price of manufactured exports between
1973 and 1974 (19 per cent).
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growth.   Someÿ including Chileÿ Costa Ricaÿ Guatemalaÿ israelÿ Kenyaÿ the Republic
of Koreaÿ the Republic of Viet-Namÿ the United Republic of Tanzaniaÿ Uganda and
Uruguayÿ resorted to exchange-rate adjustments to improve their external balance°
Some sought to promote exports bx subsidies (Kenya)ÿ tax rebates Clsrael) or
elimination or reduction of export taxes (Malaysiaÿ Pakistan and Thailand)°
Following the example of petroleum-exporting countries and in some cases with their
financial supportÿ producers of bananasÿ bauxiteÿ coconutÿ coffeeÿ copperÿ mercuryÿ
phosphateÿ rubberÿ silverÿ teaÿ timber and tungsten ore began to band together in
association with a view to increasing their bargaining power in transactions with
multinational corporations and importing countriesÿ by aligning their policies in
respect of productionÿ inventoriesÿ export and taxation of the commodity inÿ
question and thus influencing world prices°

In the meantimeÿ the international community took steps to assist countries
adversely affected by the high cost of food and petroleum.  In May 1974ÿ the
General Assembly at its sixth special session set up a Special Programme within the
framework of a broad Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order°  As a first step in this Special Programme a one-year emergency
operation was launched to provide relief to those developing countries most
seriously affected by recent economic developments.  Up to the end of March 1975
a sum of $136 million had been committed and ÿ60 million disbursed for such
assistance.

Cemtrally planned economies

The foreign trade of the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and
the USSR showed substantial growth in value terms in 1974 and probably expanded in
real terms at a higher rate than that of the rest of the world. 14/  Exports of the
group increased by about 23 per centÿ from $52 billion in 1973 tÿ-$65 billion in
1974ÿ and imports grew by about 24 per centÿ from $53 billion to $66 billion.
Value growth was slower than that observed for world trade in 1974ÿ but this merely
reflects the fact that about two thirds of the CMEA countriesÿ trade is transacted
within the groupÿ where prices were held stable or showed only very small increases

14__/ Volume growth in the foreign trade of the Eastern European countries of
about 8 per cent for exports and about 15 per cent for imports can be derived from
officially reported price changes.  Although no similar data are as yet available
for the Soviet Unionÿ an approximation of the probable impact of world market price
movements on the commodity composition of Soviet trade with non-socialist countries
permits a range estimate for volume growth in total trade of the country of
8-14 per cent for exports and 6-11 per cent for imports.  Total quantum growth for
the group can then be estimated at 8-10 per cent for exports and 10-13 per cent for
importsÿ as compared with a 5 per cent quantum growth rate for exports and imports
of the market economies (see table 23).
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during the year° 15/  The Eastern European countries generally increased imports
more than exportsÿ both in value and im volumeÿ whereas the USSR expanded exports
at a much higher rate than imports (see table 42)°

Because of the very different behaviour of foreign trade prices im the internal
market of the CMEA group and in its trade with the market economiesÿ a separate
consideration of these two trading areas is more necessary in 1974 than in any
previous year°  The mutual trade of the socialist countries increased by about
15 per cent in value and probably only slightly less (about 14 per ceÿt) in volumeÿ
a significant acceleration over the approximately i0 per cent growth rate of recent
years°  The main contribution to this speed-up came from a very large increase in
Soviet exports to the other countries of the area (22 per centÿ as against an
average 7 per cent rate of increase during 197i-i973)ÿ which appears to have been
spread equally over deliveries of investment goods and of raw material supplies
(fuelsÿ ores and chemicals).  Soviet imports from the area and trade among the
Eastern European countries also increased at a somewhat higher rate than in past
years°  The development of trade within the group was favoured by the high
production growth ratesÿ which stimulated demand for imports and increased export
suppliesÿ and by a continued increase in the volume of joint investment projects
which involve deliveries of capital goods by the co-sponsoring countries°

Trade with the market economies increased in value terms by about 40 per cent
in both directioms for the group as a whole°  The apparent balance in the growth
of exports and importsÿ howeverÿ masks divergent experiences in the Soviet Union and
the Eastern European countries:   Soviet exports to the non-socialist countries grew
substantially faster than imports (43 per cent versus 32 per cent)ÿ while in Easterm
Europe the growth of export proceeds lagged behind that of import value (35 per cent
versus 45 per cent).  Price changes in trade with the non-socialist market appear
to have varied considerably from country to countryÿ depending upon the commodity
composition of each socialist country's trade basket° 16/  Preliminary estimates on
the basis of these data suggest that in quantum terms exports from the Eastern
European countries to the non-socialist world probably grew very littleÿ if at allÿ
and the same may have been true also for Soviet exports to developed market
economiesÿ in spite of a 68 per cent value increaseÿ owimg to the large share of

15/ Contract prices on the intra-CMEA marketÿ which are based on average
world market prices of the period 1966-1970ÿ were held stable in 1974ÿ but some
changes in average prices (or unit values) were nevertheless recordedÿ probably
owing to shifts in the commodity structure and the introduction of new goods°  In
Hungarian trade with the rouble areaÿ export prices increased by 1.3 per cent over
the 1973 level and import prices by 0.9 per cent (Statisztikai havi k6zlemÿnyek
(Budapest)ÿ NOo 2-3ÿ 1975).

16___/ The following rates of price change have been reported for exports to the
non-socialist area:  Czechoslovakiaÿ 32 per centÿ Hungary (January-September 1974)ÿ
19 per centÿ Polandÿ 40 per centÿ and for imports from the same area:
Czechoslovakiaÿ 25 per centÿ Hungaryÿ 40 per centÿ and Polandÿ 30 per cent (Rynki
zagraÿiczne (Warsaw)ÿ 3 March 1975ÿ Statisztikai havi k6zlemÿnyek (Budapest)ÿ
No. 2-3ÿ 1975ÿ Zycie gospodarcze (ÿrsaw)ÿ 2 February 1975.
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oilÿ oil products and other raw materials in these f!OWSo 17/  Imports of the
socialist countries from the market economiesÿ howeverÿ seem to have expanded in
quantum terms at a rate which may have been in excess of I0 per cent.

The recession in the developed market economies was probably the main factor
constraining the growth of socialist exports to the outside worldÿ though several
of the Eastern European countries were also affected by the suspension of meat
imports into the European Economic Community°  On the other handÿ the sustained
growth of demand for imports into the socialist countriesÿ at a time when in the
developed market economies the external demand weakened sharplyÿ helped to reduce
the rate of deceleration in world tradeÿ though the effect was limited by the
relatively small share of the centrally planned economiesÿ imports in the total
exports of the non-socialist world (4.7 per cent in 1973).  At the same time it wasÿ
of courseÿ consonant with the maintenance of internal production growth in the
socialist countries during 1974o

The continued growth in import quantum in the face of rising pricesÿ howeverÿ
also sharply increased the external imbalance of the Eastern European socialist
economies with the non-socialist countries.  The Soviet Unionÿ as a major exporter
of fuel and raw materialsÿ by contrastÿ experienced significantly improved terms of
trade in non-socialist markets and attained a trade surplus with the market
economies of $1o6 billionÿ twice the 1973 level and ineludingÿ for the first time
since 1967ÿ a surplus with the developed market economies (ÿ0o3 billion)°  The
trade deficit of the Eastern European socialist countries with the market economies
increased from $2°3 billion in 1973 to over ÿ4 billion in 1974.  Since most
countries of this group maintained a trade surplus with the developing economiesÿ
the deficit with the developed market economies probably approached $5 billion°  It
appears that in some of these countries - Hungary being one example - the pace of
continued import growth was considered excessive and may have been caused by a
reaction lag in internal adaptation to Changed external conditionsÿ a lag to which
the slowness or absence of internal price changes probably contributed.  Trade
plans for 1975 clearly indicate the intention to reduce the trade imbalances - in
part by the expansion of exportsÿ but in part undoubtedly also by the curtailment
of imports°

Data on the growth of trade with developed and developing market economies
separately are still rather limited and somewhat difficult to interpret because of
the presumably rather different impact of price changes on values in these
different flows.  Howeverÿ they indicate some uniform changes from past trends°
Exports to developing countries grew significantly faster than those to developed
market economies in several of the Eastern European countries (Czechoslovakiaÿ
Hungary and Poland)ÿ but not in the Soviet Unionÿ with an exceptionally high growth
rate in the case of Poland (91 per cent).  Imports from the same groupÿ on the other
handÿ grew generally at approximately the same rate as those from the industrial
countries - in noticeable contrast to the lag in these flows during the first years

i_ÿ7/ Oil and oil products constituted over One third of the value of Soviet
exports to developed market economies in 1973.  If the oil price alone were to
have trebled over the 1973 levelÿ the observed growth of 68 per cent in export
value would be compatible with no change in total export quantumJ  In factÿ Soviet
exports of oil and oil products to non-socialist countries declined from 50 million

tons to 44 million, and the prices of other primsrÿr <oods exports must have also
risen significantlÿro
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of the 1970s (see table 42)°  On the export sideÿ the weakeming in the demand for
the socialist countriesÿ exports in the industrial countriesÿ and a consequent
search for alternative out!etsÿ may be behind this phenomenonÿ though in general
the commodity structure of exports in these two directions is sufficiently different
to make large-scale substitutions between trade partners an unlikely explanation.
The more rapid acceleration value of imports from developing countries was probably
significantly influemced by the higher rate of inflation in prices of raw materials
which represent a large share of the imports from this group°

The maintenance of price stability on the intra-CMEA marketÿ especially in the
important fuel and raw materials sectorÿ buffered the impact of world market
turbulence upon the natural resource-importing countries of the areaÿ which means
all but Poland and the USSR°  At the same timeÿ howeverÿ it imposed a significant
opportunity cost on the resource-exporting countriesÿ which were in any case faced
by the necessity of developing increasingly marginal and high-cost depositsÿ in
part with the aid of capital equipment imported at rising world market prices°  In
the short runÿ world market price changes may paradoxically have eased the supply
situation on the internal market of the group in that rising proceeds on given
quantities exported to outside markets should have reduced the balance-of-payments
incentive of the supplier countries to divert additional output shares in that
direction.  Something of this sort may indeed have happened in 1974 when the
volume of Soviet exports of crude oil and oil products to market economies declined
by 12 per cent (while earnings increased by an estimated 160 per cent)ÿ whereas
those to intra-group customers increased by 6 per cent (at fixed prices).  In the
longer rung howeverÿ the opportunity cost discrepancy could have become a factor
adversely affecting the integration efforts of the CMEA group°

The contract prices for the intra-CMEA marketÿ based on 1966-1970 average
world market pricesÿ were originally expected to remain in force through 1975ÿ the
last year of the present five-year plan period.  Early in 19759 howeverÿ it was
decided to increase the flexibility of the intra-trade price system and to
renegotiate prices already agreed upon for that year.  In the futureÿ the price
base for each trading year is to be a moving average of world market prices for the
preceding five yearsÿ but for 1975 a special arrangement was madeÿ using 1972-1974
as the base period° 18/  Thusÿ in Hungarian-Soviet trade the average price of
Hungarian imports of raw materials and energy in 1974 will rise by 52 per centÿ and
that of machinery imports by 3°5 per centÿ whereas Hungarian machinery exports to
the Soviet Union will rise 15 per cent in priceÿ agricultural productsÿ 28 per cent
and light industry productsÿ 19 per cent.  The crude oil price has been set at
$49 per tong about 2°3 times the old levelÿ though still significantly below the
world market level.

As elsewhere in the worldÿ the new foreign trade price structure substantially
worsens the terms of trade of the resourceÿimporting countries of the group°  The
new price determination rules will also make it increasingly difficult to maintain
internal financial balance with unchanging domestic price structuresÿ as well as
being detrimental to the efficient management of domestic allocation of resourcesÿ
especially if external price movements should continue to be large (even if muted
under the five-year averaging rule).  The change therefore has important
implications for the internal economic system in the centrally planned economiesÿ

18/ ÿDszabads£ÿ (Budapest)ÿ 23 February 1975o
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especially the smallerÿ more trade-dependent onesÿ even though it is too early to

tell what adjustment measures will be taken°

The foreign trade of China appears to have grown much more slopply in 1974 than
in the preceding year when export value had increased by some 60-70 per cent and
import value had approximately doubled.  Howeverÿ both export and import plans were
officially reported to have been more than fulfilled° 19___/ Exports can be estimated
from partner data to have grown by less than 30 per cent in value termsÿ which
indicates that export quantum must have declined if unit value increases were at all
similar to those experienced by most developing countries (see table 26).   Imports
probably expanded about 50 per cent in valueÿ which on the same basis represents a
quantum increase of about 12-16 per cent° 20__/  The Chinese coÿodity trade account
probably closed with an over-all deficit in 1974 which has been estimated at between
$200 million and $900 million° 21/

In a significant new developmentÿ petroleum exports assumed an important place
in the commodity structure of Chinaÿs exports for the first time in 1974 with a
share in total export value of about 7 per cent°  Crude oil exports reached about
5 million tonsÿ the bulk of which went to Japan and represented almost one third of
total export value to that country°  Contracts negotiated early in 1975 indicate
that this trend is to continueÿ with deliveries during the year to Japan alone
expected to rise to 8-10 million tons°

19___/ Peking Reviewÿ 17 January 1975o

20__/ Estimated from partner data as reported in International Monetary Fundÿ
Direction of Trade (Washingtonÿ DoCo)ÿ January to March 1975.  On the basis of
reasonably complete dataÿ covering the full year in most instaneesÿ exports to
developed market economies rose by 31 per cent (from $2°0 billion to $2.6 billionÿ
c°i°fo partner country) and imports grew by almost 60 per cent (from $3ol billion to
$4°9 billionÿ f.o.b, partner country).  Data for the developing countriesÿ where the
coverage is in most instances only for the first two or three quarters of 1974 (but
ii months for Hong Kongÿ which takes about 50 per cent of Chinaÿs exports to this
group) indicate an increase of 26 per cent in Chinese exports and 27 per cent in
Chinese imports°  Trade with the socialist economies of Eastern Europe and the
USSR is estimated (on the basis of data for Hungaryÿ Poland and the USSR) to have
grown by 6-12 per cent°

21___/ Estimates of total trade value in 1974 by Japanese and United States
economists range from $5.9ÿ$6o2 billion for exports and ÿ6oiÿ7oi billion for
imports.  See China Trade Report (Hong I(ong)ÿ March 1975.  The incomplete IMF mirror
data yield a deficit of $2°3 billion with developed market economies and a surplus
of $1.9 billion with developing market economies on a c.i.fo/f.o.b, reporting basis°
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Table 22°  World tradeÿ by country group ÿ 1970-1974

(Billions of dollars)

Item and country group                     1970      1971      1972      1973    1974 a/

Exoortsÿ fooobo

World                              311o7   348°5   415o0   573ol   843,6

Market economies                           280.8     314.8     375ol    520°7    778.9
Developed                             226.3    252.9    300°6    410.7    546,9
Developing                            54.5     61.9     74.5    Ii0°0    232°0

Petroleum-exporting countries b/    18o4      24°2      29°4      44°6    138o0
Other                            36ol    37°7    45ol    65°4    94°0

Centrally planned economies c/ 30.9           33°7           39.9           52.4           64.7

Imports d/

World                              325°3   362°2   425°6   583°0   842.3

Market economies                           295.1     329.5     385.3     529°8    776.1
Developed                            238,3    265ol    313.7    431,9    615.5
Developing                           56°8    64°4    71.6    97,9   160.6

Petroleum-exporting countries b/    ii°0      12.9      15.4      21°8      35°8
Other                           45°8    51.5    56°2    76,1   124o8

Centrally planned economies c/ 30.2    32.7    40°3    53°2    66.2

Market economies                           -14.3     -14o7    -10.2      -9,1       2.8

Developed                                 -12o0    -12.2    -13,1    -21.2    -68,6

Developing                                 -2.3      -2°5       2.9      12,1      71°4
Petroleum-exporting countries b/     7.4     11,3     14°0     22,8    102.2
Other                            -9.7   -13.8   -iio!   -10.7   -30°8

Centrally planned economies c__/

Change in international reserves !!

Market economies                            17.5      37.8      27.8      23.7      36.1
Developed                               14.7     33.0     19.5     12.4      1o9
Developing g_/                           2.8      4.8      8.3     11.3     34.2

Petroleum-exporting countries h/     0°8      3°4      2.5       3.6     32.3
Other                                2.0      1°4      5.7      7.7      2.0

World                               -13.6   -1307   -i0o 6    -9.9     i. 3

Balance of trade e_/

0.7     loO    -0.4    -0.8    -1.5
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Table 22 (continued)

Item and country group                      1970      1971      1972      1973     1974 a i

Net change in other balance-ofÿopayment
items ii

Market economies                            31o7      50°4      36.1      31o4      29.0
Developed                             26°7     45.2     32.6     33°6     70°5
Developing g/                            5.0      5°2      3.5     -2°2    -41o5

Petroleumooexporting countries h/     Oÿ6o6      -7°9     -11o4    ÿ19.0    -71.3

Other                            11o7    13ol    14o9    16.8    29.8

Sourcesÿ  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ
Internatiomal Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo)ÿ
and national sources°

a/ Preliminaryÿ based in some cases on incomplete information.

b/ Algeriaÿ Bahrainÿ Bruneiÿ Ecuadorÿ Gabonÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ
Libyan Arab Republicÿ Nigeriaÿ 0manÿ Qatarÿ Saudi Arabiaÿ Trinidad and Tobagoÿ
United Arab Emirates and Venezuela°

c/ Eastern Europe and USSRo

d! Coiof0 for market economies and foo.bo for centrally planned economies.

e_i Exports minus imports°

f_i Goldÿ SDRÿ convertible foreign exchange and reserve positions in the
International Monetary Fund°

g_/ Countries reporting reserves only.

h__/ Exluding Bahrainÿ Bruneiÿ Qatar and United Arab Emirates from the grouÿ,.
indicated in foot-note b.

ii Including errors and omissions°
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Table 23,  World trade and international liquidity:  annual growth
rates ÿ by country groupÿ 1971-1974

item and country group
Percentage change from .preceding year

Average
1971-1974 a/   1971    !972    1973    1974 a/

Exportsÿ foo.b.

World

Market economies

Developed
Developing

Pet role um-export in g
countries b/

Other

28o2        I1.8    19.1    3709    47o2

29ÿ1        12oi    19.2    38.8    49°6

24°7        11o8    18o9    36°6    33.2
43°7        13o6    20°4    47°7   110o9

65.5        31o 5    21o 5    51o 7   209,4
27°0         4o4    19o6    45°0    43.8

9ol    18o4    31o4    23.5Centra!ly planned economies ci 20,3

Imports d/

-World

Market economies

Developed
Developing

Pet role um-expo rt ing
countries b/

Other

26.9        11o3    17,5    37,0    44.5

27°4        11o7    16o9    37.5    46,5

26°8        iiÿ2    18.3    37.7    42.5
29°5        13.4    11o2    36.2    64.0

37.0        17,3    29°4    36°7    64.7
28.5        12.5     9,1    35,4    64,0

8°4    23°2    32°0    24.4Centrally planned economies c/ 21.7

International reserves e_/

Market economies                  23.9            40.9      21o3      15o0      19o8

Developed                       17.3            44.2      18.1       9.8       1.3
Developing f/               44.2         27.4     29.4     36,8    81.3

Petroleum=exporting
countries g/             74.2          67.0     29°4     32.5    221.6

Other                      23°3          ii.2     41.i     39°3      5°9

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nations ÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics
International Monetary Fundÿ International Financial ÿiÿs (WTshinggtÿnnÿ Dÿ7ÿ.ÿ
and national sources.

a_/ Preliminaryÿ based in some cases on incomplete information.
b/ Algeriaÿ Bahrainÿ Bruneiÿ Ecuadorÿ Gabonÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ

Libyan Arab Republic ÿ Nigeria ÿ 0man ÿ Qatar ÿ Saudi Arabia ÿ Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates and Venezuela.

c/ Eastern Europe and USSR.
d/ C.i.f. for market economies and f,o.b, for centrally planned economies,

9_/ Goldÿ SDR, convertible foreign exchange and reserve positions in the
International Monetary Fund.

f/ Countries reporting reserves only.
g/ Excluding Bahrainl Bruneiÿ Qatar and the United Arab Emirates from the group

indicated in foot-note bo
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Table 24° World trade
1971-1974

annua! growth rates ÿ by country groupÿ

(Percentage)

Item and country group
Change from _preceding year

Ave rage
1971-1974 a/   1971    1972    1973 1974 a/

Quantum of exports

Market economies

Developed
Developing

Petroleum-exporting
countries b/

Other

8°5         7ol     8°7    12o8     5°4

9°0         7oi     8°9    13°9     6°i
6°5         7oi     8°4     8°3     2°5

Centrally planned economies c/

4,9         7,1     7°3     9°7    -4°0
6.8         7,1     9,5     6,5     4°2

8°8         6°2     8.7    iio0     9°0

Quantum of imports

Market economies                    7o 4

Developed                          7o 2
Deve!oping                         7o9

Pet ro!eum-exporting
countries b/                12o 3

Other                            6o 5

Unit value of exports

Market economies

Unit value of imports

Market economies

Developed
Developing

Petroleum-exporting
countries b/

Other

Terms of trade d/

Market economies

Developed
Developing

Pet roleum-exporting
countries b/

Other

Developed
Developing

Petroleum-exporting
countries b/

Other

Centrally planned economies c/  Iio6

18o8

14o5
34°8

57°7
18.9

18.'ÿ

18o3
20.2

19 °7
20°6

0oi

-3°2

12 .i

31 o8
-I° 4
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5.8     8°4    12o3     3°2

5o5     9°9    12.9     0°8
7ol     1o9     9°8    13oi

i0o!     9°6    15°0    14o5
6°2    -0oi     8°3    12o0

7 o9    12.6    14o3    i1o5

4o7     9.6    23ol    41o2

4°4     9°2    20°0    25°6
6ol    iioi    36°2   105o9

22.8    13.2    38,1   222 o4
-2,5     9°2    36°0    38.0

5°5     7°9    22°6    42ol

5°4     7°6    22°i    4!o3
6.0     9,1    24°5    45°2

6.9     8°6    23.1    43°7
5.9     9°3    24°9    46°5

-loO     1,6     0.4    -o°6

-io0     1.5    -i.7   -ilol

0.i     1.8     9°4    41.8

14o9     4,2    i2.2   124.4
-7°9    -0oi     8.9    -5°8



Table 24 (continued)

Item and country group
Change from preceding year

Average
1971-1974 a!   1971    1972    1973 1974 j

Purchasing power of exports
over imports e/

Market economies                    8°6            67°0      10o4      13o3       4°8

Developed                          5°5             6°0      10.5      12o0      -5.7
De veloping                     19o 5            7o 2     I0o 4     18o 5     45° 4

Petroleum-exporting
countries b/                39°8           23ol     11o8     23.1    115o4

0ther                      5o3         -is4     9o4    16o0     -io8

Sources:  Centre for Development Pianningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ
International Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿÿ DoCo)ÿ
and national sources°

a/ Pre!iminarÿ based in some cases on incomplete information.

b/ Algeriaÿ Bahrainÿ Bruneiÿ Ecuadorÿ Gabomÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ
Libyan Arab Republicÿ Nigeriaÿ 0manÿ Qatarÿ Saudi Arabiaÿ Trinidad and Tobagoÿ
United Arab Emirates and Venezuelaÿ

ci Eastern Europe and USSRo

d i Unit value of exports divided by unit value of imports°

e/ Quantum of exports multiplied by the changes in the terms of trade°
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and purchasing power of exports over imports, 1971-1974 a/

Percentage change from preceding Fear in

Region                                                 Export quantum                              Import quantum
Purchasinÿ power of exports over

orts J

&
F

Average,                                                  Average,                                                  Average,
1971-1974  1971  1972  1973  197ÿ  1971-1974  1971  1972  1973  1974ÿ/  1971-1974  1971  1972  1973  197ÿ/

-r

Developed market economies                 9°0       7.1    8.9   13.9    6.1        7°2        5°5    9°9   12o9    0°8         5°5       6°0   10o5   12°0   ÿ5o7

North America                         8°2      0.9   9.1  19°4   4.1       7.5      8°9  13o3   7°6   0.4       4ÿi     ÿ0o8   5oV  18.9  ÿ5o8

Western Europe                        9°1      6.8   9.6  13.7   6.4       6°7      5.3   9°8  llo9   0.2       5°8      7°7  llo9   9°8  W5o2

Japan                            12.0     20°8   5°8   5.7  16.5      9°2     =0°4  13o4  27°9  ÿ1°6      5.6     18o8  13o4   1°2  ÿ8o7

Southern hemisphere                  2.8      7.9   2°1  -2ÿ4   3°8       7°3      0°6 ÿ10°8  28°3  14o9       6ol      0el  14o8  27°3  =13o5

Developing countries                    6.5      7°1   8.4   8.3   2°5       7.9      7°1   1°9   9°8   13el      19o5      7°2   10o4  18o5   45.°4

Petroleum-exporting countriesd/        4°9      7.1   7.3   9°7  ÿ4.0      12°3     i0°i   9°6  15.o0  14o5      39°8     23ol  11°8  23oi  115ÿ4

Other                             6°8     7°1   9°5   6.5   4.2      6°5      6°2  ÿ0ÿl   8o5  12o0      5°3     ÿ1°4   9oÿ  16°0  -1o8

Western hemisphere                     2°8             2.3    7°5    1.6       8°8       6°3    2ol    5°3   23°0      10o3      ÿ2o4    5°8   17o4   22°2

Petroleum-exporting eountrie eJ      -5ÿ0      -9.5   -9.4    8°7   ÿ8.5         5°6       6°4   ÿ2o0   -2ÿ4   22pi       20.1       ÿ4o4    2ol   21,7   82°8

Other                           6°0     4.3   6.3   7°3   6°2      9°4     6°2   2.8   6°7  23ol      6ol     ÿ4ÿ5   8°2  16o2   5°5

Africa                            2.3      6°8   0.5   0°2   2°0      6ol     9°5  ÿio7   4°5  12o5     12oI     Io0   1o5  18o3  30°4

Petroleum-exporting countrief/      i° 4      !o 7  ÿ4ÿ8  1603   ÿ6ÿ3      12o 7     13° 5   7o 4  18° 8  iio 4      23° 0     i0o 6   -io 8  30° i  62° 0

Other                           2°5     9.9   3.6  ÿ9°5   6°9      3°6     7.9  ÿ5ol  ÿ1o7  14o3      1°8     ÿ5o6   0°5  10°8   2ol

Nest Asia                          llÿ7     17o9  13°2  13.4   2°9      12.4      8°7   8.3  19el  13o7      44°5     35°7  18o6  16o4 132o5

Petroleumÿ exporting eountriesgÿ/      12 ° 4      18o 6   13 ° 6   15 o 0    2 o 9       16 ° 8      i0 o 7   15o 5   16 o !   25 ° 5       51° 0      40 o 5   19 o 5   18 o 3  161 o 8

Other                             6°6     llo7   9.9   2°4   2°8       8.6      6°5    ÿ   23°4   6°0       6°3     llo9  15o8   4°5  ÿ5o6

South and East Asia                  9°7      7°6  12,.8  17.0   2ol       6ol      5.8   lol  12o6   5.1      10.0      4°7  13o4  22°3   0°9

Petroleum-exporting countrinshÿ!     12o3      3.7  18.9  25ol   3°2      16.3      9°4  21o8  35°8   1o2      34°9      1o2  33°2   45°7  68°6

Other                           9.4     8°0  12°l  15°9   2°0      5.4     5°6  =0.2  lloO   5.4      6°7     4°9  llo5  19o8  =7°4

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ ÿnthlyÿulletin of
StatiÿLatin American development and the international economic situation:  second regional appraisal of the International Development Stratÿÿ
Eÿ=ÿ7-981 and Addol-3)ÿ ÿSurvey of economic and social conditions in Africaÿ 1974ÿv (E/CNoI4/632ÿ part one and part two)ÿ 'ÿEconomic aud social survey of

Asia and the Pacificÿ 1974ÿ' (E/0NolliLo412)ÿ International Monetarÿÿ Fuadÿ International Financial Statistics (Washington, DeC° )ÿ and national sources°

a/ Estimated on the basis of changes in the value and unit values of trade°  As a result of the extraordinary changes that have taken place in prices of
most eÿoditiesÿ the margin of error is exceptionally large for recent years°

b/ Export quantum multiplied by changes in the terms of trade o

c/ Preliminary°

di Africanÿ South and East Asiau, West Asian and western hemisphere petroleumÿexporting countries°

ei Eeuadorÿ Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela°

f! Algeria, Gabon, Libyan Arab Republic and Nigeria°

Bahrain, Iranÿ Irsÿ Kuwait, 0manÿ Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirateso

h/ Brttuei and Indonesia°



Table 26°  ÿrket economies:  estimated eha#ge in unit value of exports &nd importsÿaÿ/ 1971ÿ1974

egiobl

Percentage change from preceding year in

Emcport unit value                              Ixÿort unit value                               Terns of trade

oo

Aversÿeÿ  s
1971ÿ197ÿ!

Developed market eeÿ.nomies        14 o 5

North ÿmerica                  12 o 8

Western Europe                  14o7

Japan                           16 o 3

Southern hemisphere             19.3

Developing eoÿmtries              94°8

Petroleumÿexporting countries  57.7

Other                            18ÿ9

Western hemisphere              28.8

Petrole%ÿexporting
sotuqtries                    55.5

Other                          20 o 1

Africa                           31o4

Petroleÿexportlng
countries                   45 o 1

Other                          19 o 1

est As.ÿa                        54.9

Petroleÿomÿeÿor ring
countries                    58.3

Other                          20 o 1

South and East Asia             21oi

Petroleuÿexgor ting
countries                    43o4

.Other                          18.2

iverage£ e/
1971  1972  1973  1974£/  1971=197ÿ   1971  1972  1975  197ÿ/   Average. J1971-197ÿ  197!  1972  1973  197ÿ

4.ÿ   9°2  20°0   25.6     i8.3      5.ÿ4   7.o6  22.1  41o3      ÿ3o2      ÿloO   1o5  ÿ1o7  ÿllol

3°3   4°0  15o3   30°5     17ol      5.ol   7.3  15o8  44ÿ2      =3o8     ÿ1o7  =3ol  =0.4   ÿ9o5

6.3  lOol  20.6   22°8     18o3      5.o5   7.8  24.8  57°8      =3.0      0°8   2ol  ÿ3o4  ÿ10o9

3.0  12.5  22°3   28°9     23.o3      4.°8   4°9  27.8  64ÿ4      ÿ5.7     ÿ1o7   7..2  ÿ4o5  ÿ21o6

0o4  21o7  46.7   !3.8     15o6      7.°3   8..5  12.o5  36.6       3.2     =7.2  12.4  50°4  ÿ16.7

6ol  llol  36.2  105.o9     20°2      6.0   9ol  24.5  45ÿ2      32.1      0o!   1o8   9.4   41o8

22o8  13o2  38ol  222ÿ4     19o7      6°9   8.6  23ol  43°7      31.8     14ÿ9   4°2  12o2  324.4

2o5   9.2  36.0   38ÿ0     20..6      5.o9   9..5  24..9  46..5      -1o4     -%9  -0.o1   8°9   -5.8

3°7  12.7  34.8   74°5     20.0      6.2   9°0  23°5  45.0       7.3      =2.4   5°4   9.2   20o3

27.°5  16o5  56.ol  189.o ?     ÿ0o3     10..5   7°6  21o5  45°0      29°5     15°4   8oi  12o0   99.8

3.o5  llo5  34.3   .h4.ÿ 0     19.9      5..4   9°3  2ÿo0  4%0       Ool     ÿ8o4   1.8   8°3   =0o7

0°3  10o2  45.6   85°3     19o8      6ÿ0   9ol  23o3  45°0       9.4     ÿ5oÿ   !oO  18.1   27ÿ8

15oO  32.6  37.9  148.1     19.5      5.7   9.1  23.2  43,o5      21,.1      8°8   3..2  Zio9   72°9

=8.7   5.8  51o2   37.8     19o9      6.3   9ol  23.5  44°3      ÿ0o7    ÿ14ol  ÿ3ÿ0  22°4   ÿ4o5

22.2  14.2  26.7  225.3      19o8      6.2   9.0  23.5  ÿo0      29°3      15o!   4°8   2°6  125o9

S5ol  14ol  26°8  246.ÿ0     17o8      5.6   9.o0  23.2  36.0      34°3     18o5   5°0   2°9  154o4

7.1  14.9  26°2   34.ÿ0     20.4      6°9   9..0  23.7  46°0      -0°3      0.2   5°4   2.o0   °8°2

2.8   9.9  32.0   44°2     20°8      5°7   9°4  26.5  46°0       0.2      =2.7   0oÿ   4ÿ5   =1o2

2.8  22,.5  47°o  328°7     19.4      5..3   9.4  26.2  40,°0      2Ool     ÿ2o4  12oo  16o5   63.4

2.8   8°9  3oo6   33.5     21o1      5.9   9°ÿ.  26.3  47.0      ÿ2o4     ÿ2o9  ÿooÿ   3.4   ÿ9o2

Soureesÿ  As for table 22°

£/ For the developing eountriesÿ estimated pÿrt!y on the basis of a set of regional prise indices in United States dollars for five grouÿs of
commodities - foodÿstuffsÿ agrieulturÿi raw mÿterials, petroleum and mineral oresÿ non=ferrous metals and other ÿnufactuzes ÿ weighted in aedordanee ÿith
the regional eeÿposltion of exÿorts and imports in 1970o  Where ÿpplieableÿ trades, sighted aversges of unit values of individual countries ÿege also ta&en
into account.  As stated in the foot~note ÿ to table 22, the tendency of such figures to overstate the real gains or losses should be eonsideged great ÿfor
resent years reflecting exeeptionallÿ large price chÿugeso

b/As defined in table 25°

/Preÿtminÿo



Table 27°  Export price indices of primaÿy eÿmÿodities
and ÿnufaetured goodsÿ 1971-1974

Commodity group

Aÿerÿe
annual
rate of
changeÿ a!

1971-197ÿ (19?o=ioo)          (19ÿ=Ioo)

1974 qnÿrteraÿ-/

(corresponding qÿer
ofÿarÿ  .....

First   Second   Third   Fourth

Priÿ commodities   28ÿ5

Food                21o7

Cereals           29°0

Wheat           33°3

Rice             29,o7

Maize           20°2

Beverages         10o5

Coffee            6°8

Tea               5o7

Cocoa           27°3

Meat           18o8

Beef           22°5

Matron and lamb 10o9

lÿirÿ products    Lÿ o 1

Sÿar            49 o 5

Other food        15°7

ricultuÿal
non-fooÿ          22 o 5

io6   %2o   174   273       zÿ

105   ll9   175   219       125

io3   114   209   277       z33

lO?   %22   238   316       13bÿ
97   io8   i98   283       14ÿ
98   lOl   165   209       13ÿ

88   97   %28   149       ll7

88   98   %23   13o       io6
99   96   99   %25       %27
79    92   173   263       152

n3   .3ÿ   19ÿ   19ÿ lOÿ/

6   .53   21+   22bÿ/
,o3   1o9   1ÿ2   ,5,ÿ lllbÿ

119   z35   14-ÿ   ,5ÿ     aÿ

io9   141   184   5oo       27ÿ

no   %21   lw   iÿJ lOeb--/

104   ll9   182   225       %24

185    168   148    137

144    %27    ÿ14    119

!95    159    Lÿi    lO1

213     169    104     96
195    Iÿ    139  ....

164    127   Lÿ7    o o o

%26    %27   io6    11o

i17    i15    9?     95
o    %24    13o    z43

182    174    1ÿ5    145

%20    102    99     ooo

9     99    zol    .o° o

%26    1o8    lOO    ooo

110       ill     lO6       o o o

i82     217    278    392

ll7     96    96    .o o

152     !35    ÿ    lo5

Fÿtsÿ oils and
oil-seeds       29 o i

Olive oil       33°0

Copra           31o9

Coconut oil     28.ol

Ground-nuts     19.o7

Ground-nut oi!  1ÿ3

lÿlmkernel8    20°4

Palÿkernel
oil           32°6

Pa!moil        20°9

Linseed oil     56°0

Linseed         36.9

Soya beans      35.o3

SoFa bean oil   30°2

Cotton-seed oil 30°5

lO0   98   167   278       166

85   64  156  303     194
87    62   134   ÿ69       202

• oÿ   %23   !%   2oÿ/
95    93   116   189       164

lllC-! 210ÿd!

21bÿ

92   Z08   297   593       200
85    95   235   351       15O
.®  11ÿ  lÿ  33ÿI     !ÿ'ÿ

18ÿ105   88   165   287ÿJ
1!3   85   145   29o       2oo

229    175    142    146

......  zS?    142

385    254   16o    zo8
371    2?6   185    102
&50    145  ......

188    1ÿ9    151    146
232  .........

352    284   z84  ....

216    164   1}4    ooo

399    319   151    131
234    i?ÿ    %20    %20
208    146   157  ....

256    175    156    o .o

247    207    170    200
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Table 27 (continued)

Commodity group

Average
annual

rate of     1971  1972  1973  1974ÿ/     197ÿ
changeÿ   p

1971ÿ19745/        (1970=100)          (1973=100)

1974 quarterÿ7

(corresponding quarter
of ÿrevious Fear = i00/ÿ

First   Second   Third   Fourth

Aÿricultural
non-food
eontinued)

Textile fibres     22°7       102    131    224     227        lOl

Wool           20°9      90   140   290 ÿ   214       74

Cotton          24,°5      llO    128    195     240       121

Jute           2o2      98   105   103    lÿ    lOÿ/

sisal         50°6     u2   159   285    51b /    19b /

Wood and wood pttlp 22.7       lll    121    168     227        135

Rubber            15o3       81    82   157    177       112

134   117    89    76

82    82     66     65
206    152     lO1     77
90     i01      120  .....

215    205     172     ,oo

146   145    129    123

198    130     86     67

Other agricultural
non-food        13o3       97   120   160    165       103      125    ll4      93      85

Minerals,           43° 9      ll4   127   164    429       262      308    296     275     202

Metal ores         14°2       103    llO    132     170        129       147     145      123      105

Iron ore         9o 5      106    ll4    120    144       121      ll6    120      125     124

Bauxite           i0.0       124    121  .....................

Copper ore       9ÿ5       78    76   122    144       118      173    166      91      70
Lead ore        18o 6       86   102   146    198       136      187    162     116      98

Zinc ore        41,o9      106   132   277    406       147      311    276     114      60

Tin ore         21o 8       96   103   130    220       168      177    212     170     128

Nickel ore       7°8      104   109   119    135       114      106    106     121     121

Mÿnganese ore   21.2      121   116   142    216       153      180    183     132     132

Chrome ore       6.8      118    118    i07     130       121       96     128      135      129

Fuels            50ÿi     117   131   172    508      294     350    335     314     220

Petroleum      55.6      ll8   135   182    602      331     421    395     362     226

Coal           26°9      ll6   121   152    259      170      143    162     173     194

Crude fertilizer  13.3       93   i00   i00    16bÿ     171bÿ/    146    176     192     ...

Msaufactured goods   12.3      106   115   133    159       119      116    120     116     124

Non-ferrous base
metals           J_l. 8      86 86   123    156      127     172    166     106      85

Aluminium        5.5     i01    91    90    124      138     120    133     145    153

Copper            9.9       T7    76   125    146       117      184    169      88      65
Lead            18.4      83    97   137    197      144     191    163     146     ll2
Tin             22 ÿ 1      96   103   128    222      173     188    215     170    132
Zinc            37.5     104   128   243    357      147     274    243     122     70

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on data from the Statistical Office of the United Nations°

a=/ Preliminary°

b/ Index for January-September.

c/ Index for July-December.

d/ Index for JÿuuaryÿMÿrch°
-92ÿ
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Table 29=  Developed mÿrket economies :  changes in experts and imports
and the balance of tradeÿ 1970=1974

Region and country
Average,  .

1971=1974ÿ/

Percentage change from preceding year                                               Balance of trade
(millions of dollars

Exports                                      Imports                     exports f.oob.; imports Coiof.)
Average,  .

1971  1972  1973  1974ÿ/ 1971=!974ÿ! 1971  1972  1973  1974ÿ/  1970    1971    1972    1973    1974ÿ/

o
fi

EFTA               24.3      9.0  20.7  38,6  31.1     24,3      9.0  15.9  36°4  38°4  -4 487  -4 895  =4 597  -5 692 -i0 638

Austria           25.8     ll°0  22.4  36.2  35.4     26.3     18.2  24.3  36.5  26.8    -692  =i 023  -1 333  =l 832  ml 864
Finland            24o4       2.2  25.0  29.9  44.4     27°0       6.0  14.5  35.5  58.3    -330    -437    =252    -505  ÿi 330
Iceland            22°7       2.7  26.7  53.2  13.8     34.8      33.8  10.5  54.7  44°3     -ll     -60     -42     -68    -187
Norway            26°2      3.9  27.6  44°2  32.6     22.7     i0.0   6.4  44.1  34.4  =i 247  =i 521  -i 080  -i 553  -2 173
Portugal           24.4     i0.7  22.3  42.7  24]0     29.7     14.7  19.9  37.6  49.5    -640    =771    -899  -I 171  -2 219
Sweden             23°7      10el  17.3  39°1  30.5     23.4       lol  14o5  31°l  52.6    -213     396     659   1 573    -301
Switzerland        23.3      ll°9  18.7  39,1  25.1     22.1      llo3  17°3  37°2  24o2  =l 354  ÿl 479  =l 650  -2 136  =2 564

Jaÿ               30.2     2ÿ.4  19.0  29,3  50°2     3h.6      4.4  19o0  63ÿ  61.8     437   ÿ 311   5 120  ÿi 365  =6 479

Southern hemis2here    22ÿ6        7°5   2ÿ.3   43o2   18,1      24.0       7.9   -3oÿ   44°3   57.0   -i 964   =2 155      349      388   =5 479

Australia          23.4       9.3  23.8  ÿ7.4  16oi     25,2       3ÿ4  -1°8  49.2  62.2    -285     -12   1 326   1 859  ÿ! 374
New Zealand         18.8      il.3  31.7  45.0  -6.2     30.9       8.3  12.9  43=2  67.6     =22      13     270     420  -1 220
South Africa        22.9       1.2  20.8  31o9  41.4     19.6      13o7  =10.3  38.2  45°3  -i 657  -2 156  ÿi 247  =I 891  ÿ2 885

Other Europÿ         29°6      i%.9  27.6  40.6  36.8     31o3       9.1  20.9  43.0  57.7  -5 450  -5 627  -6 379  -9 3O9 -17 O28

Cyprus              9.7       6.4  15.5  33.6  -ii.7     14.5      10.5  19.8  41.9  -8.5    -129    -147    -181    -268    -251
Greece              38,2       3.1   31.4  65,3  62.8     22°7       7.2  11,9  47°2  28.5  -i 315  -i 435  =i 377  -2 016  =2 095
Malta             36.2     15.4  ÿ8.9  ÿ6.3  36.7     22.4      -2,5  llo5  37,1  50.h    -122    ÿll2    -108    -142    =227
Spain             31,2     23.1  29.0  36.2  37.0     34.3      ÿo7  36,3  41o4  61.0  ÿ2 330  -2 002  =2 041  -4 358  =8 254
Turkey             27.8      14.9  30.3  49°4  19.4     41.2      23.5  33.0  34.2  80.5    -359    =494    =676    ÿ773  =2 201
Yugoslavia         24ÿ8       8.2  23,2  35.2  34.6    29.5      13.2  -0.6  47o7  69.0  -i 195  -I 437    -995  ÿi 752  =4 000

Developed market
economies             24.7      ll°8  18.9  36.6  33.2     26°8      ll.2  18.3  37°7  42.5  ÿ12 085  ÿ12 218 -13 096  =21 289  =68 048

North America         21.9       4.2  13o5   37.7   35.8     25.8      14oh  21.6  24.6  44.7   3 190  ÿ2 474  =8 094    =845  -9 933

Canada             19.4       9.7  15.1  24.4  29.6     24.6      15.9  21.2  23.6  38.6   2 395   1 738     990   1 391    ÿ443
United States

of America        22.9       2ol  12.8  ÿ3.3  38.1     26.3      13.9  21.8  25.0  46.8     795  =ÿ 212  -9 084  -2 236  -9 490

EEC                25.1     14.3  2o.h  36.6  30.3     26ol     ll.7  18.7  40.0  36.1  -3 811  -1 378     505  -4 466 -18 497

Belgium-Luxembourg  24.9       9.7  26.9   39.2  25.7     27.0      13.0  20.1  42.5   34.6     188    =i74     662     410  ÿi 444
Denmark            23.1       9.9  19.7  41o5  23.5     22°4       4.7   9.9  53°9  26.9  =i 051    =927    -654  -I 554  =2 183
France             26.6      lb.7  27.5  38.6  26.7     28.9      ll.2  26.9  39°7  40.2  -i 033    ÿ523    =550  -1 068  -6 441
Germany, Federal

Republic of       27.0      13.9  19.9  44.6  31.9     23.3      14.9  17o3  35.8  26.3   4 375   4 686   6 511  12 950  20 123
Ireland             23.8      17.5  22.0   33.0  23.1     23.7      13.1  14.9   32°6  36.0    ÿ502    =518    =502    ÿ659  =i 172
Italy             23.0     !ÿ.5  23.1  19.4  36.1     28°6      6.8  20.9  43.9  47.2  =i 763    ÿ864    =711  "ÿ5 572 =i0 686
Netherlands        29.4      18.3  20.5  43.3  37.3     26,4      14.7  13.8  41.3  38.3  =i 652  -1 469    ÿ737    -695  ÿl 190
United Kingdom      18o9     15.4   9.0  25°4  26.5     25.7      10.1  16o5  39.3  39.5  =2 373  -1 589  ÿ3 514  -8 278 =15 504

Sources:  Centre for Development Plauningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fÿnd,
International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.Co)o

a/ Preliminary o



Table 30° Deve!oped countries:  imports from and exports to members of
OPECÿ a/ January-September 1973 and January-September 1974

(Millions of dollars)

OPEC
South and                                         Percentage

West Asia   East Asia    Africa    America    Total        change

Western Eur o-ÿ/

lÿortsÿ c°i°fo
z

1973          9 344.8     333.9    4 130o5    506°7  14 315o9
1974         26 398°7     446°3   ii 244°6    930°7  39 020°3    172o(

E_ÿortsÿ f.oob.

1973          2 627.1     362°8    2 903ol    757°0   6 650.0
1974          4 438.4     604°4    4 411.0    962°3  i0 416oi     56oÿ

United States of
America

ortsÿ fooob°

1973            645°0     343o4      735.2  1 296o7   3 020.3
1974          2 965.2   1 249.8    3 254.0  3 740.3  Ii 209.3    271.1

portsÿ f.o.b.

1973          1 057.6     301.8      336°7    860..3   2 556°4
1974          2 115.4     372°6      536.3  1 426°6   4 450°9     74ol

Importsÿ coi.f°

1973          3 029.1   1 484°2      133.7     62.0   4 709.0
1974         i0 358.9   3 546.4      616.3     51..7  14 573.3    209°0

Exportsÿ f.o.b.

1973           895°2     622.8      210.0    173o5   i 901.5
1974          1 785.7   1 005.2     438.3    325ÿ3   3 554.5     8619

Above ÿ total           ÿ

Imports

1973         13 018.9   2 161.5    4 999.4  1 865.4  22 045°2
1974         39 722.8   5 242.5   15 114.9  4 722.7  64 802.9    194oO

Exports

1973          4 579°9   1 287.4    3 449.8  1 790°8  ll 107.9
1974          8 339.5   1 982.2    5 385.6  2 714.2  18 421.5     65.8

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ Direction of Trade
(Washingtonÿ D.C.).

a/ Algeriaÿ Ecuadorÿ Gabonÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Libyan Arab
Republicÿ Nigeriaÿ Qatarÿ Saudi Arabiaÿ United Arab Emirates and Venezuela°

b/ Austriaÿ Belgiumÿ Denmaÿ-kÿ Finlandÿ Franceÿ Germany (Federal Republic of)ÿ
Greeceÿ Italyÿ Netherlands, Norwayÿ Spainÿ Swedenÿ Switzerlandÿ Turkeyÿ United
Kingdom and Yugoslavia.
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Table 32° Selected developed market economies:  changes
in trade-weighted exchange rates of national
currenciesÿ 1973-1975

Percentage change betw en
Country,/               February     December 1973   December 1974   December 1971

and               and               and               and
December 1973   December 1974      March 1975       March 1975

Switzerland               -i.i             21.9             -2.5             30°9

Germanyÿ Federal
Republic of              8.7               6°0                -              19.5

Belgium                 -3°3             5.2             1.3             6°4

Netherlands                 ioi               5ol              2.4             13.1

United States of
America                  =0.5             -0°I             -1.5             -6.0

United Kingdom           =6°5             -1o8             -0°4            -20°4

France                     -1.2             -3.0               3°4              4°i

Japan                    -6.8            -6.9             2.2             I°I

Italy                 -7.8         -11.7           0o4         -23°6

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on effective exchange rates of individual
currencies against a basket of 20 currencies weighted by their importance in the
trade of the country concernedÿ computed by the National-Westminister Bank and
reported in The Economist (London).

a_/ Listed in descending order of increase of effective rate between
December 1973 and December 1974ÿ
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Table 35°  Developed market economies:  international
reservesÿ by typeÿ 1970-1974

(Billions of dollars)

Type of reserve

Reserveÿ end of period

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Change during quarters
1974

First  Second  Third  Fourth

Gold  .........  33.8 35.5  35.2 39.2  39.7

SDR  ........

Reserve position
in IMF  .....

Foreign exchange .

2.6   5.4   7.8   8°7   8°7

6.7  ÿ5.9   5.9   6ol   7.8

31.3 60°6 77.4 84°0 83.6

. 8.5 12.6 17.2 25.1 24.0

3.2 13.8 16.5 I0.2 ii.3

Totalÿ above . 22.6 44.8 60.7 65.6 64.3  -2ol    1.2  -i.0

United Kingdom .    .    i. 2   5. i   4. i   4.7   4.9      -       0.3    0.3    -0o 3

United States of
America  .....  0.6   0.3   0.2    -      -       -       0.i    0.2    -0°2

Other developed
market economies      6.9  i0°3  12.3  13.7  14.4    0.i     -2o2     3.6     -0.8

Republic of                                               -0.3      i. 0   -io 6

Japan  .......  0. ÿ     i. 0   -0.3

Netherlands  ....  0.8   0.4   i° 4   3.3   3.5   -0.4    -0o 5    i° 0

Spain  .......  1.2  2.5  4.2  5.9  5.6  -0.3   -0.4   0o4

Sweden  .......  0.4   0.7   i.i   2.0   1.2   -0.2    -0.5   -0.i

Switzerland  ....  2.4   3.8   4.3   4.6   5.4   -0.5     0.8   -0.i

Foreign exchange:

Australia  .....  I.i   2.7   5.4   4.9   3.6   -0.I    -0.2   -0.7

Belgiÿ  ......  0.8   0.7   i.i   2.0   2.2   -0.3    -0.i    0°5

Canada  .......  3.0   4.1   4.4   3.9   3.8    0.3      -    -0.4

France  .......  1.3   3.6   5.1   3.7   3.8   -0.4       -      0.3

Germany, Federal

-     o.4   o°7    o.5

-2.0   -0°6   3.1   -0.8

-2.0     -0.2     3.0      1.2Totalÿ above  ....  74°4 107.4 126o3 138o0 140o0

-0 oi

O .I

-0oi

0.2

-0.2

0.3

m

0.i

0.6

0.6

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C.), March 1974.
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Table 36°  Changes in international reserves, 1970=1974
(Billions of dollars)

Total reserves at end of                          Change in
Country or group        1970 1971 1972 1973 197ÿa/  1971 1972 1973 ÿ

etal developed market
economies                 74°7 107o7 127o2 159o6 141o5     35o0 19o5 12o4  1o9        33°8

United States ofÿerica     1%o5  13o2  15o2  14o4  16oi      -io3   -     io2   1o7 2°9

United Kingdom              2°8  6°6  5°7  6°5  6°9      3°8 -0°9  0°8  0°5         0.4

eÿinder of Western Europe  44°2  61o3  74°0  90°5  91o0      17o0  12o7 16.5   0°5         29.7

japÿ                     4.8 15.4 18.4 12.3 13o5     lO°5  3.o -6.1  io3        1o9

Other developed ÿket
economies                  8°3 11.3 16.0 16o0  14o0      3°0   4°8       ÿ2oi         2,7

otal ÿ countries     17o8  22°5  30o8  42,2  76,3 4,8  8.3 ilo3 ÿo2       53.8

Petroleum-erpoÿting
countries c/              5°5  8°6 llol 14o7 47°4      3°4  2°5  3°6 32.3        38°8

Other                   12o5 13o9 19o7 27.5 28°9     1.4  5.7  7.7  2°0       15o0

Western hemisphere           5°4  6oi  9°7 14o2 17°7      0.7  3,6  4,5  3.5        Iio6

Petroleumÿ exporting
countries d/            1o2  1.7  1°9  2.7  7°3      0.5  0.2  0.8  4.6         5.6

Other                   4°2  4°4  7°8 i1o5 10o4      0.2  3°4  3ÿ7 -1.1        6.0

ifriea                    4°4  5°7  6ol  7.0 14°2      1.3  0.4  0°9  7.2 8.5

Petroleumÿexporting
countries e/            2°2  3°6   3.8  3.9 lloO      1o4  0.2  0.i  7.1 7.4

Other                         2.2   2oi   2.3   3°1   3.2      oo.i   0°2   0.8   0.i          ioi

West ÿia                 2°9  4°8  7°2 10.9 31.8     1.9  2.4  3.7 20r9       27.0

Petroleumÿexporting
countries ÿ/            1.7  3.1  4.8  7.3 27°6      1.4  1.7  2.5  20.5        24.5

Other                   1o2  1.7 2.4  3.6  4.2     0.5  0.7  1.2  0.6        2.5

South and East Aÿia 5°i  5.9  7.8 io,i i2.6     0.8  i.9  2.3  2.5       6.7

Petroleum-exporting
countries g/              0°2   0°2   0,6   0°8   1.5       -     0.4   0.2   0.7          1.3

Other                  4°9  5.7  7°2  9.3 ii.i     0.8  i.5  2.i  i.8        5.4

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ lÿoJections and Policies of ÿhe United Natioÿ Secretÿiat,
sed on International Monetary Fand, International Financiÿl Statistics (Washington, D.C.)°

/Preliminaÿy°

/ Change between end of 1970 and end of1974

/ ÿfriean, South and East Asiÿuÿ West ÿiau, western hemisphere petroleum-exporting countries ang
Indonesia°

/ Ecuador, Trinidad and Tobÿo, and Venezuela.

e/ Algeria, Gabon, Libyan Arab Republic and Nigeria.

f/ Bahrain, Iranÿ Iraq, Kuwait, Omanaud Saudi Arabia.

gÿ Indonesia.
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Table 37°  Developing countriesÿ  changes in exports and importsÿ 1970-1974

Regionÿ/

Value

(billions of dollars)              Percentage change

1970   1971   1972   1973   1974ÿ/   Averageÿ. ÿ   1971
1971-1974ÿ/

from preceding year

1972  1973  1974ÿ/

I
o
o
J

Developing countries
Exportsÿ foo.b.
Importsÿ c.i°fo

PetroleuM-exporting countries
Exportsÿ f.o.b.

Imports° C°1ofo

Other
Exportsÿ f.o0b.

.Importsÿ Color.

Western hemisphere
Exportsÿ f.o.bo

Importsÿ Co1°fo

Petroleum-exporting countries
Exportsÿ fooobo
Importsÿ Colofo

Other
Exportsÿ
Importsÿ

f°oobo

c.l.fo

Africa
Exportsÿ f.o.b.

Importsÿ C o1°fo

Petroleum-exporting countries
Exportsÿ f.o.b.

Imporÿsÿ Col°fo

Other
Exports, foo.bo
Importsÿ c.l.f.

54°5  61.9  74°5 ii0o0
56.8  64.4  71.6  97.9

18o4o  24°2  29°4  44.6
iio0 ..12o9  15o4  21.8

36oI.ÿ 37.7  45.1  65°4
45°8  51.5  56.2  76oi

15o9  i6o5  19.0  27.5
17.6  19.8  22.1  28.7

3°3   3°8   4°0   6°0
2.8   3.3   3°5   4.1

12o 6  ......  1207  15o 0  21o 5

14.8ÿ ÿ%6o 5  18o 6  24° 6

12.6  ÿ!3o 0  14o 6  21o 4
l!oi  12o9ÿ  13o8  17.8

4.7    5.5    5.9    9.5
3°0   3°5   4oi   6.1

7°9   7.5   8°7  11.9
8oi   9oÿ4   9°7  !!.7

232.0      43.7      !3o 6
160.6      29° 5      13.4

138o0      65° 5      31o 5
35°8      37.0      17o3

94.0      27°0       4°4
124o8      28o5      12o5

48°8     32°4     3°7
51o2      30o6      12.8

15o9      47.8      15.4
7°3      27.1      17.6

32°9      27.2       0°6
43°9    ÿ 31o3      11o9

39.6     33. i      3.4
29°0      27°2      16ol

22.1      47.1      16.9
9°7      34.7      20.0

17o5      22o0      ÿ4o7
19o3      24o!      14.7

20o4  47.7  110o9
iio2  36o2   64o0

21.5  5ÿo 7  2o9° 4
29o4  36o7   64o7

!9o6  45.0   43°8
9oi  35.4   64.0

15.3  44.9   77°3
!!o 3  30oi   78° 3

5.4  47°9  165.1
5.5  18o 6   77° i

18.3  44.0   52.9
12o4  32o3   78o5

iio9  46o4   85° 3
7.2  28°9   63oi

7°2  60°4  132o5
17.2  46°3   59°8

15o4  36o8   47° 3
3.5  21o 4   64° 9



Table 37 (continued)

Regionÿ/ 1970

Value

(billions of dollars)             Percentage change from preceding year

1971  1972  1973  1974k/  Averageÿb/  1971  1972  1973  1974ÿ/
1971=1974ÿ

m

o
tÿ
i

West Asia
Exports, f.o.bo
Importsÿ c.l.f.

Petroleum-exporting countries
Exportsÿ f.o.b.
Importsÿ Col.f.

Other
Exportsÿ f.oob.

Importsÿ c.mof.

South and East Asia
Exportsÿ f.o.b.

Importsÿ Com.f.

Petroleum-exporting countries
Exportsÿ foo.bo
Importsÿ Col.f.

Other
Exports, f.o.b.
Importsÿ C.1of°

10.7  15o4  19.9  28.6  95.9     73.0     44.1  29ÿ2,  43.7  234.7
7.8   9°0  10.6  15.6  25°6      34°6      15.4  18ol  47.1   63.7

9ol  13.5  17o5  25.5  91.6      78.1      48.4  29,6  45°8  259°0
4.1   4,8   6.1   8.7  14o9      37.9      16.9  25°9  43°0   70,7

1.6   1.9   2°4   3ol   4°3      28.1      19o6  26.3  29°3   37°7
3.7   4J2   4.5   6.9  10.7      30°8      13.8   9.0  52,6   54.8

15.3  16.9  21.0  32o4  47.7      32o9     i0.6  24.0  54o4   47.2
20°3  22.7  25.1  35,7  54°8      28°2      12.0  10.6  42°2   53.5

1.3   1.3   1.9   3.6   8.4      61.1      46°6  45.6  83.9   136.0
I.i   1.2   1.7   2°9   3.9      37.9      15.3  33.2  71o4   37°3

14.0  15o6  19.1  28.8  39ÿ 3      29o3      ii°0  22.1  51o 4   36,2
19o2  21.5  23.4  32°8  50°9      27°6      11.8   9.2  40.2   55.0

Sources:  Centre for Development Pianningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of StatisticsÿInternational Monetary Fundÿ International Financial
Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoC.)o

a_/ As defined in table 25°

b_/ Preliminary.



Table 36.  Developing countries:  distribution of changes in foreign trade,ÿ 197bÿ

aÿge inÿ
foreign

trade from
Preoeding

year
(percentage)

Number of countries
Exports     Imports

Countries and areaseÿ in ÿhiehÿ in relation to the change in the preceding intervalÿ the change between
1973 and 197_4ÿents

Continuation               Decelerat ion              Acceleration                Reversal
Exports       Imports      Exports      Imports      Exports      Imports      Exports      Imports

Decline 0 Sÿdan
Bangladesh
Mali
Burundi

Increase of
less than20.O ll United

Republic of
Tanzania

E1 Salvador

Uganda
Sierra

Leone
Honduras
Somalia
Pakistan
Argentina
Uruguay
Hong Kong

Increase of
40.0 to 59.9

18      15

ii       22

Increase of
20. oÿ39.9

Malawi
Israel
Costa Rica

t

Barbados
Maii
Senegal
Qatar

J

o
g

Ghana
Ethiopia
Kenya
Brazil
Paraguay
Mexico
Republic of

Korea

Ivory Coast
United

Relÿblic
of
Cameroon

Malaysia
Papua

New
G%tinea

Phililÿpines

Togo
Peru
Martinique

Bangladesh
Indonesia
Ivory Coast

ile

Paraguay
Israel
United Arab

Emirates

Martinique

Colombia
India
Haiti
Sri Lanka
Guatemala
Madngascar
Nicaragua

Panama
Dominioan

Republic
Burma
Peru
Barbados
Thailand

United
Republic
of
Cameroon

Ethiopia
Uganda
Malawi
Jamaica

Bÿain
Argentina
Venezuela
Jordan
Honduras
Nigeria
Paÿua

New
Guinea

Kuwait
Sudau
Haiti
E1 Salvador
India
Thailand
Costa Rica
Mexico
Sierra Leone
Guyana
Daminican

Burma

dÿascar



Table 38 (continued)

aange in
foreign

trade from
preceding

year
(percentage)

Number of countries
Exports     Imports

Countries and areaÿ in which, in relation to the change in the preceding intervalÿ the change between
1973 and 1974 represents

Continuation              Deceleration                 Acceleration                   Reversal
Exports      Imports      Eÿports      Imports       Exports       Imports       Erports      Imports

o
!

Inÿrease of
60.0 to 79.9

2          - 21 Libyan       Singapore    Republic of
Arab                      Korea
Republiÿ

Jamaica Guatemala
Morocco
Sri Lanka
Algeria
Bolivia
Singapore
Colombia
United

Republic
of
Tanzania

Kenya
Oman
Panama
Gabon
Somalia
Ecuador
Pakistan
Iran
Iraq
Nicaragua
Uruguay

Increase of
80.0-99,9

Chile
Libyan

Arab
Republic

Bolivia
Morocco

Mauritius
Ghana
Saudi

Arabia
Malaysia
Tunisia
Philippines



Table 38 (continued)

auge in
foreign

trade from
preceÿ

yeÿ
(pÿcentÿe)

Number of countries
Exports     Impoÿs

B
0
Oÿ

Total           74       71         6         5         21        ii        4O         54         7          4

Increase of         23            6                                                                  Netherlands   Brazil        Senegal
i00.0 and                                                                                             Antilles    Syrian        United Arab
over                                                                                                 Syrian Arab     Arab           ÿnirates

Republic      Republic
Ecuador       Trinidad and
Mauritius       Tobago
Tunisia       Bahamas
Indonesia     Netherlandÿ
Gabon            Antilles
Jordan        Egypt
Venezuela
Bahamas
Togo
Kuwait
Algeria
Nigeria
Iraq
Trinidad and

Tobago
Qatar
0man
Iran
Bahrain
Saudi Arabia

Countries and areaÿrj in whichÿ in relation to the change in the preceding intervalÿ the change between
4ÿ rÿnts

Continuation               Deceleration                Acceleration                  Reversal
Export s      Import s      Export s      Import s      Export s       Import s       Export s       Import s

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly
Bulletin of Statisticsÿ International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCÿ ), and national sources°

Exports are priced f.oobo and imports, e.iofÿ

bÿ Preliminary.

cÿ Countries and areas are listed in ascending order of the rate of increase between 1973 and 1974o



Table 39.  Developing countries:  balanee of trade and changes in international liquidityÿ 1971ÿ1974

(millions of dollars )

Country group
Balance of tradÿ                 Net change in reservesbÿ

197ÿ    1972    1973    iÿ  19TA   1972   1973    197ÿ

Net change in other balanceÿ
of-payment s items

19ql    1972     1973     1974ÿ/

Developing countries, tots!

Countries reporting reserves ÿ/
Petroleum-exporting countriesÿ
Other

-2 537   2 912  12 o9o   71 4oo  ............

-316   4 9£3  13 621   72 611   4 846  8 251  ll 328  34 222
ll 355  14 127  22 716  lO0 229   3 415  2 550   3 603  32 389

-ll 671  -9 204  -9 095  -27 618   1 431  5 701   7 725   1 833

5 162    3 328   ÿ2 293  -38 389
-7 940  -ll 577  ÿ19 ll3  -67 840
13 io2   14 9o5   16 82o   29 451

Other countries

I
o
6

-2  221       -2  011       -1  531          -1  209  ............

Western hemisphere, total -3 346  -3 o61  -ÿ 19o   -2 398  ......

Countries reporting reserves  .    -2 458   ÿ2 025     ÿ224    ÿ! 372      776   3 520    4 503    3 545
Petrolÿmm-exporting countriese-/      532     559   1 850    8 542     483    288     786   4 218
Otherf_/                        ÿ2 990  ÿ2 584   -2 074   -9 914     293  3 232   3 717    -673

Other                           ÿ888  ÿI 036    ÿ966   ÿ1 026  ............

3 234   5 545    4 727   4 917
9     -271   -l o64   ÿ4 324

3 283    5 816    5 791    9 241

Africa, total 162    785   3 566   lO 554  ......

Countries reporting reserves ÿ/
PetrolÿIm-exporting countries

456     996   3 738   lO 874   1 309    469    829   7 261
1 997   1 787   3 452   12 446   i 4ÿi    199     59   7 072
l 541    -791    286   =l 572    -142    270     770    189

853     -527   -2 909   ÿ3 613
-546   ÿl 588   ÿ3 393   -5 374

1 399    i 061     484    i 761

Other                               -294     -211     -172      -320  .........

West Asia, total 6 413   9 291  12 997   7o 343  ............

Countries reporting reseÿ¢es ÿ/
Petrolÿum-exporting countriesÿ
other J_/

South and East Asia, total

6 413   9 291  12 997   70 343   1 933  2 353   3 693  20 943
8 695  ll 565  16 932   75 605   1 454  1 676   2 525  20 414

-2 282  -2 274  -3 935   -5 262     479    677   1 168     529

-5 766  -4 103  -3 283   -7 097    oÿ.

-4 48o   -6 938   ÿ9 304  ÿ49 4o0
-7 241   ÿ9889  -14 407  -55 191
2 761    2 951    5 103    5 791

Countries reporting reserves
Indonesia
Othe 

4 727  -3 339  ÿ2 890   -7 234    828  1 909   2 303   2 473
131    216     482    3 636     27    387    233    685

4 858  -3 555  -3 372  =lO 870    801  1 522   2 070   1 788

5 555    5 248    5 193    9 7o7
-lO4     171     -249   =2 951

5 659    5 077    5 442   12 658

Other countries                       -i 039     -764     -393       137  ............

(Soumees and foot-notes on following page)



(Sources and foot-notes to table 39)

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoC.)ÿ United Nations Monthly Bulletin of
Statisticsÿ and national sources°

a/ Exports fooob, minus imports Coi.f.

b/ Goldÿ SDRÿ convertible foreign exchange and reserve positions in the
International Monetary Fund.

c/ Preliminary°

d/ African, West Asian and western hemisphere petroleum-exporting countries
and Indonesia.

/ Ecuadorÿ Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela°

/ Argentinaÿ Bahamasÿ Barbados, Boliviaÿ Brazilÿ Chileÿ Colombia, Costa Ricaÿ
Dominican Republicÿ E1 Salvadorÿ Guatemalaÿ Guyanaÿ Haiti, Hondurasÿ Jamaicaÿ
Mexicoÿ Nicaraguaÿ Panamaÿ Paraguayÿ Peru and Uruguay.

/ Algeriaÿ Gabon, Libyan Arab Republic and Nigeria.

h/ Burundi, Central African Republic, Chadÿ Congo, Dahomey, Egyptÿ Ethiopiaÿ
Ghanaÿ Ivory Coastÿ Kenyaÿ Madagascar, Maliÿ Mauritaniaÿ Mauritius, Moroccoÿ Nigerÿ
Rwandaÿ Senegalÿ Sierra Leoneÿ Sudan, Togoÿ Tunisiaÿ Ugandaÿ United Republic of
Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzaniaÿ Upper Voltaÿ Zaire, Zambiaÿ and IMF special
drawing rights and reserve positions only of all other IMF member countries in
Africa.

i/ Bahrain, Iran, Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ 0manÿ Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab
Emirates.

i/ Israel, Jordanÿ Lebanon and Syrian Arab Republic.

k/ Afghanistanÿ Burmaÿ Indiaÿ Malaysiaÿ Nepalÿ Pakistan, Philippines, Republic
of Koreaÿ Republic of Viet-Nam, Singaporeÿ Sri Lanka, Thailandÿ and IMF special
drawing rights and reserve positions only of Bangladesh, Fijiÿ Khmer Republicÿ Laos
and Western Samoa.
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Table 40ÿ  Selected deve!oping countries:   changes in international
liquidity ÿ 1970-1974

Group and countryÿ/

b-V
International reserves ÿ-U'3

end of 1974 c/

Millions
of

dollars

As percentage
of reserves at

End of  End of
1970   1973

b/
Internationa! reservesÿ--

end of yearÿ ÿ/    al
as percentage of importsÿ'i

in preceding year

1970       1974

Total of countries listed

Oil-exporting countriesÿ/
Other

74 246
47 374
26 873

459    185
935   323
242    106

43       98
58       202
39        52

Paraguay
Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela

Asia

Total

Oil-exporting countriesg-!
Other

Dominican Republic
Ecuador
E1 Salvador
Guatemala
Guy an a

Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Hica

1 315      195    99
191      419    264

5 252       443     82
449      218     84
38      234    9O

91
35O
94

202
24
2O
44

190 ÿ
12ÿ395

105
45
87

39O
217

6 529

42 873       584    218       39        115

28 898     1 647    359       41        296
13 974       250    120       39         51

17 029       367    127
7 269      634    268
9 759       280     91

283
421
149
258
ll8

45o
220
137
188
214
272

496
9o8
123
64o

103       13        19
145      34       66
151       30         25
95      31       47

172       17         15
ll6       ll         27
106       ll         17
150      31        29
103       36         34
90       28         32

106        5         l0

153       22         72
83O       9        5O
94      89       76

270       56        232

Western hemisphere

Total

Oilmexporting countriesÿ/
Other

42        73

54        176
40         51

43        59
28         74
52         75
3O        51
7        8
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Table 40 (continued)

Group and countrya/

b/
International reserves ÿ--

end of 1974 c/

Millions
of

dollars

As percentage
of reserves at

End of  End of
1970   1973

b/
International reserves ÿ--

end of yearÿ c/   ÿ/
as percentage of importsÿ-ÿ

in preceding year

1970        1974

Asia (continued)

Afghanistan
Burma
Democratic Yemen
India
Indonesia

Iran
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Malaysia
Nepal
0man
Pakistan
Philippines

Republic of Korea
Republic of Viet-Nam
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand

67
191
68

1 325
1 492
8 383
3 273
1 202

350
i 397
1 674
1 618

127
225
46o

1 504

I o56
24o

14 285
1 392

78
835

1 855

lh3
203
i15
132
933

4 030
7O8
268
137
688

244
134
174
242
599
173
lO0

2 158
474
181

1 518
2O5

llO        ÿ3          50
190        57         180
90        27          68

i16        46          41
185        2O          64

678        14         249
211       I05         364
66       34        28

112      135        105
279        31         134
194        73         141
121        56          67
i05       128         141
194       478         118
96       18        47

145        20          85

97       33        25
124       5ÿ        39
369        90         717
I13        14          28
90        lO          19

174        15         140
143       73        89

Africa

Total

Oil-exporting countriesÿ/
Other

Algeria
Burundi
Central African Republic
Chad

14 120      335    207        52          92
lO 981      507    281        90         i17
3 139      154    108        36          52

1 689      498    148        34          72
15       94     67        71          47
2     125    98        3         4
8      329    516         4          9

Congo
Dahcmey
Egypt
Ethiopia
Gabon

22     252   285       ii        17
35      224    I05        29          37

342      205     88        26          38
275      387    156        46         128
47      330     99        19          30
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Table 40 (continued)

Group and countÿ/

b/
International reserves ,-

end of 1974 c/

Millions
of

dollars

As percentage
of   reserves    at

b/
International reserves ,-

end of yearÿ C/    d/
as percentage of imÿurOs-ÿ

in preceding year

End of  End of 1970       19741970   1973

Afriÿ'__ÿa (continued)

Ghana                             94
Ivory Coast                       66
Li%ran Arab Republic         3 616
Madagascar                         49

Maÿwi                             82
Mai                               6
Nerit ani a                      101
itritius                        131
M .ÿocco                           417

262     50        17         21
55    74       31        9

227    170       235        210
133    .73       20        24

;er                           46
ria                         5 629

]ÿda                             13
Legal                             6
rra Leone                      55

279    122        35         57
678    145         3          7

3 377   241       23        94
284    196        68         77
298    156        25         38

243     90        39         66
2 513    951        32        300

170     86        33         43
29    53       ii         2

139    105        31         35
alia                       42       201     121          40           38

}fan                         124       573     203           9           29
'ÿo                        54      154    144         61         54
• nisia                      418       697     136          23           69
ited Republic of
Cameroon                         98        121      191            39             29

nited Republic of
Tanzania                       50         77       35           27            lO

Jpper Volta                    84       230     133          72           96
5aire                       140       75     60         44          23
Zamoia                         172         34      89           93            20

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C. ), and national sources.

a_/ The list represents all the countries for which relevant data are
available.

b_/ Gold, convertible foreign exchange, SDR and reserve position in the
International Monetary Fund.

c/ 1974 data, end of:  March for Guyanaÿ June for Singaporeÿ August for
Central African Republic, Chadÿ Congo, Democratic Yemenÿ Mall and United Republic
of Cameroonÿ September for Panamaÿ November for Nepal.

(Foot-notes continued on following page)
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(Foot-notes to table 40 (continued))

din/ Valued C oio f o

e/ Algeriaÿ Ecuadorÿ Gabonÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Libyan Arab
Republicÿ Nigeriaÿ 0manÿ Saudi Arabiaÿ Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela,

f/ Ecuadorÿ Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela°

g i Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Omen and Saudi Arabia°

h/ Algeriaÿ Gabonÿ Libyan Arab Republic and Nigeria°
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Table 41.  Developed market economies:  provision of
official development assistance, 1970=1974

Item                  1970     1971     1972     1973 1974a/

Amount (billions of dollars )

In current prices  ........  6.7        7.6        8.4        9.2

In 1970 prices  ........  6.7        7.1        7.2        6°2

Pÿroportion of gross national
product (percentage)  .....  O° 33       O. B4       O° 33      O o 29

ll

6

O, 32

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on information from the Development Assistance
Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

a/ Provisional and partly estimated°
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Table 42.  Centrally planned economles of Eastern Europe and USSR.•  growth of foreign trade value, by country groupÿ iÿ6-197ÿ/

(Percentage)

Country and
partner group

Average annual rate                                                      Change from/preceding year
Oÿ      1971-1975,        1971,          1972ÿ          ÿ?                 197ÿ

actual             21aÿued            actual             actual             actual             Planned            Actual
Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports

1975z
_ÿlauned
Exports Imports

Total

Centrally planned
economies

Developed market
economies

Developing economies

Czechoslovakia
Total

Centrally planned
economies

Developed market
economies

Devmloping economies

11.2    8.4    io.ÿ/  9.8     8°9   15.8    ll°l   11.8    12°7   15.8  .......  _ 23°6

12.o  lO.5   __ÿo.ÿ/ÿ_-ÿI   9.3  18.o   12.ÿ  15.9   12oo  11.ÿ   ____ÿ7.oÿI     11.ÿ-I 17oÿ-/

6.6   -0.4*   8.2___     5.2   3.3     7.6   0.8    12.o   20.3  ......  )   55°ÿ1 64.ÿ/

15.3   17o9    ii .2_ÿ    12.8   28.8     5.8   -}.}    20.8   27.8  ......  I

6°9    6.8       6.3-6.7      i0.2    8.5     8.3    7oi     8.4   15.8     5,9ÿ/ 14,6g-/   16.7   22°8

5.9    6.5       7.4-7°ÿ    iO°0    8.8    12.O    9.7     6ol   11.6     5.7e/ 15.ÿ/    9.3   15.1

11.5  lO.6 I      4.ÿ      8.0  lO.9    3.5   0.8    19.8  24.7)  24.9/ 57.oh-/  51.o  ÿo6 )
3o9    o.7"}   ÿ  ÿ   ( 17.5   -2.7    -&o    8.0    °5.0   22o7 )                ( 52.4   ÿo8 )

o.o       ooÿ

ii o0

C

9ooÿ/ 6.oÿ/

k oo    2.8

German Democratic

Total                 8ÿ6   10.5  ......  i0,8    2.5     12ÿ2    9°7     9.4   19°6     10.O    16o5   22°8

Centrally planned
economies              8.3    10.5           iO-11          11.5     1.0      14.9     6.1       6°0    16.5  ......  7°8    12o6

Developed mÿrkeÿ
economies            9,7   ll.0  ......  9-7    6.6      9.4   23,2     18.1   24.6  ......  58.6   29,5

Developing economies    7,5     8.5  ......  7.0    -5.1     -10.6   -22,4      13,5    30.8  ......  27.1   155,5

9.1

Total                 8.9    9°4    ___7.0-8.5___     7.9   19.3     21.2   -2.9

Ceÿtrm/ly ÿlanned
economies             8,0     9.2          10.9ÿ/        12.7    20.7      22.3    ÿ501

Developed market10.8 )                                             I
econemiee             12.5          ÿ          1.6ÿ/        -0,6    25.2      21,8    -2,5

Developing economies    5,0     5o4"i                       (  0.0    °5.2       6.8    -1.6

18.1   9.4     ÿI  1ÿ-/    no6   ÿo8

15.7   4.9    6-7-ÿI  2o£I     8.6   22.3

.l  16.51 lOo19/lO_19/ ÿn.6  59.1
8°6   21.ÿ )                 ( 50.6   61.2

6.7

Poland
Total                10o3    8.9     9.2    9.8     9.2   11.9     17.1   21.4

Centrally planned
econÿes          uÿ   ÿoÿ2  7.6ÿ'    7.5    &9     18o2   lO.2

Developed market
8.6,ÿ.                     ( 15.5    20.1      18.7    49°0eeonemles              8.5    i0.0    13.9    (

Developing economies    8.3     0.3 )                      ( -0.5     7.8      -0.5     6,0

17.8   ÿ5.1    18.9   22.0    29.5   )3.2

12.7   1215  ......  18.1   13o9

50.3   69.7  ......  39.2   51.8

2.2   10.1  ......  91.ÿ   58.6

18o4 I0.6



Table 42 (continued)

Country and
partner group

Average annual rate
1ÿ-1970ÿ       1971-1975ÿ
actual              planned

Exports Imports   Exports Imports

kÿ
i

USSR
Tot---ÿ               9- 5    8.3

Centrally planned
economies          8.5      7ol

Developed market
economies         10oO    ll.4

Developing
economies        11.8     7.7

Romania
Total                  10.8    12o5

Centrally planned
economies          7.2      9°0

Developed market
economies         15.8    16o2

Developing
economies        19°4    14°7

Chan e from  recedin   ear
1971,           1972,           1973ÿ

actual             actual             actual             Planned           Actual
Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports   Exports Imports

21armed
Exports Imports

lO-ll       13.5    7.5     14°0   14.7     29°2   20°4     39.6   55°0        38°3           21.8

......  9°9    5.8     13.5   10°3     20.2    9.0     17°0e/ 27o7e/  .........

......  21.6    8.8    12.8   18.0    33.5   26.8 )

)  76. / so.e /  (  .........(
4.8    8.8    22.2   26.6    62.6   58.1 )                 (......  )                 (  .........

5.9-6.2..ÿ     7.9    6.4     2.5   18.4     24.1   16.8     i0o0     51.2   21°5     =13°0=

8.5ÿ./        8.5   10.5     2.3   17.7     9,6    5°3  ......  22.0   12.0  ......

(
2.0-2.6ÿ/   ( 13.5    3.2     -2.0   30°5     50.1   32.0  ......  68.0   33°0  ......

(
0.5   -3.2     8°0   -0.7     37°8   39.8  16.0   38.0

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national statisticsÿ plans and plan
fÿlfilment reports.

*  See foot-note a/

(cf. a i Trade partner groupingÿ unless otherwise specified, follows the classification employed by the Statistical Office of the United NationsUnited Nations Standard Countr Cÿ_ÿ_ÿ (United Nations publicationÿ Sales No° Eo70.XVII.13)).  Average annual rates for 1966-1970 were obtained as
semilogarithmic regression trends.  Cases of poor fit (R2ÿ0.5) are indicated by asterisksÿ  Growth rates were computed directly from the national currency data
end thus do not reflect the dollar devaluations.  Year-to-year growth indices in current dollars would be 8°6 per cent higher in 1972ÿ llo2 per cent higher in
1973 and 1.6 per cent lower in 1974 than the growth relatives indicated here°  Both exports and imports are expressed foo°b°, except for Hungarian importÿ which
are shown c oi.f. in the national returns.

b/ Mid-point of planned growth rangeÿ 9o9-11o2 per cent per annum°

c/ Implicit planned growth rates estimated from the residuals in the value projections (i.eo, total trade projected at the planned rate less components
projected at planned rates)o

d/ CMEA countries onlyo

e/ Including yugoslavia and Cuba°

f_! Growth rate January-September 1974o

E/ Growth rate of total trade estimated as weighted average of components.

h/ ÿCapitslist econoÿesÿ'ÿ i.e. economic classes I aÿd iI of the classification system referred to in foot-note d/ but excluding Tugoslÿviÿ ÿmÿ Cÿbao



Chapter I!I

INTERNAL  BALANCE

The imbalances that had characterized most economies in 1973 were not only
more acute in 1974 but in many cases were complicated by other forms of
disequilibrium.  The most pervasive of these was the rapid rise in prices that had
been induced initially by the upsurge in demand relative to production capacity
and commodity supply and that was later accentuated by poor harvestsÿ inventory
accumulation and a price-wage spiral reflecting attempts on the part of business
to protect and increase profit margins in the face of rising material and wage
costs and attempts on the part of labour to maintain and increase real wages in
the face of rising costs of living.  The resultant price inflation was transmitted
through trade to virtually all countries including even some of the centrally
planned economies of Eastern Europe where price and budgetary adjustments were
called for to accommodate the changes within the framework of planned price
relationships.  As 1974 advanced demand abatedÿ resulting in idle capacity and
attempts to run down inventoriesÿ by the end of the year many of the developed
market economies were facing unacceptably high and rising rates of unemployment.
Prices were still rising rapidlyÿ howeverÿ as the price-wage spiral continued in
the face of declining demand so that the choice of corrective policies posed
problems of unprecedented difficulty°

Developed market economies

In 1974 as in 1973 the developed market economies continued to be disturbed
by severe and accelerating price inflation (see table 43).  For most countries
internal equilibrium was further disturbed in the course of 1974 by rising levels
of unemployment (see tables 44 and 45).  To an increasing extent as the year
advancedÿ the major developed market economies displayed the characteristics of
both inflation and recession.  Thusÿ one exceptional feature of the economic cycle
which began with the sharp upswing in activity in the major developed market
economies in 1971 and passed into deceleration in the second half of 1973 and into
economic slow-down during 1974 was that both upward and downward phases were
accompanied by extraordinarily high price increases.  In this respect the downturn
differed from the conventional cyclical economic pattern in which outputÿ employment
and prices rise and fall roughly in lineÿ allowing for some time lags.  Consequentlyÿ
a major challenge to policy makers in 1974 was to find the means to combat
domestic inflation without adding to the number of unemployedÿ orÿ converselyÿ to
reduce unemployment rates without fueling inflation°  The choice and timing of the
monetary and fiscal policies adopted by individual Governments reflect
circumstances specific to each country as well as different views as to priorities
and means.

The accelerated rates of price inflation which affected the developed market
economies in 1973 and 1974 stemmed from several factors:   (a) food:  increased
demand for protein-rich foods as a result of rising income levels in recent yearsÿ
shortfalls in the output of some staple crops in 1972 and the consequent drawing
down of food stocks all contributed to advancing food prices in 1973 and 1974;
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(b) raw materials:  the sharp upswing in industrial activity in 1972 and 1973 in
the major industrial countries had resulted in shortages in the supplies of some
raw materials and steep advances in their prices which intensified as business
accumulated inventories either as a hedge against inflation or for speculative
purposes°   The price increases continued into 1974ÿ although in the course of the
year the prices of some industrial inputsÿ notably fibresÿ rubber and non-ferrous
metalsÿ declinedÿ in reflection of the slow-down in industrial activityÿ
(ÿ) petroleum:  the quadrupling of the price of crude petroleum during the 12 months
ending in January 1974 was reflected in 1974 in higher prices for transport
and electricityÿ pteroleumproducts and manufactured goods generallyÿ (d) currency
movements:  under a rÿgime of floating ratesÿ depreciation of the external value
of currencies of countries experiencing large external deficits raised the cost of
imports in these countries and induced many companies to fix the prices of their
export goods in terms of foreign currencies rather than in terms of the
depreciating currencies of the home countryÿ (ÿ) labour costs:  despite employment
lay-offsÿ wage rates in industry rose rapidly in 1974 (see table 46) as workers
sought to offset increases in the cost of living and raise real wages through the
spreading use of cost-of-living escalation clauses and through collective
bargaining°  At the same timer with decelerating or declining economic activityÿ
gains in productivity were small or non-existentÿ and increased labour costs were
passed on in higher product prices°

In the developed market economies as a groupÿ the rise in consumer prices
accelerated from around 5 per cent in 1971 and 1972 to almost 8 per cent in 1973
and to an unprecedented 13 per cent in 1974 (see table 43).  In nearly all
countries the rise during 1974 was greater than the average increase from 1973
to 1974.  Very few countries - Austriaÿ the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Malta and
Switzerland - experienced a price rise of less than i0 per cent in the course of
1974 and even some of the major countries saw their prices rise about twice as
fast:  United Kingdomÿ 18 per centÿ Italyÿ 25 per centÿ and Japanÿ 26 per cent.

In 1973ÿ in an effort to curb  price risesÿ most of the major developed market
economies had adopted restrictive monetary policies or deflationary fiscal policiesÿ
or both.   For the most party howeverÿ rates of inflation continued with little
abatement throughout 1974.  It was not until the final months of the year or early
!975 that the pace of price increase began to slackenÿ and then in only a few
countries.  As the economic slow-down took hold and spread in the course of 1974ÿ
howeverÿ rates of unemployment roseÿ causing s number of Governments to shift the
orientation of economic policy from an anti-inflationary direction to an
antiÿrecessionary one.

Averaged over the yearÿ unemployment rates were not generally out of line
with those recorded earlier in the decadeÿ Belgiumÿ Denmarkÿ the Federal Rÿpublic
of Germany and the Netherlands were among the few countries in which 1974 rates
were sharply higher°  In the course of the yearÿ howeverÿ there was a rapid and
widespread increase in the number of unemployedÿ only Austriaÿ Finlandÿ Norway and
Sweden registered a reduction while in a number of countries - including Franceÿ
the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Japan and the United States of America - the numbers
were over 50 per cent higher at the end of 1974 than at the beginning.

The inflationary trend that affected the United States was the longest and
most severe since the period immediately following the Second World War.  The
consumer price index rose by iio0 per cent between 1973 and 1974 and the
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wholesale price index by 18o8 per cent°  Whereas farm products had paced the
inflation in 1973ÿ it was industrial materials that did so in 1974o   An
extraordinary price increase of nearly 26 per cent was registered by industrial
commodities during the 12 months ending December 1974ÿ about three fourths of which
was accounted for by fuels and powerÿ metals and metal productsÿ chemicalsÿ and
machinery and equipment°  The rise in prices reflected in part the ending of price
controls and the efforts of the business community to restore or increase profit
margins that had been eroded by earlier increases in the cost of industrial
materials and other inputs°  As the level of economic activity fell and the impact
of post-controls adjustments tapered offÿ the rate of price increase for
industrial commodities slowed down:  by the final quarter of 1974 it had declined
to an annual rate of just over 3 per cent and by March and April 1975 - a period
coinciding with the deepening recession in demandÿ production and employment -
the increases had all but ceased°  Despite the slackening of inflation in the
immediately preceding monthsÿ the wholesale price index in April 1975 was about
13 per cent above the level of a year earlier°

Though the real gross national product declined in each successive quarter
of 1974ÿ employment levels held up during the first three quarters of the yearÿ
possibly reflecting business belief that the fall in demand was only temporary.
In the last two months of 1974ÿ howeverÿ continued sharp reductions in final

-demand impelled many business concerns to cut costs.  As a resultÿ the number of
civilian employees fell by Ioi millionÿ the largest two-month decline in the
post-war period°   The seasonally adjusted rate of unemployment- which averaged
less than 5.2 per cent in the first quarter of the year - rose to 7°2 per cent in
December 1974 and to 8.9 per cent by April 1975o

Between 1973 and 1974 average hourly earnings in manufacturing advanced by
8°3 per centÿ as compared with the ii.0 per cent rise in consumer prices (see
tables 43 and 46) so that real wages fell by 2.7 per cent as compared with an
increase in average output per man-hour of 0.8 per cent°  In each of the three
preceding years the gain in hourly earnings in manufacturing had exceeded the rise
in consumer prices by an average of 2°0 per centÿ this compared with an average
increase of 5°9 per cent in average output per man-hour in manufacturing over the
same period. ÿ/

The economic policies of the United States in 1974 were directed against
inflation rather than against recession.  Reflecting a tight monetary policyÿ prime
rates on bank loans approached I0 per cent in the first quarter of the yearÿ
advanced to slightly above 12 per cent by the third quarterÿ and eased to around
i0 per cent by the close of the year°  Federal government revenues grew by about

!/ United States of America:  outDu_ÿer man-hourÿ by sector
(Percentage change from Dreceding year)

Year    Total ÿrivate sector    Private non-farm sector    Manufacturing

1971          3.8                    3°7                 6.7

1972          3.6                    3.7                5°6

1973          2°6                    2.2                5°5

1974         -2.7                   -2.7                0°8
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$33 billion in 1974 - even more than the record rise of $31 billion in 1973o
Despite the rise in costs ÿ curbs on federal expenditure kept the federal government
deficit - measured on the national income and products account (NIA) basis - to
less than $8 billion in 1974 as compared with deficits of almost $6 billion in 1973
and over $17 billion in 1972o  During the first three quarters of 1974 the deficit
was in the range of $2 billion to $3 billionÿ but in the fourth quarter9 as the
recession deepened9 it increased to over $20 billion°  With rates of inflation
beginning to abate and rates of unemployment rising9 the Administration took a more
stimulative position in both fiscal and monetary policy.  In March 1975 Congress
passed a bill providing for rebates on 1974 federal income taxes amounting to
$8 billionÿ payments to begin in May 19759 as well as reductions and credits on 1975
and 1976 federal taxes involving a further cut of almost $15 billion in tax
liability°  In May 1975 Congress approved a budget deficit of $69 billion for fiscal
year 1975/76 while the Federal Reserve Board announced a target growth in the money
supply (currency and checking account deposits) of 5 to 7.5 per cent during the year
beginning March 19759 compared with an actual growth of 4 per cent in the 12 months
ending April 1975o

The fiscal stance of state and local governments tended to be somewhat less
contractionary in 1974 than in the previous year:  their combined surplus was
reduced by about $7 billion to $2 billion°  However9 in the final months of fiscal
year 1974/75 deficit financing became commonÿ especially in industrial areas9
despite cuts in expenditures involving reductions in the numbers of local
administration employees.

Canadian monetary and fiscal policies in 1974 suggest that inflation was of
prime concern until about the fourth quarter of the year when they became more
stimulative.  Between 1973 and 1974 the consumer price index rose by just under
ii per cent and hourly earnings of workers in manufacturing by just over 12 per cent.
Thus9 as in immediately preceding yearsÿ the real income of workers continued to
rise°  At 5.4 per cent9 the average rate of unemployment in 1974 was fractionally
lower than in 1973o

Two federal budgets were prepared and presented in Canada in 1974.  The May
budget - the rejection of which by Parliament brought about a general election - had
its statistical basis in two quarters of strong growth and an economy evidencing
supply constraints.   The budget presented in November had nearly two quarters of
domestic stagnation and inflation as its basis as well as a world economy
experiencing an economic slow-down.  Thus the November budget 9 while cautiousÿ was
distinctly more stimulative than the May budget:  it placed a higher priority on
sustaining growth and employment than on halting inflation.

The EEC countries 9 highly dependent on imports of petroleum and other raw
materials ÿ were affected more than North America by the steep increases that
occurred in the prices of these commodities in 1973 and 1974. 2/  Rising world
food prices also accentuated domestic inflation9 although the Community's common
agricultural policy afforded some protection to member countries whenÿ in contrast
to earlier relationships ÿ world prices of wheat and sugar rose above EEC threshold
prices.  The impact of external price increases was greatest in Franceÿ Italy

2-/ In the United Kingdom9 for example ÿ the cost of basic materials and fuel
used by manufacturing industry rose by 51 per cent between June 1973 and June 1974.
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and the United Kingdomÿ whose exchange rates depreciated under the influence of
large trade deficits°  By the same tokenÿ the further appreciation of the deutsche
mark tended to moderate the effect of the rise in world prices on the Federal
Republic of Germany°

As 1974 advancedÿ howeverÿ the prices of fuels stabilized and the prices of
many raw materials began to decline and the main stimulus to inflation came from
wage and profit margin pressures as laboÿ sought to protect real earnings against
actual or expected price increases or to compensate for differentials that had
opened up during earlier periods of wage controlÿ and business sought to protect
its profit margins against actual or expected wage increases°

Except in the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ rates of inflation were rÿning
considerably higher in the 12 months ending ÿarch 1975 than in the 12 months
ending December 1974o ÿ/  Thusÿ despite restrictive monetary policies and
anti-inflationary fiscal measures the EEC countries were not generally successful
in combating inflation in 1974o  In partÿ this situation reflects the extent to
which the price stimuli came from abroadÿ butÿ in large partÿ it reflects the
inhibiting effect of the actual or feared rise in unemployment which tended to
rule out stronger disinflationary policieso  In this there was a common concernÿ
since ÿ with about 50 per cent of EEC external trade being among member countries
the damping down of demand by one member is felt very quickly in the exports
markets of the others°

In the Federal Republic of Germany money rates had started to rise as early
as 1972 while in other Community members tight monetary policies had been pursued
since midÿ1973 when supply constraints emerged in the form of shortages of some
types of raw material and skilled labour.   The high cost of money did not succeed
in damping down inflation but it did have a negative impact on some types of
economic activityÿ particularly residential construction and hence on allied
industries such as building materials and durable household goods°   Fear that
anti=inflationary measures might have a stronger effect on employment than on prices
also tempered fiscal policyÿ though in some countries the need to restrain demand
stemmed more urgently from external payments considerations°

In the United Kingdomÿ one of the countries most affected by inflationÿ
following the rapid increase in the supply of money from mid-1971 to midÿ1973 and
the sharp rises in the prices of imported foodÿ petroleum and other raw materialsÿ
the budget of March 1974 aimed at 'ÿbroad neutralityÿ with only a ÿmildly
restrainingleffect'o  In July 1974ÿ with unemployment rates beginning to edge up
and many wage rates now linked to the cost-ofÿliving indexÿ the va!ue-added tax
was reduced from i0 per cent to 8 per cent and a number of other mildly
reflationary measures were adopted°  A supplementary budget in November was rather
more expansionary:  while providing for a threefold increase in the value=added
tax on petrolÿ it included tax relief to industry as well as increases in pension
and family allowances°  In contrast to these 1974 budgets which sought to maintain
employmentÿ the budget presented in April 1975 was designed to strengthen the

3/ The percentage increases in consumer prices for the year ending March 1975
were (in descending order):  United Kingdomÿ 21.25 Italyÿ 20o3ÿ Belgiumÿ 14°3ÿ
Denmark and Franceÿ 13o5ÿ Luxembourgÿ I0.5ÿ Netherlandsÿ 9o9ÿ Federal Republic of
Germanyÿ 5°9°   (In Ireland the rate for the year ending February 1975 was almost
24 per cent°)
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industrial base of the economyÿ releasing resources for exports and improving the
balance of payments° 4/  Despite the higher levels of unemploymentÿ it resisted
stimulation of domestic demand though recognizing that ÿ if economically stronger
countries failed to take the reflationary measures necessary to lead world economic
recoveryÿ the implications for the United Kingdom would have to be reconsidered°

In the Federal Republic of Germany several factors contributed to keeping the
inflation rate - 7 per cent in 1974 - lower than in any other developed market
economy°  A large current account surplus strengthened the deutsche mark in 1973
and 1974:  measured against the currencies of its major trading partnersÿ it rose
by 9 per cent in 1973 and by 6 per cent in 1974o  This appreciation provided some
protection against mounting import prices°  At the same timeÿ domestic demand had
been checked by restrictive monetary policies and anti-inflationary fiscal measures
adopted in 1973o  In the course of 1974ÿ howeverÿ as rates of unemployment moved up
as a result of lower activity in construction and in the automobileÿ textile and
other consumer goods industriesÿ some relaxation was effected in both monetary and
fiscal policies°

Monetary restrictions had included increases in discount rates ÿ controls on
the raising of credit abroad by nationals and on investment by foreigners in the
Federal Republic of Germanyÿ and the introduction of the Bardepot - an interest-
free cash deposit which companies had to place with the Bundesbamk against their
borrowing abroad°   In January 1974ÿ sweeping relaxations were introduced in
exchange controls and the Bardepot percentage was reduced from 50 to 20 per cent°
In the third quarter of the yearÿ when the inflow of funds ÿ speculating on
revaluation of the deutsche markÿ had ceasedÿ the Bardeÿot was eliminated
completely°   The discount rate was reduced in 0ctoberÿ again in December 1974 and
twice again in the following quarter°  Fiscal policies also became less restraining
and were directed towards stemming rising unemployment rates:   an investment tax
of ii per cent which had been introduced in May 1973 was abolished in December of
that yearÿ tax benefits were introduced for the construction of owner-occupied
houses and flats ÿ the building industry was the main beneficiary of a special
infrastructural programme°  Despite the relaxations unemployment continued to
rise:  it stood at 5°i per cent in January 1975 compared with 2o8 per cent a year
before.  At that stage ÿ a programme of tax reform came into operationÿ providing
significant tax reductions for low- and medium-income groups.

In Italyÿ as a result of a surge in domestic spending and am investment boom
in 1973 and the early months of !974ÿ import requirements rose substantially and
the trade balance moved into deficit°  As indicated in the preceding chapterÿ the
increases in petroleum prices between October 1974 and January 1975 accentuated the
disequilibrium.  With a view to containing the rapidly growing trade deficit and
checking the depreciation of the liraÿ the Italian Government introduced a number
of measures in May 1974 including an import deposit schemeÿ a credit squeeze and
higher taxes.   The impact of these measures fell chiefly on small and medium-sized
businesses and as a result employment and the plans for industrialization of
southern Italy were adversely affected°  Both consumption and investment fell in
the second half of 1974o  By March 1975 the annual rate of inflation was 4 per cent
less than the rate recorded in the final quarter of 1974o  As a result of a
strong export performanceÿ the curb on imports and an inflow of long-term capital

4/ The trade deficit in 1974ÿ as mentioned in chapter IIÿ amounted to about
$15o5 billion and the deficit on current account amounted to over $9 billionÿ
equivalent to about 5.5 per cent of gross domestic product at factor cost°
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there was also an improvement in the external balance°   In April 1975 the import
curbs were abolished and credit restrictions eased°

In Franceÿ monetary and fiscal policies were also anti-inflationary in 1974o
The discount rate was raised from ii to 13 per cent in the first quarter and
stayed at that level for the remainder of the year°   Throughout the yearÿ government
policy was delicately balanced between reducing prices and raising at least the
lowest incomesÿ through higher minimum wages and welfare paymentsÿ for example°
The pace of economic activity declined first in constructionÿ the automobile
industry and the public works sectorÿ and later in the year in consumer industries°
By December the number of unemployed was 57 per cent higher than a year earlier.
In the early months of 1975 some cautious reflationary measures were adopted:  the
discount rate was reduced by i per cent in January 1975 and again in February and
there was some relaxation of credit restrictions$ some types of social benefits
were increasedÿ including the provision of relief for pensioners and the lower-paid
and of more generous compensation to those affected by short-time employment.
Stimulus was applied to the construction sector by advancing to the first six
months of the year two thirds of central government expenditures earmarked for
housing and public works in 1975o

For the countries of southern Europe the worsening of the employment situation
in EEC countries and the world-wide economic slow-down meant a reduction in foreign
exchange earnings from tourismÿ shipping and migrant workersÿ remittances°  Many
migrant workers were affected by the sharp decline in activity in construction and
in the automobile and textile industries in north-western Europe°   Of an estimated
i million emigrant workers from Yugoslaviaÿ about 100ÿ0O0 are reported to have
returned home during the first i0 months of 1974o  Turkish emigrant workersÿ also
numbering i millionÿ were similarly affected and added to the already high
unemployment rate in that country.  In Greeceÿ tooÿ there was a reversal in the net
migratory flow in the first half of 1974ÿ and this also contributed to the
worsening unemployment situation:  during the first seven months of the yearÿ
recorded unemployment rose by an eighth and there was a concomitant decline in the
flow of remittances° Similarlyÿ migrant remittances to Spain are estimated to have
declined by about 14 per cent in the first i0 months of the year as compared with
the same period of 1973o  The employment situation in Portugal deteriorated largely
as a result of domestic political uÿheaval and reduced foreign investment, but the
return of emigrant workers from Europe and soldiers from Angola and Mozambique
also swelled the numbers of unemployed°

As a result of sharply increased air fares and the slow-down in economic
activityÿ tourism tended to fall off generally in 1974o ÿ/  Shrinking demand and
higher costs caused the failure of several firms heavily engaged in the holiday
traffic from northern to southern Europe.  The armed conflict in Cyprus
discouraged visitors not only to that country but also to Greece and Turkey°   In
Portugalÿ tourists were discouraged not only by the political upheaval but also by
an outbreak of cholera°  After many years of rapid increase 1974 brought a reduction
in the number of visitors to most of southern  Europe:  in the first nine months
the declines were i per cent in Portugalÿ 9 per cent in Spainÿ 13 per cent in
Greece and 32 per cent in Yugoslavia°

/  In the first seven months of 1974 the number of passengers crossing the
North Atlantic by airlines members of the International Air Transport Association
fell by i0 per cent as compared with the same period of the previous year°
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Japan entered 1974 with a highly inflationary economy and a balance of ÿayments
that had swung into deficit°   Given the country's great dependence on imported
energyÿ the large increase in petroleum prices had a powerful adverse effect on
both internal and external balance°   Between the last quarter of 1973 and the first
quarter of 1974 consumer prices rose by almost i0 per cent and wholesale prices
by almost 15 per cent°

In an effort to combat these rapidly rising prices Japan maintained stringent
control on domestic demand throughout 1974o   The measures adopted included a
continuation of credit restrictions and the imposition of price controlsÿ including
a campaign against ÿunreasonableÿ price increases°  Early in the year the Government
announced a sharp cut-back from the original estimates of budgetary expenditures for
the fiscal year 1974/1975o   In real termsÿ this implied no expansion in the over-
all loan and investment programme and a significant reduction in the volume of
public works°

As the year advancedÿ the stabilization of petroleum pricesÿ the decline in the
prices of some imported primary commodities and the damping down of domestic demand
combined to restrain the advance in prices°  Neverthelessÿ the increase in consumer
prices between 1973 and 1974 averaged almost 25 per centÿ the highest rate among
the major developed market economies°

The worsening of the employment situation was greater than implied by the
increase in the annual average rate from 1o3 per cent in 1973 to 1o4 per cent in
1974o  The amount of overtime worked was about one fourth less than in 1973 and the
job offer/seeker ratio fell sharply in the second half of the year (from Ioli per
cent in August to 0°87 per cent in November).  In December 1974 the rate of
unemployment stood at 1o6 per cent compared with 1.0 per cent a year earlier°

Despite the urging of the business and financial sectorsÿ official policies
reflected concern that even cautious and gradual relaxation of the curbs on
domestic demand would aggravate inflationary pressures°  Neverthelessÿ in the last
quarter of 1974ÿ the central bank began to display a more flexible attitude to the
lending activities of commercial banks and other financial institutionsÿ and some
of the sectors most affected by recessionÿ such as copper smelting and aluminium
refiningÿ were granted relief from the most stringent credit restrictions°

Although in April 1975 the discount rate was lowered by 0°5 per cent from
the 9°0 per cent which had been in force since December 1973ÿ other credit
restrictions were retained andÿ on the wholeÿ policies continued to be directed
towards management of domestic demand with a view to controlling inflation°  This
was one of the factors behind the relative moderation in wage increases agreed to at
the spring negotiations:  compared with the average increase of 29 per cent won in
1974ÿ wages in the public sector as a whole are to rise by not much more than
14 per cent in 1975.  In the private sector settlements averaged between 12.5 per
cent and 13.5 per centÿ even less than the 15 per cent ceiling advocated by the
Government and employersÿ organizations.

As in the case of many other developed market economiesÿ Australia and New
Zealand experienced rising rates of inflation in 1974ÿ primarily as a result of the
higher costs of imported fuels and manufactures combined with internal wage-price
pressures.  And hereÿ tooÿ the consequences of the imbalance and of the efforts
to deal with it began to show in under-utilization of capacity:  in the course of
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the year the unemployment rate rose from about 1o8 per cent to 3°3 per cent in
Australia and from 0°8 per cent to 3ol percent in New Zealand°   The domestic
slow-down was exacerabated by weakness in the demand for some of the major eÿorts

particularly wool and meat ÿo and both countriesÿ having revalued theirÿcurrencies
upwards in 1972 and 1973ÿ found it expedient to devalue in the third quarter of
1974o

in order to moderate the potentially inflationary effects of this devaluation
New Zealand instituted a system of price and income controlsÿ while at the same
time supplementing its benefit to the rural sector by a system of subsidies designed
to halt the laying off of farm labour°  Concern over rising unemployment led to a
reflationary 1975/1976 budget in both countries°   In addition to increasing federal
expenditureÿ the Australian budget was designed to bring about a redistribution of
income in favour of the lower-income groups most severely affected by the inflation°
At the same timeÿ a "social compact" was entered into with organized labour in an
effort to contain the compoment of wage claims attributable to the anticipation
of inflation°

Developing countries

The efforts of the developing countries to raise the standard of living and
increase productive capacity are often threatened by the inflationary potential
resulting from the imbalance between limited resources and large meeds°   This
inflationary tendency is moderated when more goods become available from either
domestic or foreign sources and isÿ in turnÿ aggravated if the flow of goods slows
down°   In the period under review the forces influencing the internal balance were
unusually powerftÿo

World food supplies had not fully recovered from the crop failures of 1972 and
in many developing countries they remained very tight°   The commodity boom and
price increases greatly expanded the moneys flowing into most developing countries ÿ,
particularly to exportersÿ to trading and financing establishments and to
Governments°  At the same timeÿ these higher prices had found their way into
manufactured productsÿ already rising in cost as a result of the inflation that was
raging in most of the industrial countries in 1973 and 1974.

The prices of the commodities the developing countries purchased on the
international market rose sharply between 1973 and 1974o  The unit value of
manufactured imports rose by 19 per cent in dollar terms°  The price index of
cereals on the international market was 37 per cent higher in 1974 than in 1973o
The greatly increased price of petroletÿ exerted a particularly strong
disequilibrating effect on the importing countriesÿ partly by increasing the price
of transportÿ power and petroleumÿbased consumer goods and partly through the
secondary effect on the cost of food production of higher prices or curtailed supply
of fertilizer and other inputs°

With the unit value of imports sharply higher and rising rapidly and about
two fifths of the developing countries experiencing a decline in per caDita
food productionÿ it was more difficult than ever to maintain domestic price
stability in 1974o  Even more than in the developed market economiesÿ the rise in
food prices that started in 1972 continued to exert strong upward pressure on
consumer prices in most developing countries°   In 1974 there were five developing
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countries in ÿich food prices rose faster than other retail prices for every two
in which food prices lagged.  Among the worst hit were some of the food-deficit
countriesÿ most notably Bangladeshÿ Egyptÿ !ndiaÿ Israel and the Republic of
Korea.

Where agricultural production registered a satisfactory increase the balance
between supply and demand improved°   Thusÿ better food supplies in 1974 helped to
stem the rate of price increase in a number of countries in the western hemisphere
(Argentinaÿ Uruguay and Venezuela)ÿ Africa (Moroccoÿ the Nigerÿ Southern Rhodesia
and the Upper Volta)ÿ West Asia (Iranÿ Jordanÿ the Syrian Arab Republic) and
South and East Asia (Malaysia and Sri Lanka)o

For most of the developing countriesÿ the uDsurge in price levels between
1973 and 1974 followed a similar - though much less vigorous - acceleration
between 1972 and 1973.  Double-digit increases in the consumer price index were
recorded by seven out of eight developing countries in 1974 compared with about half
the countries in 1973 and only a quarter in 1972o   On a year-to-year basisÿ the
rise in consumer prices accelerated in over 80 per cent of the developing countries
in 1974ÿ while in less than i0 per cent was there a marked slow-down in the rate
of price increase (see table 47)°

In the developing countries as a group 6/ the price index for consumer
goodsÿ weighted by 1970 private consumptionÿ rose by 26 per cent in 1974 compared
with 19 per cent in 1973 and 13 per cent in 1972.  Food prices increased by
27 per cent in 1974 compared with 23 per cent in 1973.  Measured in this wayÿ
South and Easÿ Asia recorded the highest rate of inflation (nearly 31 per cent)ÿ
followed by the western hemisphere (26 per cent)ÿ West Asia (20 per cent) and
Africa (15 per cent).

With the decline in some commodity prices in the course of 1974 and the
slackening in demand of the developed market economies for developing country
exportsÿ the pace of inflation eased off in nearly three fifths of the developing
countries in the second half of the year°  Consumer prices for the developing
countries as a whole rose by 12.1 per cent (12.7 per cent for food items) during
the first half of the yearÿ while the corresponding rates in the second half receded
slightly to 10.6 per cent and 11.4 per cent.  The only region to record a higher
rate of inflation in the second half of the year than in the first was West Asia°
In other regionsÿ especially in the western hemisphere and Africaÿ the favourable
out=turn of agriculture along with the various restrictive measures adopted by
some countries helped to slow the upsurge of prices,  in South and East Asia there
was some deceleration in the price increase in India and the Philippines but the
deceleration was most pronounced in Hong Kongÿ Indonesiaÿ Malaysiaÿ the Republic of
Korea and Thailand.

These price movements are related not only to the level of activityÿ the flow
of domestic supplies and the volume and cost of imports but also to changes in money
supply°  While most of the countries in which production rose substantially recorded
a high or increasing volume of currency and demand deposits with the local banking
systemÿ a larger money supply in most cases was also associated with a rise in

6/ Based on the countries in table 47ÿ excluding Chile and the Khmer

Republic.
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prices°   In nearly 90 per cent of the countries the increase in the monetary
aggregates in 1974 exceeded i0 per centÿ in three out of five it was in excess of
20 per centÿ and in a fifth it was above 40 per cent°   Comparing thu trend in 1974
with that in 1973ÿ more than half of the developing countries experienced
acceleration in the growth in money supplyÿ while two fifths registered decelerationÿ
and one tenth centinued with a similar rate of monetary expansion (see table 48)°

The proportion of developing countries in which all three of the major sources
of money - government creditÿ private credit and foreign assets - contributed to
the expansion was only half as great as in the previous year:   just over a fifth
in 1974 as compared with rather more than two fifths in 1973o   On the wholeÿ the
extension of credit to the private sector was the most expansionary force:   it
made the largest contribution in 60 per cent of the countries and the second
largest in another 37 per centÿ while there was no country in which private credit
declined in 1974 (see table 49)°

The increase in foreign assets that exerted a strong influence on the domestic
money supply of a number of developing countries in 1972 and 1973ÿ growing out of
a rapid upswing in export earningsÿ seems to have lost some momentum in 1974.
Though it was a leading source of money in 29 per cent of the countries in both
1973 and 1974ÿ the proportion of countries in which the increase in foreign assets
contributed to the monetary expansion declÿned from 79 per cent in 1973 to
62 per cent in 1974o  In addition to the Fetroleum-exporting countries (Ecuadorÿ
Gabonÿ !ranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ the Libyan Arab Republicÿ Nigeriaÿ Saudi Arabiaÿ
Trinidad and Tobagoÿ and Venezuela)ÿ the countries in which the increase in foreign
assets was the major factor in the accelerated growth in money supply in 1974
included Boliviaÿ the Congoÿ Mauritiusÿ the Syrian Arab Republic and Togoÿ where
export earnings were particularly buoyant in 1974.  On the other handÿ the change
in foreign assets exerted a negative influence on the money supply of rather more
countries in 1974 than in 1973ÿ it was the leading contractionary factor in
35 per cent of such countries in 1974 as compared with 30 per cent in 1973.  A
reduction in foreign assets was the principal factor in decelerating the growth of
money supply in Argentinaÿ Brazilÿ Costa Ricaÿ the Gambiaÿ Guatemalaÿ Haitiÿ
Hondurasÿ Indiaÿ Israelÿ Kenyaÿ Nepal and Nicaraguaÿ all experienced a deteriorating
external balance°  In Gabon and Ghanaÿ howeverÿ an increase in private credit more
than counterbalanced a reduction in foreign assetsÿ and the growth of money supply
accelerated.

Government budgetary deficits tended to be less expansionary in 1974 than
in 1973.  Official borrowing from the banking system was an expansionary factor in
58 per cent of countries in 1974 compared with 72 per cent in 1973.  Correspondinglyÿ
there was a doubling in the proportion of countries in which a reduction in
government net borrowing was the principal factor in the contraction of money
supply - from about one fifth in 1973 to about two fifths in 1974.  This group
includes a number of countries - notably the petroleum=exporting countries mentioned
above plus Indonesiaÿ as well as Bolivia = in which buoyant exports increased the
revenue of Governments and thus lessened dependence on the banking system for
financing.  In these cases the contractionary influence on the money supply was more
than offset by the expansionary effect of the increase in foreign assets°  In some
countries - including the Ivory Coastÿ Mauritania and Senegal - the effect of a
decline in government borrowing was more than offset by increased private credit
and there was an accelerated expansion in the money supply.   On the other handÿ
in some countries - including Ethiopiaÿ Malawiÿ the Nigerÿ Pakistanÿ Paraguay and
the Upper Volta ÿ a reduction in official borrowing from the banking system was the
principal factor in slowing down the pace of monetary growth.
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In addition to widespread shortages of commodities and inflation of prices
several countriesÿ most notably some of the petroleum-exporting countries that
initiated rapid industrializationÿ also experienced shortages in skilled labour
and basic services (such as port facilities and transport) which resulted in
interruption amd bottle-necks in the economy.  To help ease the labour shortage a
few countriesÿ including Iran and Iraqÿ adopted policies designed to encourage
labour mobility and attract foreign workers as well as nationals living abroad.

More important in many developing countriesÿ howeverÿ were the effects of the
recession in the developed market economies that began to be feltÿ as the year
progressedÿ by way of reductions in the demand for their exports°  As discussed
in chapter IIÿ their export performance in the second half of 1974 was
characterized by declining volume and prices in the face of rising cost of imports°
The incidence of this slow-down in the developing countries was not uniformly
distributed°  Most adversely affected were exporters of such manufactured goods as
textilesÿ electronics and wood-products:  they include Brazilÿ Hong Kongÿ Malaysiaÿ
Mexicoÿ the Republic of Koreaÿ Singapore and Thailand.  Lay-offs of labour and
shorter working hours were reported in a number of places.  In the first three
quarters of 1974 manufacturing employment declined by i0 per cent in Hong Kongÿ
while by December 1974 the number of registered job applicants in Singapore was
more than one fifth above the corresponding figure in 1973.  The border industries
of Mexico were affected by the recession in the United States and the assembly
plants along the border which supply the United States market were closed or began
operating below capacity°

Counterbalancing these unfavourable effects from the external sector to some
degreeÿ howeverÿ was a higher level of domestic investment in many developing
countriesÿ supported by a substantially increased quantum of imports financedÿ in
the case of non-oil-exporting countriesÿ by a large inflow of official donations
and long-term capital from advanced countries and petroleum-exporting countries°

The acceleration in the pace of inflation in 1974 required the developing
countries to intensify their efforts to mitigate its harsh consequences for the
mass of the population.  This task was complicated in some cases by poor
agricultural production and in others by the emerging effect of the recession.  A
wide range of measures was adopted including rationingÿ subsidiesÿ price and wage
controlsÿ restrictive monetary and fiscal policies and reduction of import duties
on some basic commodities.

TD soften the impact of rising consumer pricesÿ subsidies and price controls
were most widely used by countries with favourable export earnings including
petroleum producers (Bahrainÿ Bruneiÿ Iranÿ Kuwaitÿ Nigeria and Saudi Arabia) and
sugar exporters such as Mauritius as well as by Tunisia where a subsidy programme
helped to keep the increase in the cost of living index down to only 4.1 per cent
in spite of a 20 per cent rise in wholesale prices between 1973 and 1974.

Countries with more limited budgetary resources found it difficult to engage
in extensive subsidization of goods for mass consumption°  Price controls were
resorted to in many casesÿ but conflicts between price policy and production policy
soon emergedÿ especially where producers were themselves facing rapidly rising
costs.  Many countries - including Brazilÿ Indiaÿ Kenyaÿ Mexico and Nepal -
resorted to restrictive monetary and fiscal measures to combat inflation.  Where the
recession began to affect the export sectorÿ including exchange devaluationÿ new
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efforts to attract foreign capitals the promotion of industries with better
prospects and the retraining of workers were among the many measures adopted°   In
the Philippinesÿ workers released from the depressed timber industry were recruited
to carry out irrigationÿ feeder-road and housing projects°

In view of the unsatisfactory growth in agricultural production in many
developing countries in 1974 or in the two preceding yearsÿ policy began to swing
towards greater emphasis on agricultural development even among countries with
rapidly industrializing export-oriented economies°   This change reflects the
growing realization that low rural incomes result not only in serious social
inequity but also in a drag on the whole economyÿ inhibiting the growth of
industries based on a domestic mass market°

Centrally planned economies

Aggregate demand in the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 1974 was not weakened by external
developments and continued to press on the availability of domestic resources.   The
inflationary impulses emanating from the world market did notÿ howeverÿ leave these
countries unaffected°  Pressure on prices also developed in several centrally
planned economies owing to internal causes°   Neverthelessÿ price stability was
largely maintained during the year by the centrally regulated price-setting systems
of the socialist countries°

Although high rates of growth in output were achieved in Eastern Europeÿ
claims on resources appear to have expanded even fasterÿ and the internal balance
between avilable and required resources could be assured only through larger net
imports whichÿ together with a worsening in the terms of trade of several
countries9 caused larger than planned foreign trade deficits°   In the Soviet Union
the maintenance of internal balance was aided by external developments that led to
a significant improvement in the terms of tradeÿ and the country attained a large
foreign-trade surplus°

Balance in the consumer market appears to have generally improved in the
socialist countries in 1974ÿ but some strains developed in the producer goods
markets of those Eastern European countries which are net raw material importers.
With rising world market pricesÿ the maintenance of internal price stability
required substantial increases in budgetary subsidies in order to bridge the gap
between internal and external price levelsÿ accompanied by administrative controls
on the use of energy and raw materials°

In the allocation of national product to final uses there seems to have been
a tendency to increase the share of net investment - although in no case at the
expense of a real increase in the absolute level of consumption°   The rate of
expansion of gross fixed capital formation was exceptionally high in Poland
(26 per cent for the state sector) and in Romania (17 per cent)ÿ it was higher than
the rate of increase in national income in all countries except the German
Democratic Republic and probably Bulgariaÿ where the investment target does not seem
to have been achieved and outlays declined in absolute terms (see table 50).

Although the economic plans for 1974 put strong emphasis on the need to
shorten the gestation period of new capital construction projects and to concentrate
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on the completion of unfinished onesÿ the actual increase in operating production
capacities was generally smaller than projected°   Only the German Democratic
Republic reported notable success in this sphere°  Elsewhereÿ in spite of some
improvement in the concentration of efforts on priority projects in several
coumtriesÿ the stock of unfinished investment undertakingsÿ the value of which is
of the order of one fifth to one quarter of the annual national productÿ appears
to have increased at higher rates than planned°  Significant new capacities
nevertheless became operational in all countries and added to the output stream°
New investment starts in Eastern Europe appear to have been concentrated in the
bottle-neck sectors of energy and raw material suppliesÿ as well as in the chemical
industry°

The increase in material production was accompanied by a dynamic growth of
personal income.   Total personal income increased in 1974 in nominal terms at rates
ranging from 15 per cent in Poland to 4°3 per cent in Czechoslovakia°  Although in
some countries part of this gain was eroded by price increasesÿ real income per
head expanded rapidly also (see table 51)o  As a ruleÿ disposable income per head
grew faster than average wages and salariesÿ owing to expanding social benefits
both in the form of monetary transfer payments and benefits in kind°  The total
increase in transfer payments was probably most significant in Hungary (16 per cent)
and Poland (14 per cent)ÿ even after the higher price changes in these countries
are taken into account°

In most countries of the region wage increases weze coupled with or accompanied
by measures to narrow inequalities in income.   Generallyÿ more rapid increases in
the minimum than in the average wage rates have been used to achieve this endo   In
several countries tax measures were introduced for distributive purposes° 7--/

Standards of living in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union were also enhanced
by the rapid increase in housing constructionÿ although plan targets could not in
all cases be fulfi!led°   The rate of new construction varied between 6 and 9
apartments per thousand inhabitants.

Total and non-agricultural employment in Eastern Europe and the USSR expanded
in 1974 in line with continued growth in production°  Industrial employment in
these countries was increased by the absorption of new entrants into the labour
force and also by the diversion of workers from agricultural occupations.  In
contrast to unemployment worries elsewhere in the worldÿ the socialist countries -
especially the more developed ones - are more concerned with inadequate expansion
in the labour forceÿ caused by the falling rates of population growth and the
lengthening period spent in training and educationÿ and with tendencies for an
excessive labour intake by the growth sectors°  Planning efforts were directed at
discouraging or controlling additional emp!oymentÿ espeeiallF in industryÿ and

/ In Czechoslovakiaÿ agricultural tax rates were made progressiveÿ in
Hungaryÿ taxes on the farm sector - whose workers in recent years have shown

higher income gains than non-agricultural workers - were raised and a new property
tax on privately owned housing was introducedÿ and in Poland a one-time wealth levy
with marginal rates rising from i0 to 60 per cent was imposed on the value in
excess of a certain minimum of privately owned non-agricultural real propertyÿ
yachts and some types of foreign-made automobiles°
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towards ensuring labour-saving production methods.  In industryÿ these efforts
appear to have been successful in 1974:   output per worker expanded not only at
rates between 5 and 9 per centÿ but in all countries except Bulgaria and Romania
also at rates higher than those planned (see table 21)o

The aggregate supply of goods and service to consumer markets increased in
1974:  the volume of retail salesÿ measured at constant pricesÿ expanded faster
than planned and at accelerated rates as compared to the averages of the first
three years of the decade in all countries of the regiom except Poland and the
USSRo  Rates of growth ranged from 6 to I0 per cent (see table 51)o

The below-plan expansion rate in the Soviet Union was probably related to the
slow output growth in light industry and may indicate that short-comings in the
adaptation of supply structure to consumer demand caused a temporary market
imbalance°  Total money incomes appear to have increased at a higher rate than
retail sales°   In Eastern Europeÿ aggregate market balance appears to have improved
in Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republicÿ where consumer supplies
expanded substantially faster than tota! money incomes°  In several other countriesÿ
howeverÿ where money incomes had grown especially rapidly over the past few yearsÿ
the maintenance of balance in consumer markets required increases in the general
price level°  This was the case in Hungaryÿ Poland and Romania°

In spite of the improved over-all supply situationÿ imbalances persist in most
countries in the structure of supply and demandÿ especially in the case of some
consumer durables°  This is also trueÿ in several countriesÿ for certain
agricultural productsÿ such as meat and meat productsÿ which have high income-
elasticity of demandÿ and also for labour-intemsive products such as vegetables.

The improved market balance in most countries of the region is reflected in the
behaviour of the rate of savings out of current income°  In CzechoSlovakiaÿ where
market supplies increased most markedly relative to incomeÿ new savings declined
in absolute termsÿ and in several other Eastern European countries the growth of
new saving deposits slowed considerably although it continued to be somewhat higher
than the growth of money incomes.  In the Soviet Unionÿ by contrastÿ the volume of
new savings deposits jumped by 29 per cent over the preceding yearVs level while
money incomes increased by 6-7 per cent.  The total stock of savings deposits
continued to grow in all countriesÿ howeverÿ at rates ranging from 8 per cent in
the German Democratic Republic to 24 per cent in Poland°  This substantial expansion
in private savingsÿ while in some instances undoubtedly still indicative of
involuntarily postponed consumption caused by the temporary unavailability of goodsÿ
is increasingly motivated by the desire to accumulate funds for future purchases of
durable consumer goods and of housing and is stimulated by govermment policies which
in several countries now rely for almost two thirds of housing construction on such
financing.

Increases in the consumer price level in the centrally planned economies were
small compared with those observed in the rest of the worldÿ but nevertheless
constituted a novelty in several of these countries.  The largest rise occurred in
Polandÿwhere retail prices increased by 5.6 per cent after several years of virtual
price stability.  In Hungaryÿ prices rose by 1.9 per centÿ considerably less than
the average annual increase of almost 3 per cent observed since 19709 and in Romania
the estimated increase in the cost of living was of approximately the same
magnitudeÿ again after three years of essentially stable prices.  In the other
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countries of the region the changes were counted in fractions of i per centÿ up

or aOWno 8_/

Infrequent changes in the price structure have been one of the institutional
characteristics of the centrally planned economiesÿ where price adjustments
generally have to be implemented through a centralized administrative apparatus°
Domestic prices are insulated from foreign prices by various subsidies and taxesÿ
and producer prices are kept more or less independent of consumer prices by
similar buffering instruments°  While assuring a high degree of price stabilityÿ
desirable for social reasons with respect to consumer markets and for the sake of
plan administration with regard to producer marketsÿ the relative inflexibility of
this price-setting mechanism has from time to time come into conflict with the
desire to use prices as indicators of relative costs in decision making at all
levels° The dramatic price movements on international markets in 1973 and 1974 have
accentuated this problemÿ as well as making it more difficult for some of these
countries to maintain existing price levels°

The dilemma has been resolved for the time being rather differently in the
various countries°  Those which have a relatively stronger preference for price
stability absorbed the impact of changed foreign trade costs mainly through
increased budgetary transfersÿ while othersÿ such as Hungary and Polandÿ allowed
some price adjustments in 1974 and have indicated the expectation of larger price
changes in future plan periods.  Inflationary pressuresÿ whether emanating from
domestic sources or from developments abroadÿ are therefore not automatically or
immediately translated into price changes in the internal markets of the centrally
planned economiesÿ andÿ at the same timeÿ price stability does not necessarily
indicate the absence of inflationary pressures in these countries.

Producer price changes were more widely spread than those of consumer prices
and reflected cost changes in both domestic and foreign trade°  Industrial wholesale
prices in Hungary increased by 3ol per centÿ which was not sufficient to cover
changes in import costsÿ and further adjustments have been scheduled for 1975
which will result in an over-all price rise of 8 per cent° 9--/  In Poland a

8/ In Polandÿ the relatively large change in the price level of consumer goods
occurred in spite of the official price stop on basic food products first introduced
in 1971 and reaffirmed for 1975o  In addition to the price of food staplesÿ prices
of most manufactured consumer goods remained unchangedÿ but increases were
substantial for other food productsÿ especially those marketed outside the socialist
sectorÿ for alcoholic beverages and for most servicesÿ with especially steep rises
for restaurant meals.  Except for fuels and transportation servicesÿ changes in
international prices seem to have had a relatively small impact on the movements of
consumer prices in Poland°

Price fluctuations abroad had a greatcr influence in Hungaryÿ where the
increase in consumer prices was mainly in respect of heating and fuelsÿ coffeeÿ
tropical spices and fruitsÿ wine and some other alcoholic beverages.  Prices for
some textiles and clothing articles were reduced.  In Romania consumer prices were
also affected by price movements in imported raw materialsÿ in addition to changes
in domestic agricultural procurement prices.

9-/ Since only part of this can be recouped by increases in consumer prices
(planned at 3.6 per cent)ÿ the Government has instituted some offsetting fiscal
relief to enterprisesÿ including a general reduction of one third in the tax on the
value of fixed assetsÿ as well as by additional budgetary subsidies.
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5 per cent increase in producer prices stemmed mainly from price increases for
fuels and products of light and food-processing industries°   in Czechoslovakia and
Romania new producer prices for a wide range of industrial products were
introduced in the course of a scheduled over-all price revisionÿ adjusting prices
mainly -to past domestic cost changes°  New producer prices for oil products and raw
materialsÿ howeverÿ were clearly influenced by import cost considerations°
Procurement prices for some agricultural commodities were revised in 1974 in a
number of Eastern European economiesÿ even in countries where industrial wholesale
and retail prices remained largely unchanged°

The unanticipated increases in subsidies from the state budget required to
contain price changes within planned dimensions were very substantial in the more
trade-dependent economies°   In Hungaryÿ for exampleÿ the budget law for 1974
foresaw a doubling of the 1973 outlays for this purpose to about i0 billion forintsÿ
but actual subsidy payments rose to some 24 billion forintsÿ or more -than one tenth
of budget expenditures°  This procedure has strained government budgets in all the
European centrally planned economies except the USSRo  The major cause of these
budgetary strains was the unexpected deterioration in the terms of trade resulting
from sharp increases in import costs°  In 1974ÿ howeverÿ these changes were
confined largely to trade with the market economiesÿ or to less than one third of
the total foreign trade of the European socialist countries°  Now that intra-CNEA
contract prices will be renegotiated around levels that approximate world market
prices much closer than beforeÿ the need for budgetary support of prices will
undoubtedly expand very rapidly.  As noted earlierÿ for the trade-intensive and
resource-importing countries of Eastern Eÿope the transfer of world market price
trends to the intraÿCNEA market will result in a deterioration in the overÿall terms
of trade in 1975 that is likely to be substantially larger than that experienced
in 1974.  Dnder these circumstances it may be difficult to maintain domestic price
stability without endangering internal financial or market balance°
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Table 43ÿ  Developed market economies :  rate of increase in consumer prices, 1971-1974
(Percentage)

Average
annual
rate

1971-1974
All

items    Food

1974ÿ change from corresponding quarter of previous yearChange from preceding year

First             Second           Third
- lAll items Foodb-!   Al!                All                All

1971   1972   1973   197ÿ lÿ   items   Food   items   Food   items   Food

Fourth

Food I

Iceland            19°8   23.5    6.4   10o3   22.2   40.3   45.4    32°7   47°0    43°8   57°9    41.2   34°8    5!o3   51o4
Greece             12.4   14°5    3.0    4°4   15.5   26.9   27°6    33°5   36°4    31.7   32.0    28.4   50.8    16o5   14o4
Portugal           15.2   15.1   ll°9   10o7   12°9   25.1   32°6    23.8   22.9    26.0   31°l    28.6   38°5    22.0   ÿ°8
Japan             11.7   12.7    6.1    4.5   11o7   24.7   28.0    24.5   28.7    24°2   26°4    24°8   27°8    26.0   26.7
Yugoslavia         18.0   18.2   15°6   16o6   19.7   20.2   15.3    19.7   18o8    18.1   10.8    22°8   16°9    21o9   16.1

I

Oo
bo
I

Cyprus             8.2   lO. 0    4.1    4.9    7- 8   15.8   19.7   - 14.9   19. O    17o6   20.9  ......
sÿaln             lO.9   lO.9    8.2    8.3   11°4   15.5   14.o    14.6   15.o    16°I   14.5    15.2   12.9    16]ÿ   1ÿ[o
Denmark            9-3   10.2    5.8    6.6    9°3   15 o3   12.0    13.9   14.0    14o6   llol    16.2    9°8    16.3   12.3
Australia           9.0   i0.i    6.1    5.8    9.4   14.8   17.2    13o5   19o8    14o4   17.6    16o4   14.5  ......
France             8ol    8°8    5°5    6.2    7°3   13o4   llo5    ]Io3   12.4    13.6   12o9    14°5   12°3    15o0   llo7

Belgium            7.4    6.4    4.3    5°5    7.0   12.7    9.2     8.3    7.3    11.5    7.8    14o6   lloO    16.0   Ii.i
South Africa         8.4   10.6    6.1    6.5    9.5   ll.6   15.0     9.4   iioi    I0.I   ll.3    13.1   18.7    13.8   18.3
New Zealand         9.2    9.2   10.4    6.9    8°2   ll.1   ll.5    10.5   14o3    lOoO   ll.5    llo5   I1o5    12o6    9.0
United States

of America        6.2    9.1    4.3    3ÿ3    6.2   lloO   14o3     9°9   19.3    10°5   15.5    11.5   11.4    i2.1   12°0
Canada             6.5    9.9    2.9    4.8    7.6   10.9   %.3     9.7   17.5    10.7   17.1    ll°O   14.8    12.0   16o2

Sweden              7.5    7.6    7.4    6.0    6.8    9-9    6.2     9.8    7oi     8.8    3.9     9°2    5.4    11o8    8.2
Switzerland         8.0    7.5    6°6    6 -7    8.7    9.8   10.8    10o4    7.0     9.4    8.8    10.6   13.0     8.7   14°l
Netherlands          8.5    6.5    7.6    7.8    7.9    9.7    7.2     8.7    7.6     8°8    6.0     9.9    6.6    10.9    8.1
Luxembourg          6.4    6.6    4.7    5,2    6 .i    9.6    9.0     7.9    8.3     8.7    7.4    10.2    9.6    i1o2   10.7
Austria             7.0    6.5    4.7    6.3    7.6    9.5    8.4     8.8    7.5     9.9    8.8    lO.1    9.3     9°7    7°8

Norway
Malta
Germanyÿ Federal

Republic of
Total, 28

countries dÿ
North America d/

=ope _d/
J

7.6
5.2

6.5

7.7
6.2
8°9
8.5

7.2
5.6

5.5

9.7
9.1
9.6
9.0

6.2    7.3    7.5    9.4    5°7    8°7    7°1    8.6    6.5    i0.0    8.8    10o8   10o9
2.3    5o4    7.7    7.3    7.4    6.0    7.4    6.5    5.0     8.3    8.4     8.3    9.0

5.3    7.0    6.9    7.O    4.8    7.4    5.4    7.O    4.4     7.1    4.5    6.4    4°8

5.3    4.8    7.7   13.0   15.0    ll°6   ÿ.8    12°5   14o9    13°5   14o0    14.2   14o7
4.2    3.4    6.3   ll.O   14°5     9.2   19°l     9.8   15o6    10.7   ÿo7    ÿo3   12o3
6.6    6°9    8.8   15.3   12.7    11°7   12.6    15°O   12.0    14ol   13.1    14ol   14o5
6.2    6.6    8.2   12.9   12.1    ÿ°7   31.0    22.9   27,0    25.2   24ol    ÿ.8   25.5

Italy             lO.l    9-9    4.8    5.7   10.8   19.1   17.0    14.2   13o6    16o4   13.8    20.6   18.4    24.7   23.7
Turkey            16,1   15.8   16.3   13°0   16.6   18.5   18o2    18.5   18.4    18.8   17.7    17.9   16.7    19o5   23.5
Finland            10.7   10.5    6.5    7.1   11.7   17.4   15.9    16.7   10.3    18.3   15.8    16.9   17.9    17o7   19.3
Ireland           ll.5   12.6    8.9    8.7   11°3   17.0   14o7     8.4    7.1    16 o3   10o9    17.9   16.2    20°0   20.2
United Kingdom      10.4   13.3    9°4    7.1    9.2   16.0   18.0    12.9   19.2    15o8   17.7    17.0   17o7    18.2   17°2

(Sources and foot-notes on following page)



Sources and foot-notes to table 43

Sources:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of
Statistics and Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics.

a_/ Countries are arranged in descending order of percentage increase in
consumer prices (ÿVall itemsÿv) from 1973 to 1974.

b_/ January-November for Belgium, Italy (food only)ÿ Japanÿ Spain and
Yugoslaviaÿ January-0ctober for Turkeyÿ January-September for Australiaÿ January-
May for Cyprus.

c_/ October-November for Belgiumÿ Italy (food only)ÿ Japanÿ Spain and
Yugoslaviaÿ October only for Turkey°

d__/ ÿ'AII itemsÿ weighted by private consumption in 1970ÿ ÿfoodÿ weighted by
food consumption in 1970.
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Table 44° Selected developed market economies:  unemployment
rates and changes in unemployment, 1971-1974

(Percentage)

Country-a/

Annual average unemployment      Change in average number of
unemployed between

rate b__/              1971   1972   1973   December 1973
and     and     and  a      and

1971   1972   19T3   19T4-c/ 1972   1973  1974c! December 1974
c/ d/

Cyprus
Denmark
Germany, Federal

Republic of
France
Netherlands

1.1   0.9   1.2   4.1   -11.6  31,3 238.7     494,1
3.7   3.6   2.4   5.3    -0.3 -32°8 121.4     160o3

0.8   1.1   1 2 2.6          33.0  ii.0 113,2                        94.7
2.0el 1:9e/ . ,,    13.4   2°7  26.4      57.1
1.6   2.7   2,7   3.3    74.0   Io9  22,7      38.1

1.6   2,3   1.9   2.2    43.7 -14.5  22.5      85°9
............  -21.5 -i0.I  19.1      60.6

Australia
Greece

United States of
America           6,0    5.6    4.9    5.6     -3.1  -ii.i   17.9       50.5

Yugoslavia           6.7    7,0     8.1    9.0       8.2   21.3   17.3        21,4
Belgium           2,9   3.4   3.6   4. i    22.4   5.6  14.2      37,5

Ireland            7.2    8,1    7.2    7.9     13o7   -8.5    9.1       38,1
Japan              1.2    1.4   1,3    1,4    14.1   -8.2    9,0       53,7
Canada             6.4    6.3    5.6    5,4      1.8   -7.5    1.0       16.6
Austria             2.1    1.9    1.6    1.5     -5.6  -15,9     -        -1,5

Spain  ............  0.5  -21.5     -         51.9

United Kingdom      3,4    3o 8    2.7    2,7     i0.8  -28, 8   -i. 5       25.6
Italy            3.2   3.7   3.5   2.9    14.4  ,4.2 -16.2      3.2
Norway            0.8   1.0   0.8   0°7    21.3 -13.5 -16.4      -7.4
Sweden             2.5   2.7   2,5   2.0     5.9  -8.4  -18.4     -28.7
Finland            2.3   2.5    2.3   1,8    12.2   -7.2  -21,6      -22,9
New Zealand  ............  82.1  -59.2  -58.6        40,2

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
iUnited Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics,

a_/ Countries are arranged in descending order of percentage increase (or
ascending order of percentage decrease) in number of unemployed between 1973 and
1974.

bl Unemployment rate refers to the number of persons wholly unemployed and
temporarily laid off except for United Kingdom which excludes temporarily laid off
(derived from unemployment insurance statistics, employment office statistics or
sample surveys) expressed as a percentage of the civilian labour force.  Because of
differences in definition, the data do not permit simple intercountry comparisons,

c/ Preliminary.

d/ Change between December 1973 and December 1974 expressed as a percentage of
the former except for Australiaÿ United Kingdom and Yugoslavia (November to
November)ÿ Italy (October to October) and Greece (September to September).

e__/ Cited in Organisation, for Economic Co-operation and Development, Etudes
conomiques:  France (Paris, February 1974).
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Table 45.   Selected developed market economies:   unemployment and Job vacancies a_/ 1971-1974

Country

Number of unemployed
( thous ands )

Number of vacancies
(thoÿs ands )

1974,                           i97ÿ,
fourth                                       fourth

1971   1972   1973  1974  quarter      1971  1972   1973   197h  quarter

Percentage ratio of unemployment
to vacancies

1974,
fourth

1971   1972   1973   1974  quarter

!
ua
oÿ
!

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark

Finland
France
Germany, Federal Republic of
Greece
Ireland

Ttaly
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Spain

74   lO4    87   123   203         41   32    64    62    40
53    50    41    41    48         56   62    66    58    ÿ6
71    87    92   105   127         13    9    14    14     ÿc/

552   562   520   525   507         33   58    78    89ÿ/  9 --
30    30    20    45    83          4    6     9     3     1

49    57    52    42ÿ/  36ÿ/       12   16    23    30    26
337   380   394   498   682        123  165   252   205   138
189   247   282   602_, 806 ,      641  548   564   311   218
30    24    2z    26ÿ/  lÿeÿ  ...............

42    48    44    4ÿ/   45ÿ'        .  ..............

613   7oi   669   545A/ 551ÿ           .°.
547  584  527/ 517 '  517
62   108   llO   136.. 158e/      107   63    67    69d/  58
12    15    13    lOÿ/   8ÿ        ll    9     8    ll--   i0ÿ/
19o   191   15o   141AI 14ÿ-I  ...............

180   325
95    81

546    967
1 673  969

75O   5O0

408   356
274   230
23   45

.oÿ      4.°

121     i13
58   171

109   167

136   198   508
62    71   i04

657   750. ,l 814 ,
667   643£! 525£/
222 1 5OO 8 3OO

226   135!/ lOOÿI
156   243   494
50   194   370

Sweden                                 45      48
Switzerland                           -       -

Turkey                            45     44
United Kingdom                       776    855
United States of America         4 993  4 840

46    39    39         36   32    35    49    44       125   150   131    80    89
-     - hl  -86£/           4    5     43a/           2,ÿ/     14i  i26                   "°°
46   71÷      32   35   34   37 ?  49=,,   135

611   592d/ 590e!       179  193   403   408ÿ-'  425e!      434   443   152   145d/ 139e!
304 5 076 5 612  ...............................

164   197o. 272 .
163    91-ÿ/   80£I

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, Main Economic Indicators (Paris), March 1975.

/ Because of differences in definition both in measuring unemployment and in determining vacancies, these data cannot be used for
intercountry comparison.  In general, the figures represent the averages of various registration or sample survey enumerations taken at
specific times.

/ Average for January-June.

/ Second quarter.

d/ Average for January-September.

/ Third quarter.



Table 46°  Developed market economies:  changes in hourly earnings
of workers in manufacturingÿ a/ 1971-1974

Percentage change from corresponding portion of preceding year

Country          1971        1972        1973        1974         19747
fourth quarter

2c_/Australia         !Io 3          9.6         12.9         23° 5ÿj        30°
Austria             ii°i          12oi          ii.2          12.6             7o5
Belgium             ii.0          14.4          15o8           21.1  •         26ol
Canada         9.0       8.3       8.5      ii o8b¢      14.7cÿ
Denmark           14o 5         12.6         18o 8         23. i--         19.4--

Finland             15.0           13.9           16o8
France               ii°i           11.3           12.5
Germanyÿ Federal

Republic of     13o4           8°5           9°8
Greece               9°0            9°2          16o0
Ireland             16o0           14o7           19.6

21°9ÿ/       22°9ÿ/
18.6         2o°4

Italy
Japan
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Spain

13 5
13 9
12 0
27 1
12 0
14 0

10.4       24° 3
15.6       23.6
12o5        13o5
7.8       10.7
8.9        10.7

18.4       16.3

12o ÿb/      12.3
27° -       26o2ÿ6

23.2J       20.2ÿ/
26.5        22.7

17oÿA/      18.2 ,
10.          9,8ÿ6

33° --      38.9ÿ/

Sweden             7.8         14.8          8o4         ii.0_ .        13.4 ,
Switzerland        i0.0            8° 2            9.2          i0 °ib/           9.9cj
United Kingdom    12.5          13o8          12o8          17.0            21.0
gnited States

of America        6.0           6.6           7.1           8Oÿb/         i0o5c/
Yugoslavia          22° 0           16.4           17o 6           28° --           30.0Z-'

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Developmentÿ Main Economic Indicators (Paris)ÿ March 1975.

a/ Including mining in the case of Austriaÿ Denmark, Sweden and Yugos!avia;
including construction in the case of the Netherlandsÿ firms employing 20 persons
ar more in the case of Canadaÿ male workers only in the case of Australiaÿ
Netherlandsÿ New Zealand and Norwayÿ monthly earnings in the case of Japan and
Yugoslavia°

b/ January-Septembero

/ Third quarter.

d__/ January-June.

e/ Second quarter.
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Table 47°   Selected developing countries:   changes in consumer pricesÿ 1972-1974

AQ

Percentage change

From preceding year  In latest 12 monthsÿ/

1972    1973    1974ÿ/  Total       Food

Countries or areasÿ/ whose rate of inflation was 15 per cent or less in 19742/

i°   Experiencinÿ less inflation in 1974 than in 1973ÿ/

Liberia                          4°0    19.6     2ol     11o6       14o9
Niger                         9o7   iio7     3o4     4.2       0o5
Haiti                        3.2   22°7   15o0    19o5      14.0
Hong Kong                       6oi    18o0    14.6      9°9      8.0
Dominic an Republic                7.9     15o i     13o 2      i0o 5        iio 8

2.  E_E_xperiencinÿ a similar rate of inflation in 1973 and 1974ÿ/

.

Central African Republic         7°2      5.6      5°0      10.7        10o6
Tunisia                              2.2      4.7      4ol       5°7        -i.0
Ethiopia                     -6.1     8.9    8°7     6°3       3°9

ExDeriencinÿ a hiÿher rate of inflation in 1974 than in 1973ÿ/

Congo                           13.0     3°5     5.6      io3       11o3
Togo                            4°3     5°0    12o5     23°0       29°7
Sri Lanka                        6.3     9.6    12o3     10.7       11.6
RSunion                       7°7   11o7   14.5    16o3      18ol
Zambia                         5.6     6.0     9.2      7°6        8°3

Upper Volta                      -2.9      7.6    10.8       0.5        .o.
Fiji                       9.1   11o2   14.5    16.9      19o3
Iraq                         5.2     4.9    8°3     6.6       7.2
Southern Rhodesia                2°9      3.1      6.6       7.0         7.4
Iran                          6°4    9.8   13o6    14.0      17ol
Venezuela                          3°0      4°0      8°5      12o2        20.8

Chad                         2°9    5.4   i0o2    15,4       2o6
Gabon                          4° 7     5.9    I0.8      9°4        4.9
Lebanon                            4,9      6.0    iioi       7o 4         8.4
Egypt                       2oi    4.3    9°4    13.i      21.1
Mauritania                         8,2      7.2    13.3      19.2        27.1

Honduras                           5.2      5.2    12.6      11o3        12.2
Somalia                       -2.9     6.4    14.3     20°5       24.3
Morocco                            3.7      4.1    14.4       9ol        10.8
Afghanistan                    -12.5   -10.2    10,4     26°8        o..
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Table 47    (continued)

9.

Percentage change

From Dreceding year     In latest 12 monthsa/

1972    1973    1974ÿ/    Total        Food

Countries or areasÿ/ whose rate of inflation was more than 15 Der cent in 1974ÿ/

Io  ExDeriencinÿ less inflation in 1974 than in 1973ÿ/

Argentina                       58°5    60.3    24.2       40.1       33.3
Uruguay                       76°5    97.0    71o4       63.9       55.1

2o   ExDeriencing a similar rate of inflation in 1973 and 1974

Bangladesh                     28.5    44°8    42.0       48.9       54.1
Singapore                          2.1     23°0     22°3        26.5        30.9
Syrian Arab Republic             0.8     20.0    19.0        16o4        22.9

3.  Ex__Deriencing a higher rate of inflation in 1974 than in 1973

Colombia                       14o3    22.8    24°4       31.6       38ol
Guatemala                           0°5     14.4     16o0         27.5         29.7
Guyana                           4°5     8°9    15.3       11o6       17o4
Surinam                            3°2    13.1    19o5        11.5         3°7
Netherlands Antilles             4°0      8.2    15o2        21o7        39°6

Peru                         7.2     9.5    16o6      16o8      18o2
Trinidad and Tobago              9o 3    14.9     22.0        18.6        21o 7
United Republic of Cameroon    8.0    i0°5    17.7        20.2        26.7
Malaysia                        3.2    I0.6    17.9       12.5       15o 3
Jamaica                        5.8    19o9    27°8       24°8       28.4

Ghana                          9°4    11o9    20°9       29.6       35°4
Guadeloupe                      8°0     6.8    i5.9       19.4       19.1
Nepal                            8°4    11.5    20.7       26.1
Xenya                         5°8    9°3   18.5      13o8       8]5
Sudan                        11o9    17o0    26°5       15o3       10o3

Jordan                             8.2    10.5     20°0        12.6       16o7
Burundi                          3.9     5.9    15.7       21o2       24.9
Panama                             5°3      6°9    16.8        16°7        21.0
E1 Salvador                         1.7      6°5     16o8        21o0         20.2
Malawi                          3°6     5.1    15o4       15.3       i0.0

Indonesia                         6°5    31.1    41o4        34.9        32.2
Ecuador                            7°9    13.0    23°4        21.2        28.0
Republic of Viet-Nam          25°3    44.4    55.1       41ol       38.0
Martinique                          5°8      7.7     18.9         20.2        20°2
Senegal                           3°5      7.3    18.6        30.8        ...
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Table 47    (continued)

Percentage change

From Dreceding year   In latest 12 monthsÿ/

1972   1973   1974ÿ/   Total      Food

3,  ExDeriencina a hi<her rate of inflation in 1974 than in 1973 (continued)

Thailand                         4.0    11o7    23°3       17,5       24.0
India                        6°3   16o9   28.8      25°4      30.0
Pakistan                         13.1    10o5    22.8        25.9        28.3
Paraguay                           9oi    12.8    25.2        22.1        18.4
Brazil                       16o7   12o9    25.8      27,9      31.7

Nigeria                        2.9     3.6    16,5       18,8       24ol
Zaire                         15o5    16o0    29.5       33°3       29°9
Ivory Coast                        0°3    10.8    16o7        17,0        ooo
Mauritius                         5.4    13.5    29ol        18.5        20.2
Mozambique                         7ol      5°4    22.6        21o9        25°0

Mexico                           6°4    16o5    34°3       27.1       25.3
Laos                           25°2    30°7    49°7       47.3       57.1
United Republic of Tanzania   20°0      5.1     24°7        52.5        67°3
Israel                        12.9    19.9    39.8       56°2       68°8
Republic of Korea               11,7      3.2     24.3        28.0        32°2

Madagascar                         5°7      3°7     24°9        21ol        26.7
Barbados                       11o8    16o7    39ol       36.6       41.3
Philippines                 15,7    7ol   41o0      43°0      30.7
Bolivia                       6.5    31o5    70°7       59.9       .o.
Uganda                        -3,0    24.4    66.7       54.3     57.3

Khmer Republic               25°5   157o9   284.8     289°5      229.7
Chile                      77.8  352ÿ8  504.7     375°9      92.0

Sources:   Centre for Development Plmÿningÿ Projections and Policies of the Unite
Nations Seeretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ
International Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoC.)ÿ
and national sources°

a/ Preliminary,

b_/ Countries are listed in ascending order of the degree of acceleration as
measured by the difference between the percentage increase in 1973 and the
percentage increase in 1974.

c__/ Based on a comparison of year-to-year changes in annual averages,
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Table 48°   Developing countries:   distribution of changes
in money supp!yÿ a/ 1974

Change in money
supply from

preceding year
(percentage)

Number of
countries

Countries bJ in whichÿ in relation to the trend
during the preceding yearÿ the trend registered

duning 1974 represents

Continuation   Deceleration   Acceleration  Reversal

Increase of:

Less than 6°0 2 Kenya
Pakistan

6.0-9.9

15o o-19.9

20,0-29° 9

7

9

19

Mal ays i a        Maurit ani a
Paraguay
Honduras
Zambia
AI ge ri a

Lebanon         Kuwait           Madagas car
Sri Lanka       Sierra          Afghanistan

Leone
Haiti
Thailand
I ndi a

E! Salvador

Colombia
Jordan
Burundi
Dominican

Republic

i0°0-!4.9

Ni car agua
Ethiopia
Mexi co
Costa Riea
Niger
Jamaica

Rwanda
Brazil

.Upper. Volta

Israel
Guatemala
Nepal

Morocco
Egypt
Philippines
Tunisia
United

Republic
of
Tanzania

Mall
Republic of

Viet-Nam
Guyana

Trinidad
and
Togabo

Dahomey
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Table 48 (continued)

Change in money
supply from

preceding year
(percentage)

Number of
countries

Countries b/ in whichÿ in relation to the trend
during the preceding yearÿ the trend registered

during 1974 represents

Continuation   Deceleration   Aceleration   Reversal

Increase of:

30°0-39.9

40.0 and over        13

Ii                          Malawi United
Republic
of
Cameroon

Iran
Sudan
Ecuador
Peru
Iraq
Somalia
Ghana
Venezuela
Congo

Gambia          Saudi Arabia    Togo
Argentina       Bolivia

Gabon
Libyan Arab

Republic
Zaire
Syrian Arab

Republic
Senegal
Ivory Coast
Mauritius
Nigeria

Total         68            7         27            31          3

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat ÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washington, D.C.).

a_/ Money supply is measured by the liabilities of the monetary system to the
domestic private sector in respect of currency and demand deposits.

b/ Countries are listed in ascending order of the degree of acceleration as
measur--ed by the difference between the percentage increases in 1973 and 1974o
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Table 49.   Developing countries:   sources of change in money
supplyÿ 1973 and 1974

Direction of change
.                a/

and causatlve factor--

Percentage of countries b/ in which the order of
importance of the indicated factor in changing

the supply of money in

1973 was                          1974 was

First    Second    Third       First    Second    Third

Expansion

Foreign assets (net)         29       23         17          29         20        12

Claims on government
(net)                    17      35       21        13       38       7

Claims on private
sector                      54        34          6          60         37         3

Contraction

Foreign assets (net)

Claims on government
(net)

Claims on private
sector

30       i       -        35       4

22      5      -        41       i

Sources:  Centre for Deve!opment Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics (Washington, D.C.) °

a/ Based on the consolidated accounts of the monetary authorities and
deposit banks.

b/ For list of countries, see table 48°
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Table 50. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe andUSSR:
gross fixed investment, 1966-1975

changes in

(Percentage)

Country

Average annual rate

1966-1970 ÿ 1971-1975 ÿ  1971-1974
actual       planned      actual

1971,
actual

Increase over preceding year

1972,       1973ÿ                1974
actual  actual  Planned  Actual

1975,
planned

I
I-'

I

Alb ani a  ........................

Bulgaria             12.5         6-7a/       2.4          1.7    i0o 0     8.2     B. 5    -9° 2

Czechoslovakia         7.2        6.2-6.5        8.0            5.7      8.7      9.2    10.8      8°7

German Democratic
Republic           9.9        5.2a/      4.2          .6    2.9    8.5    5°3    4°0

Hungary                  8.4a/      8.1-9.4        6.1          11o3     -Io0      4.2     ca°10   ii

Poland              8.1        8.3       20.2         7.7   23.7   25°0   12o4   25.6b/c/

Romania               10.9          8.4        11.6         10,5    10.4     8.3    18oi    17o3

JSSR               7.6       6.7       6.5        7.2    7ol    4°6    6.5    7°0

7°0

7°4

4°4

5°6

15o4

22 o0

7.3

Sources:  Centre for Deve!opment Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on national plans and plan fulfilment reportsÿ national statistical yearbooks and
statistical bulletins.

a/ Average annual change over preceding fiveÿyear period.

b__/ Socialist sector onlyo

c__/ At current prices.



Table 51.                                                                      selected indicators ofCentrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR;
growth of income and consumptionÿ 1966-1975

(percentage)

Country Average annual rate

1966-1970ÿ 1971-1975ÿ 1971-1974ÿ
actual    planned      actual

Increase over preceding year

19719 1972ÿ 1973ÿ     1974      1975ÿ
actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Bulgaria

Personal income
(rea!)  ....................  6.1

Average wage (nominal)  ....  5°8
Retail sales (real)  .......  8,6

Total consumption (real)oo    7.2

Hungary
Personal income per capita
(real)  ....................  6°0

Average wage (real)  ......  .    3.4

Retail sales (real)  .......  8.3
Total consumption (real)oo    6.0

Poland
Average wage (real)  .......  2.1
Retail sales (nominal)  ....  7°1
Total consumption (real)oo    5.5

German Democratic ReDublicÿ
Personal income ÿer caDita
(real)  ....................  4.1

Average wage d/ (real)  ....
Retail sales ÿnominal)  ....  416
Total consumption (real).,    4.7

Czechoslovakia
Average wage (real)  .......  3.6

-     Retail sales (real)  .......  6.3

a      Total consumption (real)o.    5.5

4°6-5.4      6°0
o..           2.8

6.8ÿ       7. ÿ5/
8o4-9. a/    6. --

4.2   7.4   7.4    5.0   5.0    4.3
1.8   3.2   3.3    ...   3°0    o.o

6.5   6.6   8°5    8°5   9.5    7.1
7.4   6.4   6.7  .........

2o5-5.0      3.8
5ol-5o4      6.2

4.9          5.8

4°2   4.5   3ol    .o.   3°4    ...

6°2   5°2   5.9    ÿiÿÿ-/ 5.-

3

4.2       5.-

4.1   6°4   4°8  .........

4°0   3.7   2.6          oo.
39   6o   58   ÿ2ÿe/ 5°9   ÿ°ÿ
5ol   6°3   5.9  .........

4o6-4°9       4.8
3.0-3.4     3.2
6o0-6o4      6.6

5.O        5ol

4.5   3°1   5.O  5.0-5.5 6°6    3.5
2.3   2.2   2.8    3.7   5.5    2°5
7.4   3°3   5°8    6°5  /9o2    9fl
6ol   3.1   4°4  5.2-5.6ÿ6o9ÿ ÿ3o5

3.4         7°8
7.2          12.0
6.9      8°9

ca.8.    ca.55.7    6°6   11.2    ca. hi 14 5il
8°3  12.7  12.5    9. --

77   9ol  109    o°°   8     ÿiÿ



Table 51   (continued)

Country Average annual rate

1966-1970ÿ 1971-1975ÿ 1971-1974ÿ
actual     planned      actual

Increase over preceding year

1971ÿ  1972ÿ  1973ÿ     1974      !975ÿ
actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Romania
Personal income Der caDita
(real)  ....................  4ol

Average wage (real)  .......  3.7
Retail sales i_/ (nominal)°    7°2

USSR
Personal income per caDita
(real)  ............  .  .......  5.9

Average wage (nominal)  ....  4.8
Retail sales (nominal)  ....  8.2
Total consumption
(nominal)  .................  7.5

oÿ

7°0-7°4      8.8ÿ/     13o5   8.0   5.2    8.6          9.0
3°5-4°2      28   32    ooo   100

o..        8.2       9.1   6°3   7°5    9.7  i0.0    8.5

5°5        4.4       4°5   4°0   5.0    5.0   4.2    5.0
ooo       3.6       3.6  .3.4   3.2         4.3    o..

7.2       6.2       6°8   6°7   5.2    6°3   5.9    7°2

5.6b/              5.8        5.8        5.3

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United nations Secretariatÿ
based on national plans and plan fulfilment reportsÿ national statistical yearbooks and statistical
bulletins.

a/ Estimated.

b/ For 1971-1973.

c_/ Estimated from components.

d_/ In socialist production only.

e/ Fund of consumer goods for sale.

/ Nominal°

/ Private consumption.

/ Delivery of goods to domestic marketsÿ presumably in real terms°

/ Socialist sector only.



Chapter IV

OUTLOOK

The prospects for the world economy in the 12 months immediately ahead are
much more uncertain than usual. The sheer size of the price changes that took
place in 1972-1974 and of the imbalances that have emerged and the extraordinary
coexistence of strong inflationary and recessionary symptoms have made the choice
of economic policy mix extremely difficult in most market economies. And even where
decisions have been made and specific measures enacted, the outcome is by mo means
assured: cross-currents within countries and the impact of external events may
have an even stronger influence on developments.

By the beginning of 1975 most developed market economies, confronted with
increasing unemployment, had adopted a reflationary stance, and most developing
countries, with their terms of trade deteriorating, had begun to take defensive
action. Since costs were still rising, however, and business profits were being
squeezed while consumers were still apprehensive both about future income and about
price increases, the effectiveness of the monetary and fiscal action so far taken
remains in doubt. As the outcome of the first quarter of 1975 became known,
forecasts for the rest of the year tended, almost everywhere, to become more
cautious. This in turn cast a shadow over many of the developing countries. Until
there is a strong recovery in demand in the developed market economies, the
prospects for developing country exports and in some cases, indeed, for the whole
development process, will remain bleak. Perhaps the two most positive elements in
the 1975 outlook are the vigour with which economic development is proceeding in
the oil-exporting countries and the reduction in the number of places in the grip
of famine.

The centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe, entering the last year of
their current five-year plans, are aiming at a rate and pattern of growth not
greatly different from that achieved in the two previous years. As usual, their
performance will depend to some extent on whether the agricultural sector lives up
to the promise held out by a favourable spring. Given their growing links with
outside markets, the great changes in world price relationships will also influence
the outcome, especially in countries that have passive trade balances and are net
importers of fuels and raw materials.

Developed market economies

Total output of the developed market economies will almost certainly be lower
in 1975 than in 1974. This is virtually assured by the steep decline in production
in the United States of America where the gross national product registered its
fifth consecutive quarterly reduction in the first quarter of 1975: at an annual
rate of 11.3 per cent this was the sharpest decline on record, and it brought real
output down to 7.7 per cent below the peak attained in the last quarter of 1973.
In the Federal RepUblic of Germany total output in the first quarter of 1975 was
3 per cent below the corresponding 1974 figure. At this stage Italy was expecting
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a decline of 3 per cent in gross national product between 1974 and 1975, the Federal
Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom foresaw no growth, and France and Japan
revised their forecasts downward to a growth rate of 3 per cent. According to an
estimate made by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development in
May 1975, industrial production in the five largest countries is likely to be
10-20 per cent less in the first half of 1975 than in the second half of 1974, and
for all 24 member countries a decline of 3 per cent in gross national product is
predicted. y

The three basic industries - steel, automobiles and textiles - all expect to
produce appreciably less in 1975 than in 1973 or 1974. In the United States, steel
production in the first five months of 1975 was running at 11 per cent below the
corresponding 1974 level, and the prediction for the year as a whole was for a
15-20 per cent reduction. In March steel production in the European Economic
Community was expected to be 6 per cent (9 million tons) lower in 1975 than in
1974, consumption 2 million tons lower, exports 4 million tons lower and inventories
drawn down by 3 million tons. On average, the industry was expected to work at
75 per cent of capacity. In the first four months of 1975, however, production was
9 per cent below the corresponding 1974 level and new orders were down 30 per cent.
By May 1975 guidelines for production curbs were being discussed. European
automobile sales, which exceeded 9 million in 1973 9 are expected to be well below
8 million in 1975 and an even sharper decline is forecast for the United States.
And the United States textile industry was employing 367,000 fewer workers in
March 1975 than a year earlier.

In the face of this widespread weakness in demand trade forecasts have also
become more pessimistic. In March 1975 the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) saw a possible 3 per cent expansion in the volume of world trade between
1974 and 1975, but a decline if production continued to stagnate. By May, OECD
thought that the combined imports of member countries would be 10 per cent lower
in the first half of 1975 than in the second half of 1974 - the steepest decline
since the Second World War. Largely because of the vigorous growth in demand in
the petroleum-exporting countries, OECD exports are unlikely to decline as much
as imports. Estimates of the combined current account deficit of member countries
have consequently diminished and in May 1975 the year's probable total was placed
between $18 billion and $19 billion: gj smaller deficits were postulated for France
and Italy, and a larger surplus for Japan, while the United States was thought
likely to swing into surplus before the end of the year. A $9 billion surplus was
projected for the Federal Republic of Germany and a $7 billion deficit for the
United Kingdom.

By early 1975 the decline in demand was beginning to result in a slackening
in the rate at which prices were rising. For the OECD countries as a group the
retail price index rose at an annual rate of just under 10 per cent in the first
four months of 1975, compared with about 15 per cent in 1974: the rate had dropped
to 6 per cent in the Federal Republic of Germany, 10 per cent in the Netherlands
and the United States, 14 per cent in Belgium, France and Japan, and over

1/ Compared with an earlier forecast of a 2 per cent decline, followed by a
comparable recovery in the second half of the year.

2/ Compared with a figure of $27 billion-$28 billion forecast earlier in the
year,-and an actual figure of $33 billioh-$34 billion for 1974.
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20 per cent in Italy and the United Kingdom (see tÿole 52)°  Another manifestation
of the recession was a rapid increase in unemF!oymentÿ  in the five major industrial
cotmtries the number of idle workers is expected to average 14 million in the first
half of 1975ÿ double the figure for the second half of 1974 and represemting aÿout
5 per cent of the work force°

It was this rapid increase in mÿemploymer.t that impelled most Governments
towards a more expansionary fiscal and monetary policyÿ less inhibited than in
1974 by the     ÿ°   °"   riseconÿinulng       in prices and the external deficits°

In the United States the aim of federal  tax rebates and reductionsÿ amounting
to an estimated $23 billion over the 1975/76 fiscal yearÿ is to encourage consumer
purchases of all kinds includingÿ in particularÿ housing and durable goods°  How
rapidly an expansion can be effected is still far from certain:  Aÿril brought a
significant improvement in the indices of V%uying plansÿ and Wconsumer confidenceÿ
and a I0 per cent increase in orders for durable goodsÿ but the first quarter had
seen a record $13 billion inflow into savings and loans associationsÿ and housing
starts ÿ at an annual rate of under i million ÿ were at the lowest level since the
Second World War°   In April industry was opersting at only two thirds of its
capacity - 16 per cent below the corresponding 1974 figureÿ  And the capitalÿ
spending plans of major corporations had been further reduced:   from a 1975 increase
of 12 per cent in money terms predicted in the autumn of 1974 to a 5 per cent
increase = which means a 5 per cent reduction in real terms = predicted in the
spring of 1975o   Though there ÿere further small declines in residential
construction and fixed investment by business° the main component in the large
first quarter reduction in gross national proÿuct was inventory liquidation.  This
was the first cut in real inventories since the 1960/61 recession and it came at
the end of a steep two=year cliiÿD in the ratio of inventories to final sales°
Further liquidation is expected but it will almost certainly be smallerÿ especially
if there is an expansion in sales°   In Hayÿ the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board advised Congress that targets had been set for the growth in money supply in
1975/76:   in the case of the smallest money aggregate = current bank deposits and
currency ÿ the rÿte was 5ÿ7o5 per centÿ compared to an actual expansion off
4 per cent in the preceding 12 months°

!llustrative of tÿ.ÿ-e cross-currents in the United States economy at this stage
is the movement of the index of leading economic indicators compiled by the
Department of Commerc,ÿ,   In March this index fell by 0°5 per centÿ five of its
components pointing to a deterioration in the economy and four to an improvement°  3--/
In April it rose by a record 4°2 per cent°  A new index ÿ including four of the
old components and eight new onesÿ chosen to reduce the distorting effects of
inflation = also showed a 4°2 per cent gain it,. April after a ! per cent rise in
Harchÿ i0 of the components pointing to an improvement in the economyÿ 4/'

3/ Signalling deterioration in the econon,y were consumer instalment debtÿ new
orderÿ for durable goodsÿ the ratio of price to tuÿit labour costÿ issue of building
permits and the length of the average work week°  The components moving favourably
were share pricesÿ new plant and equipment ordersÿ industrial material prices and
initial claims for unemployment insurance°

4/ Average work week in manufacturingÿ lap-off rate in manufacturingÿ speed of
deliveries by manufacturersÿ change in total ]',iquid assetsÿ change in sensitive
pricesÿ new orders for plant amd equipment (wÿlued at constant prices)ÿ net
business formationÿ share pricesÿ new orders for consumer goods and materials
(valued at constant prices) and building permits for new housing°
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Projections released by -the Administration at the end of May suggested that
after stagnating in the second quarterÿ the United States economy would resume its
growth in the third quarter and reach an annual rate of expansion of about
7 per cent in the fourth quarter°   For 1975 as a whole the gross national product
was expected to be 3°6 per cent below the !974 levelÿ but a 6°3 per cent gain was
projected for 1976o   Unemployment was expected to reach a peak in the third
quarter of 1975 at a little over 9 per cent°  The rise in consumer pricesÿ on the
other handÿ was expected to decelerateÿ averaging about 9 per cent above the 1974
level in 1975 (compared with a prediction of over ii per cent made in February).

In the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ where the gross national product in the
first quarter of 1975 was 3 per cent below the corresponding 1974 figureÿ the
reduction reflected not only weak domestic demand but a significant decline in
exports - the result of the recession in major trading partners and the completion
by the chemical and capital goods industries of a number of large orders from
Eastern European and petroleumÿexporting countries.   In Januaryÿ in the face of
motmting unemploymentÿ an expansionary programme was adopted:  money rates were
loweredÿ a tax reform was enacted that should raise the disposable income of those
in lower taxbracketsÿ and a public expenditure programme was introduced that
should result in a !0-Ii per cent increase in the combined 1975 outlays of the
Federal Governmentÿ the Lÿnder and the local authorities°   In May interest rates
were again lowered andÿ as from the beginning of Juneÿ bank reserve requirements
were also reduced to ensure that the supply of credit did not act as a constraint
on the economy.  Together with an increase in the disbursements of social security
institutionsÿ these measures are expected to revive domestic dÿmand as the year
progresses°   This may in due course stimulate fixed investment:   after two years
of virtual stagnation this declined sharply in 1974 and is not expected to recover
in 1975o

The continuing rise in unemp!oyment also prompted reflationary measures in
France.  The discount rate was lowered by I per cent on two occasions early in
1975 and credit restrictions were relaxedÿ the tax prepaÿnent system introduced in
mid=1974 was endedÿ the minimum wage and various social benefits were raisedÿ and
to stimulate the construction industry the subsidy to local authority housing was
increased and various government housing and public works projects brought forward
in time°  This cautious fiscal and monetary policy played a part in reducing the
rate of inflation steadily from 4.2 per cent in the first quarter of 1974 to
2.7 per cent in the first quarter of 1975 and in turning around the trade balance
to surplus in the first quarter of the year°  But the number of registered
unemployed increased steadily from 0°6 million in October 1974 to over 0°8 million
in March 1975o

In the United Kingdom the first quarter of 1975 brought further deterioration
in both internal and external balance:  the rate of price increase was the highest
among the industrial countries and a $7 billion current account deficit was expected
for 1975.   In contrast to the fiscal measures adopted in 1974ÿ the 1975/76 budget
aimed at a significant movement of resources from consumption - public as well as
private ÿ to industrial investment°  The strategy involves the forgoing of growth
in 1975 in order to strengthen the base from which exports can be expanded in 1976
when world trade is expected to recover its earlier buoyancy.  Unemployment
continued to rise rapidly and in the six months ending in May 1975 the seasonally
adjusted number of unfilled vacancies - often regarded as a more sensitive
indicator of the state of the labour market = was almost halved.
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In Italy the severely restrictive measures adopted in 1974 had greatly
improved the state of balance in the economy entering 1975.   The annual rate of
increase in retail pricesÿ which had reached to over 29 per cent in the third
quarter of 1974ÿ had receded to about 12 per cent in the first quarter of 1975o
In the course of 1974 the non-oil trade balance had beem brought into surplus and
the over-all current account deficit for 1975 was projected at less than $4 billionÿ
about half the 1974 figure.   Investment had been sharply curtailedÿ howeverÿ and at
the beginning of 1975 industrial production was rumning at 14 per cent below the
corresponding 1974 level°  With unemployment and short time spreadingÿ official
policy began to relax restraints on demand°   Interest rates were lowered from the
extremely high rates (17 per cent and over) of 1974o  The advance deposit scheme
that had been used. to curtail imports in 1974 was endedÿ releasing some $2 billion
for gradual repayment.  Credits were made available to two weak sectors
construction and agriculture - as well as to a number of export industries°  As a
result of stimulation of this nature the pace of economic activity is expected to
rise in the course of 1975 thoughÿ for the year as a wholeÿ total production may be
2 per cent below the 1974 level - the first such decline simce the 1950So

In Japanÿ after a sharp decline in business activity in the first quarter of
1975 and spring wage settlements with gains averaging 12-14 per cent whichÿ it
was thoughtÿ made little or no provision for any increase in workersÿ real
purchasing powerÿ policy began to swing towards reflationo  The April trade returns
showed exports running ii per cent above the corresponding 1974 level and imports
12 per cent lowerÿ and an Economic Planning Agency projection suggested that the
1975/76 trade surplus might be double the earlier estimate of $5 billion°  Public
works expenditure budgeted for the fiscal year beginning in April 1975 was
advanced - two thirds to be spent in the first half of the year - and plans were
formulated to stimulate housing construction.  The overÿall growth rate is expected
to pick up as the year advancesÿ reaching 5 or 6 per cent towards the end of 1975.
This would be in line with longerÿterm plans which visualize a less heavily
industrialized investmemt pattern and a rate of growth around half the preÿ1974
average.

A projection made in April by the LINK international econometric forecasting
groupÿ 5/ after taking into account policies implemented or announced up to that
timeÿ indicates that the combined gross domestic product of the developed market
economies is likely to be 2°3 per cent lower in 1975 than in 1974o  Given normal
harvests and no major change in economic policyÿ recovery is projected to get under
way in the second half of 1975 and the gross domestic product in 1976 should be
3.8 per cent above the 1975 level°  The swings in industrial production would be
much sharper.  While output in 1976 would have surpassed the 1973 pre-recession
levelÿ it would involve less than full utilization of capacity and would be
associated with higher than pre-recession rates of unemployment°

Another feature emerging from the LINK projection is the slowness with which
inflationary forces seem likely to abateÿ  the rate of increase in the gross
domestic product deflator is expected to slow doÿ only slightly in 1975 and to

5/ The LINK project is an international short=term forecasting systemÿ linking
various national econometric models.  It involves the collaboration of Ii countries
and 4 international organizationsÿ with the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce
of the University of Pennsylvania acting as co-ordinating centre°
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reÿ.ÿaiiÿ above the 1973 figure even in 1976o   This is partly the result of a projected
acceleration in price increases in the United Kingdom as compared with the average
for 1974 (see table 52)ÿ but it also reflects the asymmetrical upward flexibility/
downward ÿ'ÿigidity characteristic of much price and wage formation in contemporary
market economies°  Lack of success in dealing with this by the restrictive use of
conventional monetary and fiscal instruments was one of the factors accentuating

the 1973-1975 recessionÿ and the problem of assuring stable growth and equitable
distribution of output remains a central one for future economic management°

Tile price increase will affect the unit value of exports from the developed
market economies°  The LINK projection suggests that the rate of increase in
average unit value is likely to recede to a range of around 8 to i0 per cent in the
1975-1977 period°  The increase in the voltÿe of developed market economy exports
is expected to recede from about 6 per cent in 1974 to around 2 per cent in 1975ÿ
recovering to around the 1974 rate in 1976 and exceeding it in 1977o  Since the
unit value of developed market economÿ.T imports is expected to rise somewhat less
than that of exports, a slight improvement in the terms of trade is projected for
the 1975ÿ1977 period°

Developing comet ries

Except for those that have either large external reserves or assured export
income - pre-eminently the petro!etÿa exporters - the developing countries face a
difficÿ!t period in the iÿ.ediate future°  The decline in demand in the developed
market economies has weakened the market for their exportsÿ and for many colmtries
both volume and price seem likely to i)e lower in 1975 than in 1974o  At the same
timeÿ inflation in the developed market economies is continuing to raise the unit
value of manufactured goods ÿ¢hich conÿ;tituted around 70 per cent of their imports°
The resultant deterioration in the te.rms of trade will tend to reduce the resources
at the disposal of the developing couutrieso  Am offset may come from increased
domestic production, particularly in ÿhe agricultural sectorÿ or from a greater
inflow of grantsÿ loans and investmentÿ but neither of these is certain and
although prospects are not umfavourablieÿ it is doubtful whether the gains from
these sources will be sufficient or sufficiently widespread to prevent a decline
in the average rate of growth of the developing countries in 1975o  Even thongh the
petroleÿml-exporting countries will probably achieve a much higher rate of growth
in the years ilmÿediately aheadÿ in view of the set-back in foreign trade in the
rest of the developing countries the :ÿtainment of the International Development
Strategy target average of 6 per cent a year during the second half of the 1970s
will depend very largely on a major improvement in agricultural production over
the 1°5 per cent annual average registered in the first half.

In the first quarter of 1975 some commodity prices were still above the
levels of the fourth quarter of 1974-.o those of arabica coffeeÿ teaÿ beef and
olivo oilÿ for examp!eÿ as well as coÿ;ton and juteÿ almÿinium and nickelÿ and
manganeseÿ chrome sÿd iron ore°  And some prices that were below that level were
still well above the level of a year earlier - cocoaÿ sugar and sisalÿ for example°
The countries whose external outlook ÿ¢as gloomiest were those exporting commodities
the prices of which had risen less than the prices of manufactured goods -
three fourths from 1970 to the end of 1974 - and were declining:  among these
commodities were robusta coffeeÿ edible seeds and oilsÿ woolÿ rubber and hides
and skins°  The price of copper was 40 per cent below the 1974 average and
i0 per cent below the 1970 level but a fourth higher than before the 1973-1974
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boom.   Relative to 1970 levelsÿ the prices of lead sÿd zinc had risen more than
those of manufactures in 1974 bÿt were also falling in early 1975o  This was the
case with cereals also andÿ at a higher levelÿ with linseed Oi!o  Petroleum prices
had risen between three and four times as much as those of manufactures (see

table 53)°

Because of the weakness of demand in the developed market economiesÿ most
primary commodity prices seem likely to decline in the course of 1975ÿ especially
in relation to the ÿmit value of manufactured goods whose costs are continuing to
rise in the industrial countrieso   Since commodities entered 1975 with such wldely
different price relationshipsÿ howeverÿ the impact of the expected decline will
differ considerably from country to coumtryo   For the exports of developing
countriesÿ as distinct from the total world marketÿ the average price of non-ferrous
metals at the beginning of 1975 was not much above the level on the eve of the
Second United Nÿtions Development Decade°  The average price for their agricultural
raw materials was about twice that levelÿ that of foodÿstuffs well over twiceÿ and
that of petroleum ores about five timesÿ so that the average for all primary
commodity exports of the developing countries (not includimg metals) was well over
three times the 1970 levelÿ having increased twice as much as the average price of
manufactures°

The effect on imports of the impending deterioration in the volume of exports
in the terms of trade rill a!so depend on the stÿe of external assets and
liabilities andÿ like price relationshipsÿ this also differs from country to
country°  The decline in the real burden of debt service which characterized much
of the 1972ÿ1974 period will be reversed°   This poses a potential threat to a
number of developing countriesÿ especially to the dozen whose debt service ratio
(relative to export earnings) is more than twice the aÿerage and to some of those
that borrowed extensively on the private market in recent years°   In 1974 the
process of reserve accumulation that was a marked feature of the two previous years
came to an end in most developing comÿtries and 1975 is likely to see a widespread
decline in reserves.   In view of the large increase in the cost of importsÿ this
will impose a serious liquidity strain on a nm°ÿber of developing countries°

Im the aggregateÿ howeverÿ foreign exchange reserves continued to increase in
the first two months of 1975 ÿ by $2.5 billion in the petroleumÿexporting countries
and $0.3 billion in the other developing countriesÿ a decline in Africa and the
western hemisphere being more than offset by a rise in Asia.  Part of this increase
reflects the continuing inflow of capital°  Publicized credits from the
Euroÿcurrency market reached a total of $1o2 billion in the first quarter of 19759
not much below the $1.3 billion reported in the corresponding portion of 1974o

One sign of impending strain was a sharp increase in the number of countries
seeking accoÿodsÿion from the International Monetary Fund:  there were 18 in the
first quarter of 1975ÿ compared with i0 in the first quarter of 1974 and net
borrowing rose from $63 million to $311 million.  And the period saw a number of
exchange rate devalÿations in Latin America and South and East Asia as well as the
imposition of a number of importÿreducing measures°

Export balances of petroleumÿexporting countries are expected to continue to
build up in 1975ÿ though at a slower rate than in 1974.   Developed market economy
demand for petroleum may rise somewhat in the second half of the year if recovery
gets under way°  The volume of exports (and production) for the year as a wholeÿ
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howeverÿ is likely to be smaller than in 1974ÿ and even though OPEC is considering
the question of raising prices in order to maintain the purchasing power of
petroleum over manufactured importsÿ export earnings of the group for 1975 seem
unlikely to rise above 1974 levels°   Receipts from foreign investmentsÿ howeverÿ
will be substantially higher°

Saudi Arabia expects official revenue to amount to about ÿ30 billion in 1975ÿ
more than half of which will be available for investment abroad°   Domestic
expenditure is expected to continue to increase at about 20 per cent a year°
Despite a poor agricultural outlookÿ Iran is forecasting a 26 per cent increase in
national income for the year ending March 1976o   Industrial growth is expected to
approach 20 per cent°   Though large food subsidies are plannedÿ the consider
price index is expected to rise by about 14 per cent°   Iraq is also prepared for a
less-than-average agricultural output°  With the ending of the I(urdish insurgencyÿ
howeverÿ investment in industry and infrastructure is being accelerated and an
over-all growth rate of 15 per cent is forecast for the 1975/76 fiscal year°
Except in Omanÿ where disturbances in the western region continue to strain the
economyÿ the Gulf States also expect to spend more on infrastructure and
industrialization.   Bahrainÿ for exampleÿ has a 1975 budget which is 45 per cent
greater than the high figure of 1974.  An even larger expansion (74 per cent) has
been budgeted for in Indonesia whereÿ as a result of the increase in oil revenuesÿ
only i0 per cent of public expenditure for 1975 is to come from external loans and
donations.  With almost half of the budget going into investmentÿ inflationary
pressures are expected to remain strongÿ held in check - here as in other petroleum-

exporting countries ÿ by the increased ability to expand imports°   !n Venezuelaÿ
where inflationary pressures have also increasedÿ larger investment in domestic
industry is also expected to improve supplies°   In Nigeria consumer demand has been
greatly increased by a virtual doubling of civil service enrolments early in 1975ÿ
following a two-year freeze°   This has created difficulties in the private sectorÿ
including industrial unrestÿ and a considerable eÿansion in imports is expected.
In all the petroleumÿexporting countries the goal is a rapid, restructuring of the
economy to create productive capacity capable of substituting in due course for the
oil industry as deposits are depleted.

Elsewhereÿ prospects are mixed:  the most critical factors are the composition
of exportsÿ the role of the export sector in the economy and the performance of
agriculture°   Some acceleration in growth is forecast in Argentina and Brazil on
the basis of improved results in agriculture and industryÿ but the external balance

$3is under strain°  Argentina has to repay    billion of debt in 1975 and although
foreign exchange reserves were built up to a record ÿi°8 billion by mid-1974
three times the 1970 level - a major devaluation of the peso was deemed necessary
in March, 1975o  In Brazil official objectives for 1975 are the maintenance of an
adequate rate of growthÿ a reduction in the rate of inflation ÿ for which a target
of under 25 per cent has been set - and a strengthening of the external balanceÿ
preferably by expanding exports°   In Chile and Mexico growth rates are expected to
decelerate°   Chileÿ caught in the slide of copper prices in 1974 and facing a
prospective ÿI billion current account deficitÿ devalued the escudo on three
occasions in the early months of 1975.  Uruguayÿ faced with unfavourable prospects
for its wool earningsÿ also devalued.  Elsewhere there are expectations of greater
intraÿtrade within the ÿdean Groupÿ which effected a further i0 per cent cut in
internal tariffs at the beginning of 1975ÿ and within the Central American Common
Market where a renewal of economic relations between E1 Salvador and Honduras has
set the scene for further integration and industrialization°
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in Africa the most hopeful development is the improvement in agricultural
output in the western and Sahelian regions°  Early in 1975 Ghana was reported to
have achieved self-sufficiency in rice and maizeÿ and Sierra Leone to be harvesting
a record rice crop°  A reduction in the need to import food should offset the
impact of lower prices for exports of vegetable oilsÿ rubber and robusta coffee°
In East Africa the situation is less satisfactory:  stocks were dra-wn down in the
wake of drought in 1974ÿ and in the early months of 1975 weather conditions have
not been favourable in important parts of Ethiopiaÿ Kenyaÿ Somalia and the
United Republic of Tanzania°  A number of countries are expecting a further
reduction in receipts from tourism in 1975o  Though the year promises to be a
difficult one for the maintenance of external balanceÿ not all countries are
equally affected:  the export earnings of the phosphate and bauxite producers
(such as Guinea and Morocco) as well as the petroleum producers (Algeriaÿ Gabon
and Nigeria) should be sustained and some of the prices that are now receding have
been at extraordinarily high levelsÿ as in the case of cocoaÿ sugarÿ sisal and
olive oilo  Many of the African countriesÿ moreoverÿ are signatories of the
Lom6 Convention which embodies a compensatory mechanism that comes into play if
earnings from exports to partner countries in the European Economic Community drop
significantly below previous levels°  Egypt expects a major boost to its foreign
exchange receipts from the reopening of the Suez Canal in June 1975:  annual
earnings are postulated at about $450 million°

Several of the non-oil-exporting countries of West Asia expect to benefit
indirectly from the region's huge receipts from petroleum exports°  The lowest
growth is predicted for Democratic Yemen and Yemenÿ with some improvement possible
after the mid-year opening of the Suez Canal.  Israel is expecting a growth rate
of 5 per cent with heavy emphasis being placed on industries producing for export°
In Jordan and Lebanon a growth rate about double that is expectedÿ while the
Syrian Arab Republic forecasts a growth rate of 14 per cent based on expanding oil
production and the extension of irrigation in the Euphrates basin as well as a
larger inflow of foreign funds for investment°  All these countries visualize
further inflationÿ in part importedÿ though at a somewhat lower rate than in 1974o

In South Asia some acceleration in growth is expected in Afghanistanÿ India
and Pakistan and a continuation of low growth in Bangladesh and Sri Lankao  The
improvement in Afghanistan is premised on an increase in the inflow of capital and
in the outflow of exportsÿ particularly of gas.  Pakistan expects an expansion in
industrial production in the second half of 1975 to underpin an 8 per cent advance
in gross national product.  This result is threatenedÿ howeverÿ by a decline in
the wheat crop following reduced planting in the dry weather of late 1974.  This
means larger imports and an increase in the cost of subsidy°  In order to protect
the budgetÿ domestic prices of wheat (as well as sugar and edible oils) were
substantially raised in April 1975o  The food problem, remains a more serious one
in Bangladeshÿ though the April rice harvestÿ which provides a fourth of the yearÿs
productionÿ is reported to have been satisfactory:  a buffer stock of !25ÿ000 tons
has been acquired by the Government for stabilization purposes.  About 0°6 million
tons of wheat is being supplied by EEC in 1975ÿ of -which half will be in the form
of a gift°  Higher farm prices for rice encouraged the use of land for rice rather
than juteÿ the 1974/1975 output of which - at less than 0ÿ9 million tons ÿ was
almost a fourth below the previous yearVs figure°  Jute prices on the world marketÿ
though rising in early 19759 were still lagging behind the prices of cereals and
manufactures.  In May the taka was devalued by 58 per centÿ setting the scene for
the raising of the official procurement price for jute in a move to stem the decline
in production.  The economy remains extremely import-dependentÿ however:  the
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1974/1975 development plan budgeted on obtaining three fourths of its outlays from
foreign sources7 and the external deficit seems likely to wÿden further in the
course of the year.

In India the food situation has eased perceptibly°  Spring grain crops are
estimated at 26 million tonsÿ 15 per cent above the 1974 level7 and domestic
prices have begun to decline°  The Government7 which has again nationalized the
wholesale wheat trade7 has retained the 1974 procurement price7 howeverÿ and has
set a target of 5°5 million tons for the public distribution system°  It has also
increased its order for delivery from the United States 1975 wheat crop to
1.3 million tons7 over and above a food aid shipment of 0°8 million tons of wheat
and rice.  The agricultural improvement has not yet affected industryÿ the output
of which remained sluggish in the early part of the year°  For the 1975/1976 fiscal
year7 however7 the Planning Commission has projected a 7-8 per cent expansion in
industrial output and a 4-5 per cent expansion in agricultural output7 which would
mean a sharp acceleration in over-all growth compared with the 1-2 per cent
achieved in 1974o  Though tea pricesÿ like those of jute goodsÿ have been risingÿ
they continue to lag behind the prices of manufactures and petroleum and7 with
unfavourable terms of trade and a heavy debt-service burdenÿ the external deficit
remains a major problem°  On a smaller scaleÿ Sri Lanka is suffering from a
similar situationÿ exacerbated in early 1975 by declining prices for its exports
of rubber7 copra and coconut oil and by drought in one of its main rice-growing
areas which is likely to increase its food import requirements°

Most of the countries of South and East Asia face larger external deficits in
1975ÿ chiefly because of the falling off in demand for their exports7 both primary
and manufactured7 accentuated in the case of the former by a decline in price from
the high levels reached in 19747 especially for sugar and tin°  A further reduction
in tourist receipts from the high levels of 1973 is also expected°  And in Thailandÿ
where 1974/1975 crops were lower7 there will be less rice to export7 and a
20 per cent reduction in proceeds - from the high 1974 figure of $0.5 billion - is
expected.  Most of the countries are taking compensatory action to maintain
activity and employment.  In Malaysia the 1975 budget embodies a one-fifth increase
in both current and capital expenditures and a SM 0.6 billion deficitÿ and this
has been supplemented by an easing of the monetary restraints that were imposed in
1973/1974 to contain inflation.  Singapore ended its curb on bank credit in January
and budgeted for a 60 per cent increase in capital outlays in the 1975/1976 fiscal
year°  The Republic of Korea also eased credit curbs and accelerated public
spending andÿ in additionÿ devalued the won by one sixth.  Hong Kong has budgeted
for a larger deficit than the modest one recorded in 1974.  The results of these
expansionary measures are far from certain:  the general expectation is an
acceleration in inflation while growth in gross domestic product decelerates owing
to weak foreign demand.

Though the food situation has improved in the areas of most serious
deprivation7 the global position remains precarious.  The end of the 1974/1975
crop year will probably find stocks further reduced in the case of each of the
principal cereals - wheatÿ rice and coarse grains - and in both the net exporting
and net importing countries (other than China and the Soviet Union).  While
population has increased by an eighth and demand by substantially more since 19707
cereal stocks have been halved.  As a proportion of total available supplies7
carry-over stocks have diminished steadily from about 26 per cent at the beginning
of the 1970s to a mere ii per cent in 1975.  This low ratio leaves the world
precariously dependent on current harvests°  And particularly vulnerable are the
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net importing developing countries in which there is a considerable year-to-year
fluctuation in staple food crops° 6/

Given the probability that growth rates in the developed market economies
will be rather modest in the period immediately aheadÿ it is important that
development strategies in the developing countries be premised on adequate and
mutually sustaining expansion of domestic agriculture and industry°  The events
of 1973 and 1974 have made necessary an early adjustment in the food and energy
sectors°  There is some evidence in the pattern of investment intentions for 1975
that this process has begun°

Centrally planned economies

The national economic plans of the centrally planned economies of Eastern
Europe and the USSR indicate their intention to maintain in 1975 eÿproximately
the same rate of expansion in output as was attained during the previous two years°
The target groÿTth rates for net material product range from 6 to 15 per cent and
are in most countries below the actual 1974 growth°  Exceptions are Bulgariaÿ
Romania and the USSRÿ where better harvests than in the preceding year are countedÿ
upon to produce some acceleration of the groÿh in total production°  The year
1975 is the last of the present fire-year plan periodÿ and as a result of earlier
investment important new production capacity is expected to be completed in most
of the socialist countries and to begin adding to the output stream°  In the
light of recent performanceÿ the targets for national product eÿpear generally
attainableÿ given reasonable success in the investment completion rate and
favourable weather in the agricultural sphere°

Agricultural output and food production targets appear to have been set on
the growth trend of the recent past and generally involve faster gro-ÿth of crop
production ÿ ÿt rather high rates in those countries in which crops suffered
set-backs in 1974 ÿ than of livestock output°  Since reserves probably had to be
draÿ down in 1974ÿ the state of the foodÿgrain and feedÿstuff balances in 1975
will depend heavily on climatic conditions°

The industrial expansion plans of the socialist countries for 1975 general]ÿ
stress the engineering and chemical industriesÿ and in some countries of the
group above-average growth rates are a!so planned for metallurgy°  A significant
indicator of a changing development policyÿ howeverÿ is that in several countries
the light and constÿner goods industriesÿ normally the slowest expanding sectorsÿ
have been set relatively high growth targets in 1975:  in Polandÿ light industry
is expected to expand the volume of output sold by 13 per cent (as against an
ii per cent growth target for industry as a whole)ÿ in the German Democratic
Republic by 8 per cent (versus 6 per cent for all industry)ÿ and in Romania by
14 per cent (almost equal to the 15 per cent target for all industry)°  Though in

6J In May the International Wheat Council forecast a 1975 world wheat crop
of 370 million tonsÿ 7 per cent above the 1974 level.  At that point the export
commitments of the five major exporting countries for 1975/1976 stood at
Ii million tonsÿ well below the 16 million tons reported at the corresponding
time in 1974o  On this basisÿ the 1976 carry=over stocks of exportersÿ especially
the United Statesÿ might register their first increase since 1970.
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most of the other countriesÿ ÿnd probably also in Romaniaÿ ÿhe output of producer
goods is expected to grow faster than that of consumer goodsÿ the divergence
between the expansion paths of production for these two markets continues to

narrow°

As in es.ÿ!ier years, but with increased urgency, production plans in the
trade_derondent Eastern European socialist countries stress the need to increase
outÿuÿ for export°   While this emphasis reflects the general desire to contain
trade imbPlÿnces, especially with the convertible currency area - which have
growÿ in recent years of adjustment to increased exchanges with the market
con.omies - the urgency derives from the deterioration of the terms of trade which

in 1973-1974 affected the countries that are net raw material importers and rely
for part of their supplies on the non-socialist world.  In several countries
stringent new regulations on raw material usage and especially on energy and fuel
consumption complement these efforts.

The economic plans for 1975 appear to call in general for a slight enlargemen
in the share of accumulation in the distribution of national income.  While the
growth rate of planned investment outlays is generally lower than that experienced
in 1974ÿ in most countries it exceeds that of net material product.  Although the
standard of living of the population is expected to continue to rise in 1975, the
planned growth indicators are almost all lower than those attained in 1974, the
Soviet Union being a notable exception.  Housing construction will continue to
growÿ but in some instances at a slower pace than in 1974.  In several countriesÿ
further redistributional measures are planned, such as increases in minimum wage
and salary scalesÿ pensions, stipends and childrenVs allowances.

A key issue faced by the Eastern European socialist countries in 1975 is how.
to combine a dramatically changed, external balance with domestic economic
stability while implementing the annual production and distribution plan.  It
should be noted that the published plans for 1975 were probably brought into
balance prior to the decision of the CMEA member countries to adjust foreign trade
prices in the intraÿgroup marketÿ a decision which is bound to worsen significantl
the terms of trade of the raw material importing countries of the group (all but
Poland and the USSR) and will probably put several of them into balance-of-payment
deficit with other socialist countries.  The changed cost relationships in foreign
trade may call for some adjustments in the production and comsumption programmes
of several of the socialist countries even in 1975, although it appears that
arrangements have been made, especially with the Soviet Unionÿ to bridge the
unexpected intra-group payments deficits by medium-term credits and other measures
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Country

Table 52. Developed market economies: changes in ~he retail
price index, 1974-1975

Percentage change over three months ending

March June September December March--
1974 1975

Austria.

Belgium .

Canada

Denmark •.

Finland.

France

Germany, Federal
Republic of .

Greece

Italy

Japan .

Luxembourg

Malta • . •

Netherlands •

Norway

Portugal

South Africa

Sweden

Swit zerland •

United Kingdom

United States of
America •

Yugoslavia

Developed market
eccnomies,
average !!:I

3.5

3.7

2.8

3.0

4.6

4.2

1.9
4.8

5.7
8.7

3.5

2.8

3.2

3.8

11.8

3.2

4.6

0.5

4.6

3.3

2.7

3.9

2.0

4.4

3.6

4.8

3.9

4.0

1.6

3.8

4.9

3.5

2.5

2.8

2.1

1.1

0.3

3.0

-0.1

1.7

5.9

2.7

7.9

3.1

0.9

4.1

2.3

3.5

5.7
3.2

0.7

0.6

7.2
4.7

1.9

1.1

2.7

2.9

9.4

4.6

2.1

3.0

2.2

3.2

2.8

2.9

2.6

3.0

3.3

1.8

3.0

1.6

3.6

4.7

3.5

2.9

2.2

2.5

2.9

-3.5
2.7

4.5

2.2

5.3

2.5

7.3

2.9

2.5

2.9

1.8

1.1

6.0

2.7

1.9

-1.4

2.9

1.8

2.8

2.3

2.6

4.3

8.1

2.7

1.2

1.3

6.3

1.6

5.1

2.2

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics,
and national sources.

a/ Weighted by the 1970 dollar value of private consumption.
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Table 53. Price indices of primary commodities in world trade,
1974-1975, first quarter

(1970 = 100)

Commodity Second Third Fourth first
quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter

Wheat . · · · · · · 355 301 310 337 307
Rice · · · · · · · · · 292 291 262 21~9 233

Cereals · · · · · · 302 268 279 294 268

Coffee · · · , 135 141 122 123 127
Tea. . · · · · · 103 130 136 135 141
Cocoa • · 204 292 276 267 c38

Beverages · · · · · · 142 161 146 145 145

Beef 220 233 222 222 231

Sugar . · · · · · 315 399 518 784 573

Oil-seed cake and meal 202 148 175 206 182

Olive oil • · · · · 276 289 316 309 317
Copra. · · · · 356 334 278 227 153
Coconut oil . 289 312 279 195 134~

Palm kernel oil . · 357 362 303 237 159
Linseed oil . · · 598 568 587 624 439

Fats. oils and oil-seeds 260 248 257 250 206

Wool · · · · 250 232 196 169 166
Cotton · · · · 269 240 229 202
Jute 97 109 121 148 158
Sisal . 493 512 513 533

Textile fibres 256 234 217 194 185

Rubber · · · · · · · · · 235 185 152 127 138

Hides and skins · · · · · · 200 195 183 155

Manganese ore 207 218 220 220 256
Chrome ore 114 130 138 138 223
Iron are 152 143 146 147 164

Petroleum . · 602 602 602 599 590

Crude fertilizer 152 162 200 217

Aluminium. · · · · 105 118 131 140 142
Copper 168 194 123 98 90
Lead · · · · · 209 212 185 179 180
Nickel · · · · 126 128 143 144 157
Tin • . · · · 204 251 236 194 203
Zinc · · · · 395 443 315 274 272

Unit value of manufactures 145 161 167 175

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat. based on data supplied by the Statistical Office of
the United Nations.
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